
oMBUDSMAN - RAVrNona rvronNtruon
Mr Dinesh Kumar Bhatnagar 

..... Complainant
vls

LtC of India ......... 
.....Respondent

coMPtAfNTNo: BHp-L-029-2223-oggs 
'RDER 

No:torBHprArLtr r2o22-23

77' Mr Dinesh Kumar Bhatnagar (complainant) has fired a complaint against Lrc of India(Respondent) for less payment of amount on maturity.
18. Brieffacts ofthe Case_

a) 
_ The complainant has statedthat he had taken a Jeevan Saral Policy in 2or2from Lrc Agent. But due to commission ofAgent he had been given a wrong policy. He had given premium Rs.25,100/_ every year for 10years but after 10 years at the time of maturity he had received Rs.L,22,!57.00 only while he
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1. Name & Address of th" 
------

Complainant

--

Policy No: 

-

Type of policy
Duration of policv/policv nerir,.l

Mr Dinesh Kumar Ahatnagii-
83, Chitragupta Nagar, Kotra
Bhoeal, (Mp),4GrO03

2.

Jeevan Saral
05.09.2011

3. rrcrlle rrr Ine Insured
Name of the policyholder

rvrr r.r|lres]t numaf tshatnagaf
Mr Dinesh Kumar Bhatnagar

-

4.

5.

6.

7.

a.
9.

10. Date of Partial Settlem",rt
LL. Amount of relief soughi

-
l want loss of mo
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13.
trrl. rslrr(o, Ins. Ombudsman Rule 2017
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15. Lomptaint how disposed

Date of nwaiJTo'e.l-15.
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had deposited total amount Rs'2,51,000.00. He has requested to the forum to cover the tossof Rs. 1,28,743.O0 with interest.

b)(FactsofSCN)-TherespondentintheirSCNhave
stated Maturity payment had been made as per rule which is crearry mentioned in the poricyBond' Maturity sum Assured Rs.82,929.00 + Loyality Additions amount Rs.39,391.00/_Deductions Rs'62'90' Net Paid Rs.L,22,257.00 to the policy Holder. The policy holder has alsorepresented his case on GPGRAMS & PMo comptaint portars and in repry he has been dulyinformed that total payable amount as per the terms & conditions of the ptan has been paidto him' one of his policy's feature (plan Jeevan saral) is to provide a higher risk cover at alower premium' Unlike conventional plans where the premium is governed by the sumAssured' under Jeevan saral Plan the premium vis-a-vis the death sum Assured is decidedupon by the proposer' Based on the premium selected as above and the age of the proposerthe maturity sum Assured is calculated and is ctearly mentioned on the bond for the policyholder,s information.

L9' The comptainant has filed complaint letter, Annex. VrA and correspondence with respondent,
while respondent have filed SCN with enclosures.

20' I have heard both the parties over webEx App at length and perused papers fired on beharf ofthe complainant as weil as the Insurance Company.
27' observation and concfusion - During hearing the comprainant submitted that he had takenabove Jeevan saral policy from respondent company on 06.0g.2011 and had regularly madepayment of annual premium of Rs'25,10 o/- for policy term of ten years. The poricy maturedon 05.09.2022 and respondent company made payment of Rs.L,22,tS7/_ asagainst totalpremium of Rs'2'51'000/- paid by him and this way he has not even got back the principalamount' He therefore appealed to this forum for barance payment of Rs.1,2g, 743/- withinterest.

on their turn respondent company submitted that policy No.35xxxg212 was issued to thecomplainant on 05'09 '2ott and on maturity of the policy on 05.0g.2022 they had madematurity of payment of Rs'L,22,257/-. Thevfurther submitted that this maturity sum amountis arrived at by adding Maturity sum assured of Rs.g2,g 2g/- +royarty addition (@ Rs.475/_ per1000.sum assured) i.e. Rs.g2,929 x47S / 11OOO= Rs.39,39 L/_ andafter deduction of Rs.63/_.
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coMPlrlNT No: BHP-I-029-2223-0835 ORDER No: tolBHp/A/Lrl /2022-zg

Respondent company further stated that this maturity sum assured is already mentioned /
printed on the policy bond and the payment of maturity amount paid to the complainant is as

per the terms and conditions of the policy.

I have heard both the parties and carefully gone through the documents available on the file.
It is observed that the respondent company has arrived at the maturity amount correctly as

per the terms and conditions of the policy and hence nothing more is payable under the
policy. Hence the complaint is liable to be dismissed.

AWARD

The complaint filed by Mr. Dinesh Kumar Bhatnagar stands dismissed herewith.

23. Let copies of the order be given to both the parties.

22.

P]... ' Bhopal

Date : 24.LL.2022

llru f,"-'L
(RAVTNDRA MOHAN STNGH)

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN



oMBUDSMAN - RAVTNDRA MoHANsTNGH-H
Mr vatsalya Agrawat 

..... complainant
vls

BhartiAxa life Insurance Co. Ltd ........Respondent
COMPTAfNTNO: BHp-L-OO8-222g_oTLsORDER No:tolBHplAlL,l 12022-2023

L7' Mr Vatsalya Agrawal complainant) has filed a complaint against Bharti Axa Life lnsurance
Co. Ltd. (Respondent) alleging Mis_selling of policy.

t. Name & Address of the
Complainant

Mr Vatsalya Agrawal
Agrawal Building, Near Savera Hotel
Rewa Road, SATNA
Madhya pradesh 495 OO12. Pottcy No:

Type of policy

Duration of policv/policv nerin,f

Jvr-xxx.+y.+r, 5ux-xxxg069, 50x-xxx9036
50x-xxx9093,
Bharti Axa Life Etite Advantage plan
L .Lt.2Otg,22.Lt.2OLg. 10-06 2n)i 11na ,.r,l^3. trame ot the insured

Name of the policyholder
rvrr varsatya Agrawal
Mr Vatsalya Agrawal

4.

5.
endrcr Axa LtTe Insurance Co. Ltd
07.06.2022 

-

-_-
Da.,^-Jt-^^r . ---:--;-6

7. Date of receipt of the Complaint
_eEtvrru ttEE t(r(,K penod

8. ruature of complaint
Amount of Claim9.

10. Date of Partial Settlement
11. Arneunr or reltet sought

t2.
13.

.rs,E ,rv. rJlrr[s, Ins. umbudsman Rule 2017

-

Mrvijayrumarffi
ggmplain?nt over WebEx App

uare or nearang/place
R e p res e n tat i o n a t t hEt 

"r 
ri rr-

L4.

a) For the Complainant

b, For the insurer

-

Complaint how dispoGJ
Date of A-rtA7o'.t.1-

15.
rvrr rvrresn pabarl ov€r WebEx App
Dismissed 

-

16.
1+..rL.ZVZa

18. Brieffacts ofthe Case _

a)(FactsoftheComp|aint)-Thecomp|ainanthas
stated that his father Mr Vijay Kumar Agrawat was fraudurentry sord g poricies by the Agent
and the policies were issued in his name. He further stated that his father is a senior citizen
and runs a small business. He o Rs.4,16,4g5/_ by Agent, Mr



Manish Gupta an employee of citi Bank offering interest free loan of Rs.20 lacs. policy
documents shows the name of few Brokers, who never met him. He stated that neither his
father nor he had signed any proposal form and they never gave consent for issue of poricies.
company says that policy was processed on the basis of Kyc submitted at the stage of
application' The premium paid to respondent company was more than a rac, sti, the
Insurance company did not bother to verify the source of funding the premium, nor asked for
any lrR submission' canceltation period was intentionaily exhausted by the Agent stating oneor other requirement of his 'fake' loan process. policy documents consists of distance
marketing stamp' He is ready to share the bank statements to prove the financiar conditions
that he is unable to fund such hefty premiums. He represented the case to insurance
company on27'o5'2o22and received response ono7.06.2022fromthem. He has requested
to the forum for refund of premiums of all policies.

b) 
_ The respondent in their SCN has

stated that that after understanding the key features of the policy, policyholder had signed
and submitted the proposat form for insurance after which above which policies were issuedon LL'LL'20L9, 22.LL.20rg, 10.06.2020, t7.06.2020 and dispatched on r3.7!.2otg,
25'Lt'2ot9' L2'o6'2020 and t3'06'2o20 respectively and derivered. The company states thatthe policyholder retained the policy documents and did not invoke the free look option anddid not revert within 15 days alleging any discrepancies, thereby implying that thepolicyholder had agreed to whatever information was provided in the proposar form and was
also in agreement with the policy terms and conditions mentioned in the policy documents. lnthe instant case, after the expiry of the free_look period, the Company had received acomplaint raised through an email dated 27.0s.2o22 with respect to the subject poricy
number alleging that the policies were mis-sold to him with farse assurances of interest-free
loan thereby' demanding cancellation of poticy and refund of premium paid. That afterevaluating the documents and records for the subject poricy, the company was unabte toconsider the request of the complainant as there was no mis-selling involved and policy
documents were duly sent and received by the policyholder. Further, the complainant
approached the insurance company beyond the free took period. However, the complainant

to the matter if mandatory documents are



19.

20.

2I,

submitted for further investigation. Accordingly, the complaints were resolved to vide
communication dated 07 '06.2022. ln view of what has been stated above, the aforesaid policy
cannot be cancelled under the policy terms and conditions and the Hon,ble ombudsman may
be pleased to dismiss the complaint and advise the complainant to reinstate the policy and
continue to pay the premiums of the poricy to avair of any poricy benefits.
The complainant has filed complaint letter, Annex. Vl A and correspondence with respondent,
while respondent have filed SCN with enclosures.

I have heard both the parties over webEx App at length and perused papers filed on behalf of
the complainant as well as the lnsurance Company.

observation and conclusion - During hearing the complainant submitted that the above was
sold to him by Mr Manish Gupta, an employee of citi Bank who offered him to increase his cc
limit and interest free loan of Rs.20 lacs against purchase of poricies. He further stated that
he never met the brokers whose names are appearing in the policy documents. He further
submitted that he is not in a position to pay such hefty premiums as he is now a senior citizen
with limited income' He therefore approached respondent company for cancellation of
policies and refund of premium, but the same was rejected by them.
During their turn, the respondent company submitted that policy Nos.50x-xxxgog3, 50x_
xxx4947, 50x-xxx9036, 50x-xxx8069 were issued on 0g.05.2 020, LL.tt.2org, 06.06.2020,
22'rL'2o79 dispatched with option of free look period of 15 days to the registered address of
the complainant on t3.06.2020, L3.Ll.20Lg, t2.06.2020, 25.rt.201g and delivered. All the
policies are in lapsed condition. First complaint alleging mis-selling was received through
email dated 27 '05'2022 for subject policies after almost two to two and half years which was
beyond the stipulated period of 15 days from the date of receipt of policy Bond and hence the
request for cancelration and refund of premiums was rejected.
I have heard both the parties and carefully examined the documents available in the file. I am
of the view that the respondent company had given ample time to the complainant to cancel
the Policies' but the same was not availed by the complainant. The complainant has failed to
share any proof in support of his allegations regarding mis-selling. In view of the foregoing,
the complaint is liable to be dismi, 

fru
v



The compraint fired by Mr. vatsarya Agrawar stands dismissed herewith.

23. Let copies of the order be given to both the parties.

Place : Bhopal
Date : 24.LL.2O22 (RAV|NDRA MOHAN STNGH)

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN



oMBUDSMAN - RAVTNDRA MoHANsTNGH-H
Mr vatsalya Agrawat 

..... complainant
vls

BhartiAxa life Insurance Co. Ltd ........Respondent
COMPTAfNTNO: BHp-L-OO8-222g_oTLsORDER No:tolBHplAlL,l 12022-2023

L7' Mr Vatsalya Agrawal complainant) has filed a complaint against Bharti Axa Life lnsurance
Co. Ltd. (Respondent) alleging Mis_selling of policy.

t. Name & Address of the
Complainant

Mr Vatsalya Agrawal
Agrawal Building, Near Savera Hotel
Rewa Road, SATNA
Madhya pradesh 495 OO12. Pottcy No:

Type of policy

Duration of policv/policv nerin,f

Jvr-xxx.+y.+r, 5ux-xxxg069, 50x-xxx9036
50x-xxx9093,
Bharti Axa Life Etite Advantage plan
L .Lt.2Otg,22.Lt.2OLg. 10-06 2n)i 11na ,.r,l^3. trame ot the insured

Name of the policyholder
rvrr varsatya Agrawal
Mr Vatsalya Agrawal

4.

5.
endrcr Axa LtTe Insurance Co. Ltd
07.06.2022 

-

-_-
Da.,^-Jt-^^r . ---:--;-6

7. Date of receipt of the Complaint
_eEtvrru ttEE t(r(,K penod

8. ruature of complaint
Amount of Claim9.

10. Date of Partial Settlement
11. Arneunr or reltet sought

t2.
13.

.rs,E ,rv. rJlrr[s, Ins. umbudsman Rule 2017

-

Mrvijayrumarffi
ggmplain?nt over WebEx App

uare or nearang/place
R e p res e n tat i o n a t t hEt 

"r 
ri rr-

L4.

a) For the Complainant

b, For the insurer

-

Complaint how dispoGJ
Date of A-rtA7o'.t.1-

15.
rvrr rvrresn pabarl ov€r WebEx App
Dismissed 

-

16.
1+..rL.ZVZa

18. Brieffacts ofthe Case _

a)(FactsoftheComp|aint)-Thecomp|ainanthas
stated that his father Mr Vijay Kumar Agrawat was fraudurentry sord g poricies by the Agent
and the policies were issued in his name. He further stated that his father is a senior citizen
and runs a small business. He o Rs.4,16,4g5/_ by Agent, Mr



Manish Gupta an employee of citi Bank offering interest free loan of Rs.20 lacs. policy
documents shows the name of few Brokers, who never met him. He stated that neither his
father nor he had signed any proposal form and they never gave consent for issue of poricies.
company says that policy was processed on the basis of Kyc submitted at the stage of
application' The premium paid to respondent company was more than a rac, sti, the
Insurance company did not bother to verify the source of funding the premium, nor asked for
any lrR submission' canceltation period was intentionaily exhausted by the Agent stating oneor other requirement of his 'fake' loan process. policy documents consists of distance
marketing stamp' He is ready to share the bank statements to prove the financiar conditions
that he is unable to fund such hefty premiums. He represented the case to insurance
company on27'o5'2o22and received response ono7.06.2022fromthem. He has requested
to the forum for refund of premiums of all policies.

b) 
_ The respondent in their SCN has

stated that that after understanding the key features of the policy, policyholder had signed
and submitted the proposat form for insurance after which above which policies were issuedon LL'LL'20L9, 22.LL.20rg, 10.06.2020, t7.06.2020 and dispatched on r3.7!.2otg,
25'Lt'2ot9' L2'o6'2020 and t3'06'2o20 respectively and derivered. The company states thatthe policyholder retained the policy documents and did not invoke the free look option anddid not revert within 15 days alleging any discrepancies, thereby implying that thepolicyholder had agreed to whatever information was provided in the proposar form and was
also in agreement with the policy terms and conditions mentioned in the policy documents. lnthe instant case, after the expiry of the free_look period, the Company had received acomplaint raised through an email dated 27.0s.2o22 with respect to the subject poricy
number alleging that the policies were mis-sold to him with farse assurances of interest-free
loan thereby' demanding cancellation of poticy and refund of premium paid. That afterevaluating the documents and records for the subject poricy, the company was unabte toconsider the request of the complainant as there was no mis-selling involved and policy
documents were duly sent and received by the policyholder. Further, the complainant
approached the insurance company beyond the free took period. However, the complainant

to the matter if mandatory documents are



19.

20.

2I,

submitted for further investigation. Accordingly, the complaints were resolved to vide
communication dated 07 '06.2022. ln view of what has been stated above, the aforesaid policy
cannot be cancelled under the policy terms and conditions and the Hon,ble ombudsman may
be pleased to dismiss the complaint and advise the complainant to reinstate the policy and
continue to pay the premiums of the poricy to avair of any poricy benefits.
The complainant has filed complaint letter, Annex. Vl A and correspondence with respondent,
while respondent have filed SCN with enclosures.

I have heard both the parties over webEx App at length and perused papers filed on behalf of
the complainant as well as the lnsurance Company.

observation and conclusion - During hearing the complainant submitted that the above was
sold to him by Mr Manish Gupta, an employee of citi Bank who offered him to increase his cc
limit and interest free loan of Rs.20 lacs against purchase of poricies. He further stated that
he never met the brokers whose names are appearing in the policy documents. He further
submitted that he is not in a position to pay such hefty premiums as he is now a senior citizen
with limited income' He therefore approached respondent company for cancellation of
policies and refund of premium, but the same was rejected by them.
During their turn, the respondent company submitted that policy Nos.50x-xxxgog3, 50x_
xxx4947, 50x-xxx9036, 50x-xxx8069 were issued on 0g.05.2 020, LL.tt.2org, 06.06.2020,
22'rL'2o79 dispatched with option of free look period of 15 days to the registered address of
the complainant on t3.06.2020, L3.Ll.20Lg, t2.06.2020, 25.rt.201g and delivered. All the
policies are in lapsed condition. First complaint alleging mis-selling was received through
email dated 27 '05'2022 for subject policies after almost two to two and half years which was
beyond the stipulated period of 15 days from the date of receipt of policy Bond and hence the
request for cancelration and refund of premiums was rejected.
I have heard both the parties and carefully examined the documents available in the file. I am
of the view that the respondent company had given ample time to the complainant to cancel
the Policies' but the same was not availed by the complainant. The complainant has failed to
share any proof in support of his allegations regarding mis-selling. In view of the foregoing,
the complaint is liable to be dismi, 

fru
v



The compraint fired by Mr. vatsarya Agrawar stands dismissed herewith.

23. Let copies of the order be given to both the parties.

Place : Bhopal
Date : 24.LL.2O22 (RAV|NDRA MOHAN STNGH)

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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18.

OMBUDSMAN - RAVINDRA MOHAN SINGH

Mr Sandeep Kumar Nayak Complainant

vls
Bharti Axa Life tnsurance Co. Ltd ...............Respondent

COMPLAINT No: BHP-t-008-2223-076s ORDER No: rolBHp/ AlLal 12022-2023

Mr Sandeep Kumar Nayak (Complainant) has filed a complaint against Bharti Axa Life
Insurance Co. Ltd. (Respondent) alleging mis_selling.

Brief facts of the Case -
a) contention of the comptainant - The complainant has stated that he is a resident of
Budbud, Korba and wants to make complaint against HDFC Life lnsurance, Future Generali Life
Insurance and Respondent company for mis selling of the policies by making false illustration
of the policy terms and conditions. He stated that he had previous policy of HDFC Life
Insurance for Rs.15,000/- half yearly and due to his financial condition he is not able to

1. Name & Address of the
Complainant

Mr Sandeep Kumar Nayak
Budbud The Pali
Korba, Chattisgarh 4gS 449

2. Policy No:
Type of Policy
Duration of policy/policy period

SOx-xxx1622

BhartiAxa Elite Advantage plan
25.07.20t6

3. Name of the insured
Name of the policyholder

Mr Sandip Kumar Nayak
Mr Sandip Kumar Nayak

4. Name of the insurer Bharti Axa Life Insurance Co. Ltd
5.

6.

Date of Repudiation/ Reiection L9.O2.2O22, 05.03.2022, 28.03.2022
Reason for Repudiation/ Rejection Beyond free look period

7. Qelggf receipt of the Complaint L7.L0.2022
8.* Nature of complaint Mis-selling
9. Amount of Claim
10. Date of Partial Settlement
Lt.

t2.

Amount of relief sought Rs.98,999/-

Complaint registered under Rule Rule No. 13(lxd) Ins. Ombudsman Rule 2017
13.

L4.
Date of hearing/place 25.1L.2O22 at OtO Bhopal
Representation at the hearing

a) For the Complainant Mr Sandeep Kumar Navak over WehFy a

15.

b) For the insurer lMr Mitesh Pabari over WebEx App
Complaint how disposed Dismissed

16. Date of AwardlOrder 25.LL.2022

continue with the policy and hencF stop payment of the policy. ln the year 2016



he received a callfrom the agent giving all reference of his earlier policy of HDF6 and told him

to pay the balance premium and continue the policy. He totd the Agent that he does not have

money to continue with the policy. After 3-4 days he called again and instigated him to pay

the balance premium and he managed money to pay the premium. First he was asked to pay

Rs.25,000/-. Then he demanded Rs.99,000/-, Rs.49,000/_ and Rs.35,000/_ giving reasons like
interest, late fee charges and so on. He stated that he is not well educated, does not
understand English and has written this complaint with the help of his relatives. The caller
sends agent to his house to collect cheque. He stated that the poticy bonds were received by
him after 2-3 months of entire cheating. He therefore requested this forum for cancellation
of above policies and getting refund of his premium.

b) contention of the respondent - The respondent in their scN have stated that after
understanding the key features of the policy, poticyholder had signed and submitted the

;- proposal form for insurance after above which policy was issued 25.o7.2oLldispatched with
option of free look period of 15 days to the registered address of the complainant on
01'08'2016 vide PoD No.EA77523o1oolN and delivered. company effected plVC and had
given a call to the policyholder on his registered mobile No. and in the said call policyholder

did not raise any concern or issue and was in complete agreement with the terms and
conditions of the policy. Policyholder has duly filled up and signed the proposal form and has

voluntarily applied for our product after completely understanding the features, risk charges,

benefits and terms conditions thereof and submitted his application. Hence it can be said
that the policyholder has duly understood the contents of proposal form wherein it was
categorically mentioned that the complainant has read att necessary documents including
benefit illustration thereby understood all terms and conditions in relation to product
propose to be purchased by him and have been provided to him and explained to him.
complainant retained the policy document and did not invoke free look option and did not
revert within 15 days alleging any discrepancies, thereby implying that he had agreed to
whatever information provided in the proposal form and was also in agreement with the
policy terms and conditions. In the instant case, after expiry of free look period company
received a complaint through email dated tL.02.2022 for subject policy alleging that the
polidies were mis sold with false assurances



refund of premium paid. After evaluating the documents and records for subject policies,

insurance company was unable to consider the request of the complainant as there was no

mis-selling activity involved, all the policy documents were duly sent and received by the

policyholder but complainant approached outside free look period. Further complainant was

apprised that the company would re look into the matter if any documentary proof of his

allegations is submitted. Complaint was resolved vide communication dated L9.O2.2O22.fhe

Company states that the policyholder for subject policy is a graduate individual and hence

being prudent person he is expected to be cautious while investing his money with any

financial institution and before investing into any scheme the investor must read the offer

document carefully. lt is very pertinent to mention here that the premiums paid under subject

policy has been duly utilized in covering the life of life assured and the company would have

been statutorily liable to honour the claim in case of any adversity in the life of life assured.

*-Thus premium paid as consideration for services which has been duly rendered thus same

cannot be refunded.

19. The complainant has filed complaint letter, Annex. Vl A and correspondence with respondent,

while respondent have filed SCN with enclosures.

ZO. I have heard both the parties over WebEx App at length and perused papers filed on behalf of

the complainant as well as the Insurance Company.

ZL. Observation and Conclusion - During hearing the complainant submitted that he had one

earlier policy of HDFC company wherein he had paid premium of Rs.15,OOO/-. He stated that

due to his financial constraints he could not pay further premium under that earlier policy.

He submitted that he received a call wherein he was assured that he can get back his amount

of Rs.15,000/- against purchase of above policy. But inspite of purchasing the policies as told

by the telecaller he could not get back his money. He therefore appealed to this forum for

cancellation of policy and refund of premium.

On their turn respondent company submitted that policy No.50x-xxxl622 was issued to the

complainant on 25.07.2OLG on payment of premium of Rs.99,000/-.Thereafter policy bond

was duly dispatched to the complainant. Further the PIVC call made to the complainant was

successful. First complaint alleging mis selling was

t/'l ,a
ved from the complainant on



22.

-4-

coMPtAf NT No: BHP-L-008-2223-o76s 0RDER No: tolBHPl AlLal 12o22-2o23

LL.O2.2O22 and the same was rejected by the respondent company as he had approached

them after almost 6 years after expiry of free look period.

I have heard both the parties and carefully examined the documents available in the file. I am

of the view that the respondent company had given ample time to the complainant to cancel

the Policy during free look period, but the same was not availed by the complainant. Further

the complainant has failed to share any proof in support of his allegations regarding mis-

selling. In view of the foregoing, the complaint is liable to be dismissed.

AWARD

The complaint filed by Mr. sandeep Kumar Nayak stands dismissed herewith.

23. Let copies of the order be given to both the parties.

Place : Bhopal
Date : 25.LL.2O22

(RAVTNDRA MOHAN STNGH)

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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18.

. I NE III)UKANCt, OMBUDSMAN, STA

OMBUDSMAN - RAVINDRA MOHAN SINGH
Mrc Kavita Mahobia 

..... Complainant

vls
Bharti Axa Life Insurance Co. Ltd ........Respondent

coMPlAtNTNo: BHp-t-oo8-2223-o773 ORDER No:tolBHplAlLtl 12022-2023

Mrs Kavita Mahobia complainant) has filed a complaint against Bharti Axa Life lnsurance co.
Ltd. (Respondent) alleging Mis_selling of policy.

Brief facts of the Case -
a) contention of the comptainant (Facts of the complaint)- The complainant has
stated that she belongs to chattisgarh and that her husband is having a smail business of
welding and denting in his village and earning his livelihood through it. As he wanted to
develop his business, he was in requirement of loan. At this time he received a call from one
Mr Mahesh Narayan sharma enquiri he was in need of loan. The caller informed

t. Name & Address of the
Complainant

Mrs Kavita Mahobia
W/o Mr Purushottam Mahobia
Vikash Nagar, Lakholi, Rajnandgaon
Chattisgarh 491 441

2. Policy No:
Type of Policy
Duration of policy/policy period

JUX-XXXOZ66

BhartiAxa Life Shining Stars
13.LO.2020

3. Name of the insured
Name of the policyholder

tvtrs Kavtta Mahobaa
Mrs Kavita Mahobia
BhaniAxa t-:te tnJuEnce Co t-tU

-

05.08.2021

4. Name of the insurer
5. Date of Repudiation/ Rejection
6. Reason for Repudiation/ Rejection Deyonq rree took period

-

L8.tO.2022-7. Date of receipt of the Complaint
8. Nature of complaint
9. Amount of Claim

10. Date of Panial Settlement
It. Amount of relief sought

t2. Complaint registered under Rute
13. Date of hearing/place 24.LL.2O22 at OIO Rhnnrl

LI

L4, Representation at the hearing

Mr Purushottam Mahobia, HusGnd of the
complainant over Whatsapp video call

a) For the Complainant

b) For the insurer ..ll
utsmtssed

-

24.LL.2022

15. Complaint how disposed
16. Date of Award/Order



that their company is having a condition that one has to take an insurance poricy for atreast
an amount of Rs'20'000/- bv paying premium every year so that they can help him get
interest free loan of Rs'10 lacs. This way he was sold policy No.Sox-xxx g240. Then in the
name of GST he was sold policy No.50x-xxx2683. The caller kept informing him that his loan.
He was then contacted by another person who informed that two policies are not enough to
process the loan and hence policy No.50x-xxx6266 was sord to him. He was asked to take
another policy No'04367474 in the name of his son Mr priyanshu Mahobia from Exide Life
Insurance Co. When he contacted the callers for loan, they started giving excuses.
Respondent company rejected his request for cancellation informing that he approached
beyond free look period' He has requested to the forum for canceilation of poricies and
refund of premium.

b) 
_ The respondent in their SCN have

submitted the proposat form for insurance after above which policy was issued L3.to.2o2o
dispatched with option of free look period of 15 days to the registered address of the
complainant on 15'10'2o2ovide POD No.EAg4gg3L474tN and delivered. The companystates
that the policyholder retained the policy documents and did not invoke the free look option
and did not revert within 15 days alleging any discrepancies, thereby implying that the
policyholder had agreed to whatever information was provided in the proposal form and was
also in agreement with the policy terms and conditions mentioned in the policy documents.
In the instant case, after the expiry of the free-took period, the company had received a
compfaint raised through an email dated 3o.o7.2o2twith respect to subject policy number
alleging that the policy was mis-sold to him with false assurances of loan. Thereby, demanding
cancellation of policy and refund of premium paid. That after evaluating the documents and ,,
records for the subject policy, the company was unabte to consider the request of the
complainant as there was no mis-selling involved and policy documents were duly sent and
received by the policyholder' Further, the complainant approached the insurance company
beyond the free look period' However, the comprainant was apprised that the company
would relook into the matter if mandatory documents are submitted for further investigation.
Accqrdingly' the complaints were resolved to vide communication dated o5.og.2o2L ln view

frr(



L9.

of what has been stated above, the aforesaid policy cannot be cancelled under the policy
terms and conditions and the Hon'ble ombudsman may be pleased to dismiss the complaint
and advise the complainant to reinstate the policy and continue to pay the premiums of the
policy to avail of any policy benefits.

The complainant has filed complaint letter, Annex. Vl A and correspondence with respondent,
while respondent have filed SCN with enclosures.

I have heard both the parties over whatsapp video call at length and perused papers filed on
behalf of the complainant as well as the Insurance Company.

observation and conclusion - During hearing representative of the complainant submitted
that the above policy was sold to him fraudulently assuring that loan would be provided
against purchase of policy. The telecaller enquired whether he was in need of loan and
persuaded him to purchase one policy. Later he kept on contacting him again and again for
purchase of another policy and assured him that he can get him loan at 5% interest. After
purchase of two policies, the caller informed that as the loan amount is more he has to
purchase two more policies and he therefore purchased above policy in the name of his wife
and the other in the name of his son. Later the telecaller never responded to his phone calls
and switched off his mobile' He therefore approached respondent company for cancellation f
policy and refund of premium but the same was rejected by them stating that he approached
them outside free look period. He therefore appealed to this forum for redressal of his
grievance.

on their turn respondent company submitted that policy No.50x-xxx6256 was issued to the
complainant on 13.10.2020 against payment of premium of Rs.25,000/_. poticy documents
were dispatched on t5'Lo.2o2o and delivered to the complainant. First complaint alleging mis
selling was received from the complainant on 3o.o7.zo2Land the same was rejected by the
respondent company as he had approached them beyond free rook period. At this juncture
they expressed their inability to cancel the policy and refund the premium as the complainant
did not raise any query or concern during the free look period, policy bond was duly sent and
received by the policyhotder.

I have heard both the parties and carefully examined the documents available in the file. I am
of the view that the respondent company had given ample time to the complainant to cancel- .u/ Il/ ttult,

20.

2t.



the Policy' but the same was not availed by the comprainant. The comprainant has faired toshare any proof in support of his allegations regarding mis-selling. In view of the foregoing,the complaint is liable to be dismissed.

23. Let copies of the order be given to both the parties.

Place : Bhopal
Date : 24.LL.2O22

The complaint fired by Mrs. Kavita Mahobia stands dismissed herewith.

IN, /, JL
(RAV|NDM MOHAN SrNGH)
INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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18.

(UNDER RLJfE No: lRllltlz arE TrrE rircr rDArr-F ^
OMBUDSMAN - RAVINDRA MOHAN SINGH

Mr Purushottam Mahobia ..... Complainant

vls
BhartiAxa life Insurance Co. ltd ........Respondent

coMPtAlNT No: BHp-r-oo8-2223-o774 ORDER No: rolBHp/ AlL,l ,/2022-2023

Mr Purushottam Mahobia complainant) has filed a complaint against Bharti Axa Life
Insurance Co. Ltd. (Respondent)alleging Mis_selling of policy.

Brief facts of the Case -
contention of the comprainant (Facts of the compraint)- The comprainant has

stated that he belongs to chattisgarh, having a small business of welding and denting in his
village and earning his livelihood through it. As he wanted to develop his business, he was in
requirement of loan' At this tinie he received a call from one Mr Mahesh Narayan sharma
enquiring whether he was in need of loan. The calter informed that their company is having a
condition that one has to takd an insurance licy for atleast an amount of Rs.20,00 o/- bv)tl/ t

luu ^

L, Name & Address of the
Complainant

Mr Purushottam Mahobia
Vikash Nagar, Lakholi, Rajnandgaon
Chattisgarh 4912t41

2. Policy No:
Type of Policy
Duration of policy/policy period

sox-xxx2583, 50x-xxxg240
BhartiAxa Life Secure Income plan
28.06.2020, t5.o6.2O2O
Mr Purushott"
Mr Purushottam Mahobia
B!l4iR"" tif"ffi

3. Name of the insured
Name of the policyholder

4. Name of the insurer
5. Date of Repudiation/ Rejection
6. Reason for Repudiation/ Rejection
7. Date of receipt of the Comptaint

*-8. Nature of complaint
9. Amount of Claim

10. Date of Partial Settlement
11. Amount of relief sought

12. Complaint registered under Rule Kute No. 13(U(d) tns. ombudsman Rule 2017
24.L1.2O22 at OtO ehopal

-

Mr Purushott"
call

Dismissed

24.LL.2022 

-

13. Date of hearing/place
L4. Representation at the hearine

a) For the Complainant

b) For the insurer
15. Complaint how disposed
16. Date of Award/Order



paying premium every year so that they can help him get interest free loan of Rs.10 lacs. This
way he was sold policy No.SOx-xxx8240. Then in the name of GST he was sold policy No.50x-
xxx2683' The caller kept informing him that his loan is under process. He was then contacted
by another person who informed that two policies are not enough to process the loan and
hence policy No'50x-xxx6266 was sold to him. He was asked to take another policy
No'04367474 in the name of his son Mr Priyanshu Mahobia from Exide Life Insurance co.
when he contacted the callers for loan, they started giving excuses. Respondent company
rejected his request for cancellation informing that he approached beyond free look period.
He has requested to the forum for cancellation of policies and refund of premium.
b) _ The respondent in their SCN have
stated that after understanding the key features of the policy, policyholder had signed and
submitted the proposat form for insurance after above which policies was issued 30.06.2020,
t9'o6'2020 dispatched with option of free look period of 15 daystothe registered address of
the complainant on o4.o7.2o2o, z3.oi.2oz0 vide poD No.376rg5g73t4, 372googo331 and
delivered' The company states that the policyholder retained the policy documents and did
not invoke the free look option and did not revert within 15 days alleging any discrepancies,
thereby implying that the policyholder had agreed to whatever information was provided in
the proposal form and was also in agreement with the policy terms and conditions mentioned
in the policy documents' In the instant case, after the expiry of the free-look period, the
company had received a complaint raised through an email dated 3o.o7.zo2Lwith respectto
subject policy number alleging that the policy was mis-sold to him with false assurances of
loan' Thereby, demanding cancellation of policy and refund of premium paid. That after
evaluating the documents and records for the subject policy, the company was unable to
consider the request of the complainant as there was no mis-selling involved and policy
documents were duly sent and received by the policyholder. Further, the complainant
approached the insurance company beyond the free look period. However, the complainant
was apprised that the company would relook into the matter if mandatory documents are
submitted for further investigation. Accordingly, the complaints were resolved to vide
communication dated 05'08'2021' what has been stated above, the aforesaid policy
cahnot be cancelled under the pol nd conditions and the Hon,ble ombudsman may

I
l
I



be pleased to dismiss the complaint and advise the comptainant to reinstate the poticy andcontinue to pay the premiums of the poricy to avair of any poricy benefits.
19' The complainant has filed complaint letter, Annex. Vr A and correspondence with respondent,

while respondent have filed SCN with enclosures.
20' I have heard both the parties over whatsapp video cail at rength and perused papers fired onbeharf of the comprainant as wet as the Insurance company.
27' observation and conclusion - During hearing the comptainant submitted that the abovepolicies were sold to him fraudulently assuring that loan would be provided against purchaseof these policies' The tetecaller enquired whether he was in need of loan and persuaded himto purchase one policy' Later he kept on contacting him again and again for purchase ofanother policy and assured him that he can get him roan at S%interest. After purchase of twopolicies' the caller informed that as the loan amount is more he has to purchase two more
;- policies and he therefore purchased two more policies - one in the name of his wife and theother in the name of his son' Later the tetecaller never responded to his phone cars andswitched off his mobile' He therefore approached respondent company for cancelation ofpolicies and refund of premium but the same was rejected by them stating that heapproached them outside free look period. He therefore appeared to this forum for redressal

of his grievance.

on their turn respondent company submitted that policy No.Sox-xxx g24o,50x-xxx26g3 
wereissued to the complainant on 19.06 .2020, 2g.06.2020 against payment of premium ofRs'20'000/- and Rs'25,000/-. Policy documents were dispatched on 04.07.2020,23.06.2020

and delivered to the complainant. First complaint aileging mis seling was received from thecomplainant on 30'07'2o2L andthe same was rejected by the respondent company as he hadapproached them beyond free look period. At this juncture they expressed their inabirity tocancel the policy and refund the premium as the comprainant did not raise any query orconcern during the free look period, policy bond was dury sent and received by thepolicyholder.

I have heard both the parties and carefully examined the documents avairabre in the fire. I amof the view that the respondent company had given ampre time to the comprainant to cancelthe.policy, but the same was 
he complainant has failed to



share any proof in support of his ailegations regarding mis-seiling.
the complaint is liable to be dismissed.

In view of the foregoing

23. Let copies of the order be given to both the parties.

Place : Bhopal
Date : 24.LL.2O22

tl-/;J
(RAVINDRA MOHAN STNGH)
INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

The complaint filed by Mr. purushottam Mahobia stands dismissed herewith.
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stated that he belongs to chattisgarh, having a small business of welding and denting in his
village and earning his livelihood through it. As he wanted to develop his business, he was in
requirement of loan' At this tinie he received a call from one Mr Mahesh Narayan sharma
enquiring whether he was in need of loan. The calter informed that their company is having a
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paying premium every year so that they can help him get interest free loan of Rs.10 lacs. This
way he was sold policy No.SOx-xxx8240. Then in the name of GST he was sold policy No.50x-
xxx2683' The caller kept informing him that his loan is under process. He was then contacted
by another person who informed that two policies are not enough to process the loan and
hence policy No'50x-xxx6266 was sold to him. He was asked to take another policy
No'04367474 in the name of his son Mr Priyanshu Mahobia from Exide Life Insurance co.
when he contacted the callers for loan, they started giving excuses. Respondent company
rejected his request for cancellation informing that he approached beyond free look period.
He has requested to the forum for cancellation of policies and refund of premium.
b) _ The respondent in their SCN have
stated that after understanding the key features of the policy, policyholder had signed and
submitted the proposat form for insurance after above which policies was issued 30.06.2020,
t9'o6'2020 dispatched with option of free look period of 15 daystothe registered address of
the complainant on o4.o7.2o2o, z3.oi.2oz0 vide poD No.376rg5g73t4, 372googo331 and
delivered' The company states that the policyholder retained the policy documents and did
not invoke the free look option and did not revert within 15 days alleging any discrepancies,
thereby implying that the policyholder had agreed to whatever information was provided in
the proposal form and was also in agreement with the policy terms and conditions mentioned
in the policy documents' In the instant case, after the expiry of the free-look period, the
company had received a complaint raised through an email dated 3o.o7.zo2Lwith respectto
subject policy number alleging that the policy was mis-sold to him with false assurances of
loan' Thereby, demanding cancellation of policy and refund of premium paid. That after
evaluating the documents and records for the subject policy, the company was unable to
consider the request of the complainant as there was no mis-selling involved and policy
documents were duly sent and received by the policyholder. Further, the complainant
approached the insurance company beyond the free look period. However, the complainant
was apprised that the company would relook into the matter if mandatory documents are
submitted for further investigation. Accordingly, the complaints were resolved to vide
communication dated 05'08'2021' what has been stated above, the aforesaid policy
cahnot be cancelled under the pol nd conditions and the Hon,ble ombudsman may

I
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I



be pleased to dismiss the complaint and advise the comptainant to reinstate the poticy andcontinue to pay the premiums of the poricy to avair of any poricy benefits.
19' The complainant has filed complaint letter, Annex. Vr A and correspondence with respondent,

while respondent have filed SCN with enclosures.
20' I have heard both the parties over whatsapp video cail at rength and perused papers fired onbeharf of the comprainant as wet as the Insurance company.
27' observation and conclusion - During hearing the comptainant submitted that the abovepolicies were sold to him fraudulently assuring that loan would be provided against purchaseof these policies' The tetecaller enquired whether he was in need of loan and persuaded himto purchase one policy' Later he kept on contacting him again and again for purchase ofanother policy and assured him that he can get him roan at S%interest. After purchase of twopolicies' the caller informed that as the loan amount is more he has to purchase two more
;- policies and he therefore purchased two more policies - one in the name of his wife and theother in the name of his son' Later the tetecaller never responded to his phone cars andswitched off his mobile' He therefore approached respondent company for cancelation ofpolicies and refund of premium but the same was rejected by them stating that heapproached them outside free look period. He therefore appeared to this forum for redressal

of his grievance.

on their turn respondent company submitted that policy No.Sox-xxx g24o,50x-xxx26g3 
wereissued to the complainant on 19.06 .2020, 2g.06.2020 against payment of premium ofRs'20'000/- and Rs'25,000/-. Policy documents were dispatched on 04.07.2020,23.06.2020

and delivered to the complainant. First complaint aileging mis seling was received from thecomplainant on 30'07'2o2L andthe same was rejected by the respondent company as he hadapproached them beyond free look period. At this juncture they expressed their inabirity tocancel the policy and refund the premium as the comprainant did not raise any query orconcern during the free look period, policy bond was dury sent and received by thepolicyholder.

I have heard both the parties and carefully examined the documents avairabre in the fire. I amof the view that the respondent company had given ampre time to the comprainant to cancelthe.policy, but the same was 
he complainant has failed to



share any proof in support of his ailegations regarding mis-seiling.
the complaint is liable to be dismissed.

In view of the foregoing

23. Let copies of the order be given to both the parties.

Place : Bhopal
Date : 24.LL.2O22

tl-/;J
(RAVINDRA MOHAN STNGH)
INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

The complaint filed by Mr. purushottam Mahobia stands dismissed herewith.
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OMBUDSMAN - RAVINDRA MOHAN SINGH

Mr Prasanna Kumar Jain ..... Complainant

vls
Llc of lndia ......... .....Respondent
COMPLAINT No: BHp-L-029-2223-o72o ORDER No: tolBHp lAlLtl 12022-23

Mr Prasanna Kumar Jain(Complainant) has filed a complaint against LIC of India (Respondent)

alleging delay in payment of Maturity claim.

Brief facts of the Case -
a) aint) - The complainant has stated

that Maturity date of his Policy No.35xxx2727 wasLO.O2.2oz2 but he had not been given his

sum of m.9ney even after completing maturity period of 30 years (to.o2.7gg2to 10.02.2022).

He has been told by respondent company that his policy was revived under special revival

t. Name & Address of the
Complainant

Mr Prasanna Kumar Jain
63-A Aakash Nagar, Nehru Nagar Road
Kotra Sultanabad, BHOpAt (Mp)-462oo3

2. Policy No:
Type of Policy
Duration of policy/policy period

35xxx2727
Endowment
1o.02.L992

3.

4.

Name of the insured
Name of the policyholder

Mr Prasanna Kumar Jain
Mr Prasanna Kumar Jain

Name of the insurer LIC of India
5. Date of Repudiation/ Rejection 01.06.2022
6.

7.

Beason for Repudiationl Rejection DOC & Maturity date extended for 2 years due
to Special Revival

Date of receipt of the Complaint LL.LO.2022
8.

9.

wg$4l of complaint Delay in Payment of Maturity claim
Amount of Claim

10. Date of Partial Settlement
tL. Amount of relief sought

L2. Complaint registered under Rule Rule No. 13(1Xb) tns. Ombudsman Rule 2017
13. Date of hearing/place 04.LL.2022 and 09. 11.2 O22 at OlO, Bhopal
t4. Representation at the hearing

a) For the Complainant Mr Prasann Kumar Jain over WebEx App
b) For the insurer Mr Nilesh Thadani, Manager (pS) over WebEx

App
15. Complaint how disposed Dismissed
16. Date of Award/Order 09.tL.2022
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19.

scheme and therefore it had been extended for next 2 years. He stated that he was not given

any information regarding special Revival. He has further stated that he had submitted all the
premiums on time right from 1992to2022 under Salary saving scheme. He was not satisfied

with the reply of RTI also. He has requested to the forum for payment of Maturity Claim.

b) Contention of the respondent (Facts of SCN)- The respondent in their SCN have

stated that policy No.35xxx2727 was issued to complainant on 11.O2.tgg2 under Endowment

Plan for a term of 30 years under SSS mode of premium payment. policy is in reduced paid up

mode' Policyholder has contended against non payment of maturity claim under above policy

on tO.O2.2022. The matter was therefore investigated and it was found that DOC as per

proposal form in EDMS image is 10.02.1992. However, DOC as per policy master is

Lo.02.1994' lt is pertinent to add that premium as per proposal form / Review slip in EDMS

image is Rs.L17/- while premium as per policy master is Rs.120/-. The only possibility for the

above difference is if the policy was revived under Special Revivalscheme, under provisions of
Special Revival, the DOC of the policy can be shifted to a maximum of 2 years. With the

shifting of DoC, the age at entry increases and this leads to an increase in premium and with

sifting of Date of commencement, the date of maturity also shifts accordingly. The

complainant has been informed about the revised premium calculation vide letters issued by

CBO - lV, Branch, Bhopal and also in reply to the RTI application and appeal filed by him.

Further premium of Rs.!2O/- has been remitted by the employer of Shri p K Jain since 02/194

against Rs.M/- premium mentioned on the bond. This indicates implied agreement to the

modified terms of the policy. The complainant has been asking for premium adjustment

record for the years 1992-1993. on the other hand the complainant has not provided us any

proof of premium deduction from his salary for the said period despite being requested for on

a number of occasions by the servicing Branch. As per our records the maturity claim under

policy No.35xxx2727 falls on 10.02.2024 and therefore cannot be paid now.

The complainant has filed complaint letter, Annex. Vl A and correspondence with respondent,

while respondent have filed SCN with enclosures.

I have heard both the parties over WebEx App at length and perused papers filed on behalf of

the complainant as well as the Insurance Company.

tlut,
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coMPfAlNT NO: BHP-L -O2g-2223-O720 (,Rr,ER NO: tOlBHpl AlLtl 12022-23

21. Observatign and Conclusion - During hearing the complainant submitted that he had taken

above policy from respondent company on 10.02.1992 which had matured on 10.02.2O22. He

further submitted that LIC has not paid the maturity payment to him. He therefore appealed

to this forum for redressal of his grievance.

On their turn respondent company submitted that policy was originally issued on 10.02.1992

for a term of 30 years. As per policy terms and conditions, it was to mature on 10.02.2022.

But as per Policy Master record with the respondent company, the date of commencement

has been shifted from 1992 to 1994. They further submitted that this shifting of date of

commencement is available and possible only through Special Revival Scheme. Further as per

original policy, premium was Rs.117/- per month for age of life assured 32years and at the

time of special revival, as the age of life assured had increased to 34 years, premium was

Rs.120/- and the complainant has paid at the same rate. They further submitted that as the
*-date of commencement of policy got shifted to 1994, policy matures only in February,2024

and hence nothing is payable now.

This forum intervened at this juncture and directed the complainant to submit document in

support of the premium deductions made from his salary from 1992 to 1997. ln response to

this, complainant vide mail dated 4.LL.2022 had shared the details of deductions made

towards premium payment made for the period August 1995 to April 1997 and receipt

No.8450 dated 2O.08.L997 towards premium payment for the period May,1997 to August

1997 made by him.

The matter came up for hearing today i.e. O9.IL.2O22. Complainant confirmed that he has

sent the documents called for by this Forum vide hearing held on O4.LL.2O22. Respondent

company confirmed that as per the documents submitted by complainant, it is all the more

clear that as against policy premium due from August, 1993 to August 1997, complainant had

opted for Special Revival Scheme and has paid premium only for the period August 1995 to

August 1997 vide receipt No.8450 and hence the date of commencement of policy had shifted

from Feb 1992 to February 1994. As date of commencement of policy had shifted from 1992

to 1994 and policy term is for 30 years, date of maturity will therefore be Febru ary, L994.

I have heard both the parties and carefully gone through the documents available on the file.

tt is observed from the documents submitted by the complainant and as per the detailed
I

t7, .ll
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information shared by the respondent company during the course of hearing, it is amply clear
that the date of commencement of policy had been shifted from 1gg2 to 1gg4 as per special
Revival scheme of respondent company and accordingly the premium has also changed and
paid by the complainant. In view of foregoing, complaint is liable to be dismissed.

22.

23.

Place : Bhopal
Date: 09.11.2022

(RAV|NDRA MOHAN STNGH)
INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

AWARD

The complaint filed by Mr prasanna Kumar Jain stands dismissed herewith.

Let copies of the order be given to both the parties.
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19.

scheme and therefore it had been extended for next 2 years. He stated that he was not given

any information regarding special Revival. He has further stated that he had submitted all the
premiums on time right from 1992to2022 under Salary saving scheme. He was not satisfied

with the reply of RTI also. He has requested to the forum for payment of Maturity Claim.

b) Contention of the respondent (Facts of SCN)- The respondent in their SCN have

stated that policy No.35xxx2727 was issued to complainant on 11.O2.tgg2 under Endowment

Plan for a term of 30 years under SSS mode of premium payment. policy is in reduced paid up

mode' Policyholder has contended against non payment of maturity claim under above policy

on tO.O2.2022. The matter was therefore investigated and it was found that DOC as per

proposal form in EDMS image is 10.02.1992. However, DOC as per policy master is

Lo.02.1994' lt is pertinent to add that premium as per proposal form / Review slip in EDMS

image is Rs.L17/- while premium as per policy master is Rs.120/-. The only possibility for the

above difference is if the policy was revived under Special Revivalscheme, under provisions of
Special Revival, the DOC of the policy can be shifted to a maximum of 2 years. With the

shifting of DoC, the age at entry increases and this leads to an increase in premium and with

sifting of Date of commencement, the date of maturity also shifts accordingly. The

complainant has been informed about the revised premium calculation vide letters issued by

CBO - lV, Branch, Bhopal and also in reply to the RTI application and appeal filed by him.

Further premium of Rs.!2O/- has been remitted by the employer of Shri p K Jain since 02/194

against Rs.M/- premium mentioned on the bond. This indicates implied agreement to the

modified terms of the policy. The complainant has been asking for premium adjustment

record for the years 1992-1993. on the other hand the complainant has not provided us any

proof of premium deduction from his salary for the said period despite being requested for on

a number of occasions by the servicing Branch. As per our records the maturity claim under

policy No.35xxx2727 falls on 10.02.2024 and therefore cannot be paid now.

The complainant has filed complaint letter, Annex. Vl A and correspondence with respondent,

while respondent have filed SCN with enclosures.

I have heard both the parties over WebEx App at length and perused papers filed on behalf of

the complainant as well as the Insurance Company.

tlut,
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21. Observatign and Conclusion - During hearing the complainant submitted that he had taken

above policy from respondent company on 10.02.1992 which had matured on 10.02.2O22. He

further submitted that LIC has not paid the maturity payment to him. He therefore appealed

to this forum for redressal of his grievance.

On their turn respondent company submitted that policy was originally issued on 10.02.1992

for a term of 30 years. As per policy terms and conditions, it was to mature on 10.02.2022.

But as per Policy Master record with the respondent company, the date of commencement

has been shifted from 1992 to 1994. They further submitted that this shifting of date of

commencement is available and possible only through Special Revival Scheme. Further as per

original policy, premium was Rs.117/- per month for age of life assured 32years and at the

time of special revival, as the age of life assured had increased to 34 years, premium was

Rs.120/- and the complainant has paid at the same rate. They further submitted that as the
*-date of commencement of policy got shifted to 1994, policy matures only in February,2024

and hence nothing is payable now.

This forum intervened at this juncture and directed the complainant to submit document in

support of the premium deductions made from his salary from 1992 to 1997. ln response to

this, complainant vide mail dated 4.LL.2022 had shared the details of deductions made

towards premium payment made for the period August 1995 to April 1997 and receipt

No.8450 dated 2O.08.L997 towards premium payment for the period May,1997 to August

1997 made by him.

The matter came up for hearing today i.e. O9.IL.2O22. Complainant confirmed that he has

sent the documents called for by this Forum vide hearing held on O4.LL.2O22. Respondent

company confirmed that as per the documents submitted by complainant, it is all the more

clear that as against policy premium due from August, 1993 to August 1997, complainant had

opted for Special Revival Scheme and has paid premium only for the period August 1995 to

August 1997 vide receipt No.8450 and hence the date of commencement of policy had shifted

from Feb 1992 to February 1994. As date of commencement of policy had shifted from 1992

to 1994 and policy term is for 30 years, date of maturity will therefore be Febru ary, L994.

I have heard both the parties and carefully gone through the documents available on the file.

tt is observed from the documents submitted by the complainant and as per the detailed
I
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information shared by the respondent company during the course of hearing, it is amply clear
that the date of commencement of policy had been shifted from 1gg2 to 1gg4 as per special
Revival scheme of respondent company and accordingly the premium has also changed and
paid by the complainant. In view of foregoing, complaint is liable to be dismissed.

22.

23.

Place : Bhopal
Date: 09.11.2022

(RAV|NDRA MOHAN STNGH)
INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

AWARD

The complaint filed by Mr prasanna Kumar Jain stands dismissed herewith.

Let copies of the order be given to both the parties.
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OMBUDSMAN - RAVINDRA MOHAN SINGH

Mr Ashwini Kumar Sahu ..... Comptainant

vls
Reliance Nippon Life Insurance Co. ttd . ........... ..............Respondent

coMPtAf NT No: BHP-L-036-2223-0GG7 ORDER No: rolBHp lRlLtl l2o2z-2o29

Mr Ashwini Kumar Sahu (Complainant) has filed a complaint against Reliance Nippon Life

Insurance Co. Ltd. (Respondent) alleging mis-selling.

Brief facts of the Case -
a) Contention of the complainant - The complainant has stated that he has been

cheated by agents, brokers, emplolees and subordinates of various life insurance companies

like P$B Metlife, Future Generali Life Insurance Co., India First Life Insurance Company,

1. Name & Address of the
Complainant

Mr Ashwini Kumar Sahu
R/at 92 Rajat Vihar
Near Danish Nagar
Hoshangabad road, Bhopal 462026

2. Policy No:
Type of Policy

Duration of policy/Policy period

53xx2555
Reliance Nippon life Guaranteed Money Back
Plan

L3.O7.2020
3. Name of the insured

Name of the policyholder
Mr Ashwini Kumar Sahu
Mr Ashwini Kumar Sahu

4. Name of the insurer Reliance Nippon Life Insurance Co. Ltd
5. Date of Repudiation/ Reiection t5.o7.2022
6. Reason for Repudiation/ Rejection Beyond free look period
7. Date of receipt of the Complaint L5.O9.2022
8. Nature of complaint Mis-selling
9. Amount of Claim
10. Date of Partial Settlement
LL. Amount of relief sought Total monetary loss of Rs.1,00,000/- approx and

unlimited mental trauma
L2. Complaint registered under Rule Rule No. 13(1)(d) lns. Ombudsman Rule 2017
13. Date of hearing/place O4.LL.2022 at OIO Bhopal
L4. Representation at the hearing

a) For the Complainant Mr Ashwini Kumar Sahu over WebEx App
b) For the insurer Mr Animesh Mishra, Asstt Manager Legalover

WebEx App
15. Complaint how disposed Recommendation
16. Date of Award/Order 07.LL.2022

Reliance Nippon Life Insurance Co. who iss

I
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Company introduced him to take benefits against the policies, gave him false one time

investment plan and back and forth return of the profits. He received a call from a Direct

officer of PNB Metlife Insurance and after that from a different employee from the same

company. Three persons are involved in the fraud, Nitin Agarwal, Aditya Shrivastava and

Suresh Kumar. lt was in March 2020 when he was informed that due to covid pandemic they

are directly calling from company and issuing policies through direct marketing. By giving

different reasons they issued policies to him for Rs.6,90,0OO/-. After knowing cheating he

visited the Branch office of respective life insurance companies for cancellation of policy but

did not get any response. He therefore wrote to GRO of respective companies and received

only auto generated replies. He has therefore requested this forum for cancellation of policy

and getting refund of his premium.

b) Contention of the respondent - The respondent in their SCN have stated that after

*-going through the key benefits and terms of the products the complainant chose to avail the

said policy on crystal clear terms and conditions of the said policy as envisaged in the

application cum proposal form which was duly signed and submitted by the complainant to

the company. Policy No.53xx2555 was issued on L3.07.2020 on payment of premium of

Rs.99,999/- for policy term of 15 years and premium paying term of 10 years. Complainant

has paid one premium under the policy and currently the policy is in lapsed condition. The

policy bond was duly dispatched and delivered to complainant on 04.08.2020. As per POD

summary customer was in receipt of the policy documents and company has not received any

complaint of non receipt of policy documents from customer. Complainant approached the

company with a request to cancel the captioned policy after 1.5 years of issuance of policy i.e.

on 02.03.2022 alleging mis selling. Customer was informed about his right to cancel the said

policy within free look period i.e. 15 days vide welcome letter couriered along with the policy.

Complainant had affixed his signature on the proposal form thus verifying and giving credence

to the details filled therein and has requested to cancel the said policy after free look period.

It is pertinent to mention that complainant chose to complain of mis selling after exhaustion

of free look period. The complainant being a prudent person is expected to have read the

policyterms and conditions and taken the policy accordingly. Also if there was any alteration

or fabrication found in the document from

1
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19.

20.

27.

coMPtAlNTNo: BHP-L-036-2223-0667 0RDERN0:tolBHPlRlLU 12o22-2023

would have immediately raised a concern before the company, but the complainant chose

not to approach the company thereby agreeing to the information provided in the policy

document. Complainant is clearly making false allegation against the company without there

being any fault on the part of the company in issuance of policy. Policy was issued basis the

documents signed and submitted by the complainant at his own will. Further they also

clarified that any promises made to the complainant as alleged by him without a valid

acknowledgement or proof is at one's own risk and company is not privy to what transpired

between the complainant and the persons authorized by the company in this regard.

The complainant has filed complaint letter, Annex. Vl A and correspondence with respondent,

while respondent have filed SCN with enclosures.

I have heard both the parties over WebEx App at length and perused papers filed on behalf of

the complainant as well as the Insurance Company.

Observation and Conclusion - During hearing the complainant submitted that in March 2020

just before Corona lockdown he received a call from Agent stating that he is calling from

Company and in view of pandemic they are directly selling policies to customers so that the

Agents commission is given to customers in the form of various benefits like nominee pension

of Rs.1,500 /- per month, etc. , agents commission will be waived off ,30% credit card interest

portion will be waived off, etc. Hence he purchased one policy of respondent company during

lock down on payment of premium of Rs.1,00,000/-. He was further informed that the Agent

shall create Code on his behalf and shall do business on behalf of him. This way by giving

different reasons he was issued policies for Rs.6,90,0OO/-. Later when he did not get any of

the benefits as assured, he realized that he has been cheated and approached respondent

company for cancellation of policies and refund of premium but the same was rejected. He

therefore appealed to this forum for redressal of his grievance.

On their turn respondent company submitted that policy No.53xx2555 was issued on

t3.07.2020 on payment of premium of Rs.99,999/-. Policy documents were dispatched on

28.07.2020 with premium paying and policy term of 15 years. They further stated that the

company has received only one premium under the policy and currently the policy is in lapsed

condition. Successful PIVC call was completed. Complainant had received the policy bond on

04.08.2020 and if he was not satisfied with the policy, he should have contacted company
I
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during free look period. However, respondent company submitted that first complaint

alleging mis selling was received from the complainant on 02.03.2022 and the same was

rejected by the company as he had approached them after expiry of free look period.

On arguments and counter arguments, respondent company however finally agreed to cancel

the policy and issue a Single Premium policyfor Rs.1,00,OO0/- with lock in period of five years

and without free look option to the complainant. This offer was accepted by the complainant.

Thus, the complaint is resolved by mutual agreement between both the parties.

22.
AWARD

The matter between parties has been resolved mutually, hence the complaint is

decided in terms of mediation/mutual agreement with directions to the respondent

to cancel the Policy No. 53xx2555 and issue a Single premium policy for

Rs.1,00,000/- with lock in period of five years and without free look option to the

complainant within 30 days from the date of receipt of this Award. Both the parties

are directed to complete all necessary formalities for issuance of new policy.

23. Let copies of the order be given to both the parties. Compliance shall be intimated to this

Forum. ) / ,
l/ 'l' z/
I /rt' t) | + L'r

Place : Bhopal (RAVINDRA MOHAN SINGH)
Date: 07.11.2022 INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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i LbILIILI OF THE INSURANCE
OMBUDSMAN -RAVINDRA MOHAN SINGH

Mr Lachhman Das Lalwani ........ Complainant

vls
SBI tife lnsurance Co. Limited ...............Respondent

coMprAtNT NO: BHp-r-041-2223-O72L ORDER NO: tOlBHp /AlLt/ 12022_23

Mr Lachhman Das Lalwani (Complainant) has filed a complaint against SBI Life Insurance Co.

Limited (Respondent) alleging less payment of Maturity claim of policy.

Brief facts of the Case -
a) Cont"ntion of the .omplainant (Fa.ts of the .orplaint) - The complainant has

stated that he bought SBI Life - Flexi Smart Insurance policy from the SBI agent Mr. Kapil

Upadhyay who is still a SBI agent and sells policies. He sold him three policies - one to him

and two to his brothers Pawan and Ramesh Lalwani in July 2olz. He promised that the sum

shown in Sum assured which is 504000/- is what he wiil get and being a policy holder, he

1. Name & Address of the
Complainant

Mr Lachhman Das Lalwani
301, Mohit Palace,388 Khatwala Tank
Indore, (MP)- 452001

3.

2. Policy No:
Type of Policy
Duration of policy/Policy period

56xxxxx5905
SBI tife - Flexismart Insurance policy
L9.O7.20L2

Name of the insured
Name of the policyholder

Mr laxman Das Lalwani
Mr Laxman Das lalwani

4. Name of the insurer SBI life lnsurance Co. Limited
5. Qele of Repudiation/ Rejection 2L.O9.2022
6. Reason for Repudiation/ Rejection Maturity amount paid as per T&C
7. Date of receipt of the Complaint LL.tO.2022
&; Nature of complaint Less Payment of Maturity Claim
9. Amount of Claim

10. Date of Partial Settlement
Lt. Amount of relief sought
L2. Complaint registered under Rule Rule No. 13(lxb) Ins. Ombudsman Rule 2017

04.1t.2022 and 09.11.2O22 at OtO, Bhopal13. Date of hearing/place
L4. Representation at the hearing

a) For the Complainant Mr Johny A Lalwani, Son of the Complainant
glqqr Authority over WebEx App

b) For the insurer Mr Amit Bhargava, AVp & Head CRM and Mr
Kapil Upadhyay, Agent

15. Complaint how disposed Dismissed
16. Date of Award/Order 09.LL.2022
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checked only the sum assured written on the policy Bond. So, he was assured that ee will

get the Sum assured and we paid Rs.2100/- per month for 10 years. After 10 years when the

policy matured, he got Rs.1,61,000/- and his brother got Rs.30,000/-. Now when we had

gone to SBl, he was told that this policy was actually insurance and in case he had died they

would have paid the sum assured. They have deducted the amount from sum assured based

on mortality rate. As he is old 68 years of age his deduction was more compared to his

brother who is 50. At this age after 1-0 years, he got to know that he was fooled by the

agent. Now when he is calling he is saying that he was new at that time in SBI and was not

aware. So he had to pay the price if SBI agents are not aware of the policy. He therefore

requested this forum as he had got less maturity amount.

b) Contention of the respondent (Facts of the SCN) - The respondent in their SCN have

stated that policy No.56xxxxx5906 was issued to complainant on 19.O7.zOtZ for sum

assured of Rs.5,04,0O0/- for a policy and premium paying term of 1-0 years with premium

paying frequency as monthly. The original policy document was dispatched to the registered

address of the policyholder on 25.07.2012 by Speed Post vide Speed Post No.

EM618846251-|N. ln accordance with IRDAI Regulations, in case you are not satisfied with

the terms and conditions of the policy document, you can return the policy document under

free-look cancellation clause of the policy, stating the reasons of your objection. However, in

the instant case, the policyholder did not opt for free-look cancellation of the policy within

the stipulated free-look cancellation period and instead continued to pay the renewal

premiums which ipso-facto denotes acceptance of the terms and conditions of the policy

document. The policy is a non-participating traditional savings plan, wherein minimum

guaranteed interest is 2.5% p.a. and future interest rate would be declared on the basis of

investment earnings, expenses incurred towards the management of fund. In the instant

case, the Complainant has paid the premium for 10 years under the said policy. As per

clause no. 10.1, Expense Premium Component, Risk Premium Component was recovered

from the premiums paid by the complainant and part of the premium was invested in the

policy account of the complainant. The policy document clearly explains all the charges

payable under the policy under clause no. 10 of the terms and conditions of the policy

document. That the policy matured on 19.07
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the maturity amount of Rs.1,61,63L.54 by direct credit to the policyholder's saving bank

account no. 20xxxxx2866 held in State Bank of India on 20.O7.2022 which was informed

through the Maturity Payment Letter dated 2L.O7.2022 and the same was admittedly

received by the complainant. The calculation of the maturity value paid is given below:

Gross Maturity Amount Payable (Before TDS) 153934.8

Add:Terminal Bonus 7696.74

Net Maturity Amount Payable L6L63L.54

In view of what is submitted above, SBI Life lnsurance Co. Ltd hereby denies all the allegations

made in the complaint against the Company. The action of SBI Life lnsurance Co. Ltd is strictly

as per the terms and conditions of the policy. In light of what is stated above, the Company

humbly prays that the Hon'ble Ombudsman may be pleased to dismiss the complaint.

The complainant has filed complaint letter, Annex. Vl A and correspondence with respondent,

while respondent have filed SCN with enclosures.

I have heard both the parties over WebEx App at length and perused papers filed on behalf of

the complainant as well as the Insurance Company.

Observation and Conclusion - During hearing the representative of the complainant

submitted that his father had taken above policy from respondent company in the year 2012

through Agent Mr Kapil Upadhyay against monthly payment of premium of Rs.2,100/- with

date of maturity as 19.07.2022. He also submitted that he was assured by the Agent that he

will get Rs.5,04,000/- on maturity. He submitted that on maturity respondent company paid

him Rs.1,61,0O0/- while the complainant's brother had got Rs.3,00,000/- on maturity. The

Agent had sold three policies to his family members. When he approached respondent

company for payment of less amount on maturity, he was told that the policy is actually an

insurance policy and that he would have been paid on the happening of certain untoward

event. He stated that he has read the policy terms and conditions and that on maturity he will

get policy account value plus the terminal bonus, if any. He stated that as against the total

premium payment of Rs.2,50,000/- made by him he has received only Rs.1,61,000/- on

maturity which is very less and no one will be satisfied to receive amount less than the

amount paid by him. He stated that he had contacted the Agent after receipt of less amount

on ma'turity and the Agent had told that he was pondent company then and was

I
I
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not well versed with the plans and features. He therefore appealed to this forum that for lack

of knowledge of Agent, the complainant should not be made to suffer and requested this

forum for redressal of his grievance.

On their turn respondent company submitted that policy issued to the complainant is a

Variable Insurance Plan and the policy account value is paid on maturity to policyholders. He

further submitted that the age of the life assured was 58 years at the time of policy inception.

He submitted that double death benefit is covered under the policy. He submitted that as the

age of the life assured was more, mortality charges were more and that the policy account

value has been paid on the date of maturity as per policy terms and conditions. He also stated

that sum assured is not paid on maturity and is paid only on the happening of certain

untoward event of policyholder. He submitted that every year the Policy account statement

giving full details of opening balance at the beginning of each year showing premium

- allocated, deductions towards mortality, interest amount as per guaranteed floor rate @

2,5%, additional interest added @ 5.25% thereby arriving at closing balance has been sent to

the complainant every year. He submitted that the amount paid on maturity is correct and is

as per the terms and conditions of the policy.

This forum intervened at this juncture and directed the respondent company to call the

Agent, Mr Kapil Upadhyay also for hearing on 09.I1.2O22.

The matter came up for hearing today i.e. 09.11.2022 when Mr Kapil Upadhyay, Agent was

also present. The Agent informed that he had explained the policy features to the

complainant and in addition to whatever he had conveyed, all the terms and conditions are

given in the policy bond issued to the complainant and complainant is also bound to go

through the policy document on its receipt. Complainant argued that nowhere details of

mortality charges is given in the policy document and Agent also never disclosed any

information about the mortality charges. Respondent company replied that policy terms and

condition No.10 deals with premium component, wherein expense premium component, risk

premium component are explained. This clause also covers mortality charges.

VrI
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I have heard both the parties and carefully gone through the documents available on file. lt is
observed that the statement of the representative of the complainant that complainant,s

brother had received higher maturity amount than him is not acceptable as maturity amount

will va.ry on so many parameters, like age, date of commencement of policy, date of

remittance of installment premiums, etc. Moreover, the condition No.10 of policy Bond

clearly explains the Premium components. In view of foregoing, I am of the opinion that the

Maturity claim has been paid correctly as per the terms and conditions of the policy.

Complaint is liable to be dismissed.

AWARD

The complaintfiled by Mr. Lachhman Das Lalwani stands dismissed herewith.

ZS. lt copies of the order be given to both the parties.

Place : Bhopal

Date : 09.L1.2022

l/" /,'-'L
(RAV|NDRA MOHAN STNGH)

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN



OMBU M.P. & C.
(uNpEB RUrE NO: 16(1)/17 OF THE TNSURANCE OMBUpSMAN RUrE 2017)

OMBUDSMAN - RAVINDRA MOHAN SINGH

Mr Dheeraj Koushal... .. Complainant

vls
HDFC Life lnsurance Co. Ltd ........Respondent

COMPLAINTNo: BHP-t-019-2223-o7s7 ORDERNo:tolBHplAlLtl 12022-zo2g

L7. Mr Dheeraj Koushal (Complainant) has filed a complaint against HDFC Life Insurance Co. Ltd.

(Respondent) alleging Mis-selling of Policy.

18. Brief facts of the Case -
a) Contention of the complainant - The complainant has stated that the above policy was

mis-sold to him by the agents/ Marketing officials of the company showing various

benefits of the plan like Rs.L,00,000/- premium to be paid ones, guaranteed and safe plan

etc. He has lodged his complaint to the forum for justice.

b) Contention of the respondent - The respondent in their SCN have stated that after going

through the key benefits of the products the Complainant chose to avail the subject policy

of the Company on crystal cfearterms a ons of the said policy as envisaged in the

t. Name & Address of the
Complainant

Mr Dheeraj Koushal
Gram- Dudhiya, Indore (MP)-452016

2. Policy No:
Type of Policy
Duration of policy/Policy period

22xx9859
HDFC Life Sanchay par advantage
04.07.2020

3. Name of the insured
Name of the policyholder

Mr Dheeraj Koushal
Mr Dheeraj Koushal

4. Name of the insurer HDFC Life Insurance Co. Ltd
5. Date of Repudiation/ Rejection 03.09.2022,05.09.2022, L2.O9.2022 & 29.09 .2022
6. Reason for Repudiation/ Reiection Beyond cooling off period
7. Date of receipt of the Complaint t7.LO.2022
8. Nature of complaint Mis-selling
9. Amount of Claim
10. Date of Partial Settlement
LL. Amount of relief sought Refund of premium & benefits that were assured

LL. Amount of relief sought Deposited amount and the benefits explained

L2. Complaint registered under Rule Rule No. 13(1Xd) Ins. Ombudsman Rule 2017
13. Date of hearing/place L5.LL.2022 through Webex Meetins App.
L4. Representation at the hearins

a) For the Complainant Shri Dheeraj Koushal (complainant)
b) For the insurer Shri Gurpreet Singh (HDFC Life)

15. Complaint how disposed Dismissed
15. Date of Award/Order t5.LL.2022
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19.

20.

policy application cum proposal form which was duly signed and submitted by the

complainant to the company for availing the policy. Policy No.22xx9859 was issued to the

complainant on 04.07.2020 on payment of premium of Rs.1,04,500/-. Policy credited in

EIA Number 1000030377872 on 17.O7.2020. EPDF Policy Docs delivered to registered

email id dheeraikoushal2222@smail.com on L6.07.2020. Further on our internal findings

based on the concerns raised by the complainant it was found that there was no

tampering on the proposal forms duly signed by the complainant on the basis of which

subject policy was issued. Further it is also clarified that any promises made to the

complainant as alleged by him without a valid acknowledgement proof is at one's own

risk. Also it is pertinent to note here that the company is not privy to what has transpired

between the complainant and the persons not authorized by the company in this regard,

as mentioned in the complaint. Hence the allegations made by the complainant pointing

out to frivolous promises made to him are false and baseless, denied in entirety. First

request for cancellation was received in August which was beyond the stipulated free look

period of 15 days from receipt of policy bond. Hence the Company was unable to comply

with the request of the complainant for cancellation of the subject policy beyond the

ambit of the policy terms and conditions. Survival benefits of Rs.30,500/- already paid to

complainant via NEFT, payment No.14406347 on 05.07.2O2L, UTR Number 10xxxxxx7335.

It is pertinent to mention here that the complainant has not brought to our knowledge,

any type of evidence to substantiate his allegations with regard to mis selling. lt is clear

that the present complaint is an afterthought. The Company had continued to grant the

insurance cover till the premiums have been paid and therefore there is no deficiency on

part of the company. lt is pertinent to mention here that complainant had arranged for

the pre verification check made to the complainant where all the terms and conditions,

policy terms, premium paying terms were explained to the complainant before issuance of

the policy. On confirmation and acceptance of the same captioned policy was issued.

The complainant has filed complaint letter, Annex. Vl A and correspondence with respondent,

while respondent have filed SCN with enclosures.

I have heard both the parties at length and perused papers filed on behalf of the complainant

as well as the Insurance Company.

Observation and Conclusion - During the hearing, the complainant submitted that the above

policy was mis-sold to him by the agents/ Mar

7tl t
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benefits of the plan like Rs.1,00,000/- premium to be paid once, guaranteed and safe plan etc.

He has lodged his complaint to the forum for justice.

During their turn, the respondent company submitted that after going through the key

benefits of the products the Complainant chose to avail the subject policy of the Company on

crystal clear terms and conditions of the said policy as envisaged in the policy application cum

proposal form which was duly signed and submitted by the complainant to the company for
availing the policy. Policy No.22xx9869 was issued to the complainant on 04.07.2020 on

payment of premium of Rs.1,04,500/-. EPDF Policy Docs were delivered to registered email id

dheeraikoushal2222(oemail.com on 16.07.2020. First request for cancellation was received in

August which was beyond the stipulated free look period of 15 days from receipt of policy

bond. Hence the Company was unable to comply with the request of the complainant for
cancellation of the subject policy. Survival benefits of Rs.30,500/- was already paid to
complainant via NEFT, payment No.14406347 on05.07.2027, UTR Number t0xxxxxx7335. tt is

*pertinent to mention here that the complainant has not brought to our knowledge, any type

of evidence to substantiate his allegations with regard to mis-selling.

I have heard both the parties and carefully examined the documents available in the file. I am

of the view that the respondent company had given ample time to the complainant to cancel

the Policies, but the same was not availed by the complainant. The complainant has failed to
share ahy proof in support of his allegations regarding mis-selling. In view of the foregoing,

the complaint is liable to be dismissed.

AWARD

The complaint filed by Mr. Dheeraj Koushal stands dismissed herewith.

23. Let copies of the order be given to both the parties.

22.

Place : Bhopal

Date : L5.71.2O22

(RAVTNDRA MOHAN STNGH)

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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PROCEEDINGS BEFORE  
THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN, (States of Tamil Nadu & Puducherry) 

(UNDER RULE NO: 17(1) OF THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN RULES, 2017) 
OMBUDSMAN – Shri Segar Sampathkumar 

Case of: Mr S. Sundar Raj Vs Life Insurance Corporation (LIC) of India.  

Complaint Ref No: CHN-L-029-2223-0608 

Award No: IO/CHN/A/LI/0228/2022-2023 

1. Name & Address of the Complainant Mr S. Sundar Raj 
Old No.4, New No.62, East Club Road, 
Shenoy Nagar, Chennai,  
Tamil Nadu- 600030 

2. Policy No. 
Death Sum Assured (DSA) 
Date of Commencement  of policy 
Date of Commencement  of risk  
Instalment Premium/ Mode  
Type of Policy 
Policy Term/Premium Paying term 
Status of the Policy 
Date of Maturity 
Maturity claim offered by the insurer 
Total premium paid 

705031119 
Rs. 1250000 
28.10.2009 
28.10.2009 
Rs. 15,312 / Quarterly 
Jeevan Saral 
13 years / 13 years 
Matured  
28.10.2022 
Rs.4,81,109 
Rs. 7,96,224/- 

3. Name of the Life Assured 
 

Mr Sundar Raj 

4. Name of the insurer Life Insurance Corporation of India,  
DO-1, Chennai 

5.  Date of registration of the complaint 27.10.2000 

6. Date of receipt of Annexure VI-A 03.11.2000 

7. Nature of complaint Dispute over the Maturity Sum 
Assured (MSA) 

8. Amount of Claim (payable, as per 
policy) 

Maturity Sum Assured (MSA) plus 
Loyalty addition, if any 

9. Date of Partial Settlement - 

10. Amount of relief sought Rs.7,96,224/- + Interest @ 9.5% 

11. Complaint registered under  Rule No. 13 (1) (d) & (i) of the 
Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017 

12. Date of hearing & Place of hearing Through Video Conferencing (VC) on  
21-11-2022 

13. Representation at the hearing  

a) For the complainant Mr.S.Sundar Raj 

b)For the Insurer Mr.K. Mohan Das, Manager (CRM) 
LIC of India, DO-I, Chennai. 

14. Disposal of Complaint By Award 

15. Date of Award 23-11-2022 
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16. Brief Facts of the Case: 

During the year 2009, the complainant took a Jeevan Saral Policy (No. 705031119) 

on his own life from Life Insurance Corporation of India (LIC), herein the respondent 

insurer, which matured on 28/10/2022. As he is not satisfied with the maturity benefit 

intimated by the insurer which is less than the premiums paid by him, he made a 

representation to the insurer. As the reply received from the insurer was not 

satisfactory, the complainant has approached this Forum. 

17. Complainant’s submission: 

The complainant has stated that the insurer intimated him only Rs.4,81,109/-  as 

maturity amount for which he had paid premium amounting to Rs.7,96,224/-. He 

sought for refund of premium paid by him with compound interest at the rate of 9.5%. 

18. Insurer’s submission: 

As per the terms and conditions of this policy, the premium amount is decided 

irrespective of age of proponent, at start of policy and the Death Sum Assured is 

equal to 250 times of monthly premium amount.  

The amount of premium paid under the policy is directly linked to the risk coverage, 

i.e. Death Sum Assured and it is not at all linked in any manner with the Maturity 

Sum Assured. The complainant has purchased the policy and paid premium to avail 

two different claim benefits, i.e. (1) Life cover for Death Sum Assured (2) On survival, 

Maturity Sum Assured at the end of term of the policy.  

In the policy schedule, nowhere Maturity Sum Assured is mentioned and left blank 

inadvertently, which omission the complainant failed to notify to the insurer. This 

being so, he cannot take advantage of the omission by demanding Death Sum 

Assured in lieu of Maturity Sum Assured.  

In the event of death, the policy provides for payment of Death Sum Assured and 

premium paid.  
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The complainant   has already   benefited the risk coverage throughout the term of 

the policy. Having enjoyed risk cover, the claim by the complainant for refund of 

entire premium is illegal, against the provisions of law, beyond the terms and 

conditions of the contract. 

In view of the above, the Insurer prayed for dismissal of the complaint. 

19. Documents submitted to the Forum: 

 Policy document numbered 705031119 

 Complaint dated 26-10-2022 to the Forum 

 Annexure VI-A and consent submitted by the complainant 

 Self-contained Note (SCN) dated 31-10-2022 of the insurer 

 Correspondences between the complainant and the insurer regarding the 

Maturity Sum Assured  

 

20. Result of Hearing (Observations and Conclusion): 

During the hearing, the Complainant reiterated what has been stated in the 

complaint. He further added that the insurer’s communication stating the correct 

Maturity Sum Assured after a period of thirteen years could not be acceptable. The 

Complainant mainly sought for refund of premium paid by him along with interest @ 

9.5% compounding yearly. 

The Self Contained Note of the Insurer explains certain features of the Policy.  The 

same points mentioned in the Self Contained Note were reiterated by the Insurer 

during the hearing. 

The Schedule of the Policy defines Maturity Benefit as: 

“In the event of the life Assured surviving the date of maturity a sum equal 

to Maturity Sum Assured in force after partial surrenders, if any, along with 

the corresponding Loyalty Addition, if any, shall be payable.”   

The Maturity Benefit is anchored to the Maturity Sum Assured.  But there is complete 

obscurity on what this Maturity Sum Assured is.  Nowhere does the Policy define 

Maturity Sum Assured.  In the absence of any definition on the basis of computation 

of the Maturity Sum Assured, or a specific value having been stated in the Schedule, 

the Insured, on reading the Contract would be riddled with difficulty in divining what 

would be payable on maturity.  
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The   Honourable High Court of Judicature at Madras in W.P. No 8397/2019, ordered 

on 01.06.2020 that  

“The only possible inference that could be drawn from this incontrovertible 

fact situation is that the Petitioner and the Third Respondent had not been at 

consensus ad idem on an essential term of the agreement relating to the exact 

value of the “Maturity Sum Assured”  at the time of inception of the policy. 

This would obviously mean that there has been mutual mistake rendering the 

agreement itself Void Ab Initio   in terms of Section 20 of the Indian Contract 

Act, 1872” 

And the Honourable High Court directed the insurer to refund the premium paid by 

the policyholder with interest. 

It is also noted that while the policy specifies the date of maturity, the amount 

payable on maturity is not stated. 

 

The facts and circumstances of this complaint are similar to the case cited. Hence 

the Forum advises the Insurer to refund the premium paid by the complainant with 

interest as applicable after factoring in the earlier settlement towards Maturity 

Benefit. 

21. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AWARD 

Taking into account the facts and circumstances of the case and the 

submissions made by the insurer and the complainant, the Forum directs 

the Insurer to refund the premium paid by the Complainant under Policy 

No.705031119 with interest applicable at the rate specified in Rule no.17 (7) 

of the Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, after factoring in the earlier 

settlement towards Maturity Benefit.      

 The complaint is disposed of accordingly. 
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22. The attention of the Insurer is hereby invited to the following provisions of 

the Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017: 

a) According to Rule 17(6) of the Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the 

insurer shall comply with the award within thirty days of the receipt of the 

award and intimate compliance of the same to the Ombudsman. 

b) According to Rule 17(7) of the Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the 

complainant shall be entitled to such interest at a rate per annum as specified 

in the regulations, framed under the Insurance Regulatory and Development 

Authority of India Act, 1999, from the date the claim ought to have been 

settled under the regulations, till the date of payment of the amount awarded 

by the Ombudsman. 

c) According to Rule 17(8) of the Insurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the award 

of the Insurance Ombudsman shall be binding on the insurers. 

Dated at Chennai on this 23rd day of November, 2022.                              

                                                                                                   

                                                 

 
 (Segar Sampathkumar) 

                                                                    Insurance Ombudsman  
                                                                      State of Tamil Nadu and Puducherry 

 

Copy to: 
 

1. Mr S. Sundar Raj 

             Old No.4, New No.62,  

             East Club Road,  

             Shenoy Nagar,  

             Chennai – 600 030, 

             Tamil Nadu- 600030 

 

2. The Senior Divisional Manager, 

 Life Insurance Corporation of India, 

 Divisional office - I, 

 No.153, Anna Salai, 

 Chennai-600 002 . 

 











Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.13 1(b) Read with Rule 17 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Compla int No. KOC-L- 032-2223-0006

Complainant : N Kirankumar

Respondent lnsurer: Max Life insurance Co. Ltd.

AWARD

7. Address of the Complainant

2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy
5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing
8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

Kunnathuvilayil, Neeravil
Perinadu PO PIN 691601
1000320s1
Mr. N Kirankumar
LIFE

25.02.2022
Short payment of Maturity Benefit
!2.70.2022
Mr. N Kirankumar
Mr.Akash Singh

Awa rd N o. I O/KOC I Al Lt / O72s I 2022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules, 20L7. The complaint is regarding alleged short payment of Maturity Benefit under a life

insurance policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Mr. N Kirankumar is the

policyholder.
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L. Complainant's case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as follows:

(1) The Complainant had taken an endowment policy in 2001 after getting a job in Bank of

Baroda, Regional office, Chennai. The said policy was matured in September

2020.Proceeds promised in the Policy document is Rs.4,33,978 where as proceeds

received on 08.09.2021 is Rs.3,89,335 with a- short payment of Rs.44,643.

(2) On receipt of the proceeds and after noticing the short payment, the matter was taken

up with the Rl for the balance amount, however the request was declined saying that

they have paid the full proceeds.

(3) ln the Schedule of Policy given in 2001, it is clearly spelt out that the final proceeds

receivable shall be Rs.4,33,978. While giving the reply Rl could never explain the reason

why there is a difference in the proceeds than what is mentioned in the policy

document.

(a) He sought clarification regarding reducing the bonus unilaterally compared to what was

promised at the time of joining being an endowment policy.

(5) He has requested for advising the Rl to pay the balance amount of Rs.44,643 with

interest.

2. Respondent lnsure/s contentions

The Respondent lnsurer (Rl) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN). The

averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

(1) Policy details as given below:-
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Po[]cy Details Folicy Details
Pollcy number 1$fls32i)51

Itlame of the Folicvholder N Klrankumar
Age of proposer at the time of issuance 32
Llfe lnsured htr Kirankumar
Aqe of l2bi at the time of issu*nce 37

Preduct N*me Max Life 20 Year Endawment Plan

Sum Assured RSz0S,00S.S8

Policy Enforced Date 08sEP?001
Annual T*rqet Premium RS10.2S6 00

Prernium Faid 2ny07.73
Policv Status MATURED

(2) On the bare perusal of the contents of the complaint without prejudice and without

going into merit of the case prima facie it appears that he/she has approached the

Hon'ble Ombudsman for redressal of his complaint of cheating, wherein, he/she has

complained that the lnsurance Company's officials had committed cheating. Without

admitting the content of complaint under reference, it is submitted that the present

complaint is not maintainable before the Hon'ble Ombudsman because the complaint of

cheating is not in the jurisdiction of the Hon'ble Ombudsman. At the outset, the

Opposite Parties denies all the allegations, averments and submissions made by the

Complainant in his Complaint, save and except those that have been expressly admitted

herein in this Reply.

(3) The above Policy was issued on the basis of an application for insurance, from the

Complainant. The Policy was issued on the basis of a duly signed proposal form

submitted by the policy holder and he/he was issued with a Policy bond.

( ) The Complainant was given 15 days freelook period to raise concerns in relation to

features and terms and conditions of the policy however Complainant did not raise any

concerns regarding the policy features and the terms and condition of said policy within

the said period of 15 days. Since Complainant never exercised the Freelook cancellation

option, it demonstrates that Complainant was fully satisfied and agreed to the terms

and conditions of the policies in question. From the fact that customer not approaching
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us within the free look period it is evident that the Complainant with malafide intent to

wriggle out of the contract of insurance has devised this false story to create an

impression that he was missold the policy and to impute the blame of deficiency of

service, however, this false story put forth by the Complainant get rebutted at the

threshold as he has signed the proposal form, printed illustrations. Since proposal form

and illustrations were duly signed by Complainant, therefore there is no scope of

ambiguity.

(5) lt is worthwhile to mention here that in respect of all the aforesaid mentioned policies

the Complainant suddenly in September 2027 raised concerns about the payment of the

maturity value and features of the policy. The reply of the same was sent on 29-March-

2022.The maturity letter along with the bonus details was shared with the customer on

08-Sep-2021.

(6) The Complainant has been paid the maturity value of Rs. 3,89,335.06/-along with the

bonus as per policy T&C. The calculation of the maturity value is as below: -

" Yours was a 20 Year Endowment Participating lnsurance with policy issue date as

08 September 2001 and premiums paid to date as 08 September 2021.

(7) Maturity amount calculation logic as on effective date 08 September 2027:

As mentioned in the policy contract,

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

7. BENEFITS

7.1 Subject to the provisions of Section 8 (Suicide Exclusion), on the occurrence of the

lnsured Event, the Company will pay the following benefits (the "Benefits") :

(a)the Sum lnsured; and

(b) the accrued bonus.

So, Maturity amount = Sum lnsured + Accrued Bonus
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= 2,00,000 + 1,89,335.06

= 3,89,335.06
(8) Therefore, Maturity amount payable & duly paid by Rl as on 08September2O2!

is 3,89,335.06

12. POLICY HOLDER BONUS AND BONUS OPTIONS

No bonus is payable for the first two Policy years. Thereafter, a bonus as declared by

the Company will be paid, from the surplus arising from the actuarial valuation of

the participating life insurance fund. The amount of bonus to be paid will be as

determined by the Company's Appointed Actuary from time to time.

(9) The benefit illustration provides year by year illustrative figures for the premium

required, for the policy that the Complainant has chosen. The accrued bonus amount in

the illustration is an expected outcome and not guaranteed.

(1.0) The actual Maturity Value (Rs. 3,89,335.06 ) ascertained by the system look reasonable

when compared to the illustrated maturity value (Rs. 4,33,978)."

(11) The illustrated value is not the minimum or maximum scenarios under the plan but

illustrative expected outcomes of variable benefits.

(12) The mbturity amount has been paid to the customer on 08-Sep-202L as below: -

(13) Thus it is correct to say that the Complainant is well aware of the policy terms and

conditions and no mis-selling has been done. The Complainant is not entitled to claim

any refund as the lnsurance Company has run the risk of the Complainant's life and
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invested the money so received as premium. Now at this stage as per Law of Estoppel,

Complainant is estopped from denying the fact of taking the policy as per terms agreed

and finalized.

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on 72.70.2O22.

The Complainant stated that the amount of Rs.4,33,978 was promised by the Rl when he

took the policy in the year 2001. lt is an endowment policy for 20 years and the promised

amount is reflected in the document provided by the Rl. After completing the period of 20

years they have paid only Rs.3,89,335, which is short by Rs.44,643. This is not a unit linked

policy which will be impacted by the market conditions and therefore the amount

promised by Rl at the beginning of the policy should be paid. ln fact he had bought the

policy of Rl only since the amount offered was higher than amount offered by other

insurers. Promised amount at the initial stage has to be paid and changing the same

unilaterally at the end of the policy period and paying a lesser amount is not acceptable.

The Respondent lnsurer stated that page number 3 of the policy document mentioned

what the policy holder will get at maturity. Sum assured of Rs.2,00,000 is guaranteed and

paid. Clause no. 12 of policy states about bonus and it is not a fixed amount. Bonus depends

on the performance of the company, it may be high or low and it is declared in consultation

with the Appointed Actuary of the company. Bonus details were sent to the Complainant in

September 202L.The Complainant is referring to the illustrative chart shown which depicts a

value he may get after a point of time. That is an illustrative calculation and is not a

promised or fixed amount.

4. Having heard both the sides and having carefully perused all the documents submitted in

detail, I find as under:-

(1) The Complainant purchased an endowment policy from Rl with date of commencement

of 08.09.2001 for a Sum Assured of Rs.2,00,000 by paying premium of Rs.10,206 yearly.
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The said policy was for a term of 20 years and it matured on 08.09.2021. The Rl paid a

maturity benefit amount of Rs.3,89,335 on O8.O9.2O27.

The dispute herein has arisen due to the Complainant's contention that he should get an

amount of Rs.4,33,978 which was allegedly promised in the policy schedule. The Rl

contend in turn that they have settled the maturity proceeds as per the terms and

condition given in the Policy document and the amount of Rs.4,33,978 shown in benefit

illustration is only illustrative and not guaranteed.

Upon perusal of the policy document, I note that as per Clause 7 of Policy, the following

benefits will be paid on the occurrence of an insured event:

a) The Sum lnsured; and

b) The accrued Bonus.

An lnsured Event is either Maturity of the policy or Death of Life Assured.

I further note that Clause no.12 of Policy regarding 'POLICY HOLDER BONUS AND

BONUS OPTION" explains as under:

No bonus is poyoble for the first two Policy yeors. Thereofter, a bonus as

declared by the Company, will be paid, from the surplus orising from the

actuarial valuotion of the participoting life insurance fund. The amount of
bonus to be paid will be as determined by the Compony's Appointed

Actuory from time to time.

(4) From the above two clauses, it becomes clear that on maturity of the Policy or the

death of the Life Assured, the policy promises to pay to the Life Assured or the claimant

(as the case may be), the Sum Assured noted in the policy. ln addition, it also promises

to pay a Bonus amount, this Bonus being calculated by the insurer's Actuary based on

whatever surplus is generated by the fund held by the insurer. The nature of this bonus

is further clarified as not being fixed but varying from time to time, as declared by the

insurer. A policy will be eligible to be considered for bonus payment only if it has run for

at least 2 years.

(2)

(3)
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I note that in the 20- year Endowment participating lnsurance Policy lllustration under

the heading 'How The Policy Works' reads as "the 20 year Endowment Participating

lnsurance Policy is eligible to receive bonuses after the policy has been in effect for

atleast two years, at such rates as may be determined by the company from time to

time.

Also in the same document under the heading 'lmportant Notes' it is clearly specified as

under:

This is only on illustrotive document. lt doesn't purport to be o controct of
insuronce and does not in any way create ony rights ond obligations.

Rights ond obligations would be governed by the Policy if issued ond will
be subject to its terms ond conditions. Bonuses (if applicoble ond shown in

this illustration) ore not guoranteed. The bonus rates will be based on the

octual company experience from time to time.

It is therefore apparent that what the Complainant mistakes as a promise given by the

policy is not so. lt is only an illustrative example and is expressly and explicitly

disavowed to be a part of the policy contract.

The Rl is seen to have calculated the maturity benefit amount as Rs. 200,000 (the Sum

Assured) plus Rs.189,335 as the bonus amount due, totaling to Rs.3,89,335 and has paid

the amount to the Complainant without any delay. Under the circumstances, I do not

find any defects on the part of the Rl and the decisions and actions of the Rl do not

warrant any interference with. Found accordingly.

5. Award

ln the result, the complaint is dismissed and the action of the Respondent lnsurer, upheld.

Dated this the 30th day of Novemb er 2022 --k{fol,,r,

(s)

(6)

(7)

Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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Copies to :

Mr. N Kirankumar,
Kunnathuvilayil, Neeravil
Perinadu P O

Kollam 691601.

The Manager,
MAX Life lnsurance Co.Ltd.,
DLF Square, 11th Floor,
Jacaranda Marg,
DLF City, Phase ll,
Gurgaon L22 OO2.
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.13 1(b) Read with Rule 17of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Co m pla i nt No. KOC-L- O29 -2223 -0026

Complainant : Rev.Dr. Jayan Thomas

Respondent lnsurer : LIC of lndia, Kottayam

AWARD

1. Address of the Complainant

2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy

5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing
8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

Puthukeril House, Angadical South PO,

Chengannur, Alappuzha Dist-689122
3954748L7
Rev.Dr. Jayan Thomas
LIFE

18.o2.2022
Short payment of Maturity Benefit
L2.10.2022
Rev.Dr. Jayan Thomas
Mr.Shani Mathew

Awa rd No. lolKOC/ Al Ll/ 0729 I 2022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules, 2OL7. fhe complaint is regarding alleged Short payment of Maturity claim - Jeevan Saral

of the insurance policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Mr. Jayan Thomas

is the policyholder.
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L. Complainant's case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as follows:

(1) The Complainant has availed the Policy on 24.07.2072 with quarterly premium of

Rs.6,125 for L0 years while he was working as priest of Malankara Mar Thoma Church

and as the vicar of Salem Mar Thoma Church. The said premium was remitted from his

modest income and on the clear understanding given by the agent who sold the product

to him and duly endorsed by the officers of Rl that the policy would fetch substantial

profit at the end of the Policy period which would be added to the maturity value so

that the same would be handy at the time of his retirement.

(2) As the title of the product suggests, he was made to believe that his life would become

much easier with the Promised addition of profits made by Rl with the investments so

prudently done by Rl. However contrary to the promises made at the time of joining the

scheme, it is now noted that no such profits are added to the value ,but for a nominal

sum of Rs.33,754 offered as loyalty addition.

(3) Aggrieved by the above he has written to Rl to reconsider proposed settlement vide

letter dated 06.07.2022 to which he has received a draft reply without addressing the

non addition of profit as originally promised by Rl and have arbitrarily transferred an

amount of Rs.1,L3,774 to his bank account without giving further opportunity

challenging the above action.

(a) H the monthly installment of Rs.6,125 was otherwise invested in Recurring deposit

scheme of any Nationalized/Scheduled bank for 10 years, the same would have fetched

a return of Rs.3,85,000 at maturity calculated at an interest rate of 8.50% prevailing at

the time of joining the scheme.
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(5) He has remitted a total amount of Rs.2,45,000 in all as insurance premium over a period

of 10 years where as he got in return Rs.L,L3,L74 only indicating to the factthat he has

incurred heavy loss by joining the above scheme when compared to recurring deposit

scheme of any bank as noted above.

(6) The above action on the part of Rl tantamount to misrepresentation of facts, deception

and above all deficiency of services as Rl has launched a product with the deliberate

intention of not parting with the profit amassed with the investments so made with the

insurance premium collected from him as policy holder and have failed in the much

publicized promise of "participation in profits" and more so with the product being

titled as LIC's JEEVAN SARAL(WITH PROFOTS) with the sole intention of luring

unsuspected customers like him to join the Scheme so that Rl can make big profits at

the cost of millions of hapless policy holders.

(7) On account of the forgoing and taking into consideration the heavy loss incurred by

him, as a loyal customer ,Rl may be directed to modify the payment by including

reasonable profits to the maturity value so as to match recurring deposit maturity

amount of Rs.3,85,000 as computed above.

2, Respondent lnsure/s contentions

The Respondent lnsurer (R!) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN). The

averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

(1) Rl has issued a policy bearing no.395474811 on the life of complainant, under Jeevan

Saral plan (Plan 165) for a Death Benefit Sum Assured of Rs.5,00,000/- with Date of

Commencement of risk 09.02.2012 and term 10 years & maturity date 24.01.22. The

Life Assured had paid all the premiums due under the policy without any default.

(2) The policy under question is a Jeevan Saral Policy, for which Death Benefit Sum Assured

and Maturity Sum Assured are distinctly defined. Death Benefit Sum Assured is payable

only on death of the policy holder during the term of the policy, while Maturity Sum
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Assured is payable on the date of maturity. Maturity sum assured & Death Benefit Sum

Assured are distinctively printed on the policy bond as Rs.79,42O/- & Rs.5,00,000/-

respectively.

(3) Jeevan Saral Policy was introduced to cover high death benefit at low premium

irrespective of age at entry and term. But the Maturity Sum Assured will be different

and dependant on the age at entry and term of the policy. The Maturity Sum Assured

has been computed by their Actuaries based on several factors like Mortality, Expenses

etc and hence it decreases with increase in age at entry. The maturity value is less than

the premium paid in respect of Jeevan Saral Policy, in case the policy is taken at higher

ages.

(a) As per Proposal records, the Complainant is a learned person with Bachelors in Science

and Divinity, a Priest by occupation, has an annual income of Rs.1,25,000/- , and was 59

years old atthe time of procuringthis policy. ln page No.3 of the Proposal, as answerto

Qn. No. 15: Whetherthe Terms & Conditions of the Proposed Plan have been explained

to you by the Agent ?, Fr. Jayan Thomas, had furnished the reply "Yes". Further, as

answer to Qn. No. 16: Have you understood fully the Terms & Conditions of the Plan you

propose to take ?, he had mentioned the reply "Yes". Thus the proponent had clearly

stated that the terms and conditions of the policy he was about to take were explained

to him by the agent and that he had understood them fully.

(5) The policy holder is eligible for the Maturity Sum Assured of Rs.79,42O/- and the Loyalty

Addition of Rs.33,75 4/- on the date of Maturity - 24.0L.22. The total payout to the party

was Rs.1,13,L74/- (Rs.79,42O/- + Rs.33,75a/-) and this amount was transferred in to his

account on the date.of maturity (24.01.2022) itself. The complainant is not eligible for

any of the reliefs claimed.

(6) Rl is a public limited undertaking constituted as per statute to render policies for the

welfare of the citizens, and is only the custodian of public funds. Payment of amounts

higher than that envisaged by the policy conditions will be a drain on the public fund
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and no one is authorized to make any payments which are not in conformity with the

rules and guidelines issued by the Corporation.

(7) Benefits of Jeevan Saral Policy

Benefit on Death - Death Sum Assured + Refund of

premium and first year premium + Loyalty Addition,

Assured is 250 times monthlv basic premium.

premium excluding extra

if any. Death Benefit Sum

b. Benefits on Maturity-Maturity Sum Assured + Loyalty Addition, if any.

c. Auto cover- lf at least 3 full years' premiums have been paid under the policy ,

lnsurance Cover for the Death Sum Assured willcontinue for 12 months, even if

subsequent premiums are not paid.

d. Partial Surrender -The plan will allow partial surrender from the 4th year onwards

subject to certain conditions.

e. Loan - Loan is available under the policy after payment of premium for 3 years.

(8) Rl offers a wide range of products catering to different needs of all customer segments.

For Life lnsurance policies, Sum Assured will not be equal to total premiums paid. For

Term Assurance policies in which risk cover is more and savings element is negligible,

total premiums paid will be much lowerthan the Sum Assured. For Endowmenttype of

policies where savings element is also important total premiums can be more than the

Sum Assured depending on the age at entry of the Life Assured. For policies where

additional benefits/ features are included premiums will be much more than Sum

Assured.

(9) The cited policy was taken by the complainant at age 59 and it offers Death Sum

Assured for Rs.5,00,0O0/- while the total premiums paid is only Rs.2,4O,OOO/-(excluding

Accident Benefit Premium).

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on 72.70.2022.
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The Complainant stated that he was a priest and retired five years back. This policy was

taken 10 years back with assurance from agent of a substantial profit at the end . The

policy bond also carries the wording Jeevan Saral with profits. But he did not get the profit,

it was a huge loss. Maturity benefit was received .Agent told him now that he was also not

aware of this aspect of the policy. lf a trained agent can't understand the policy how he can.

Had he deposited Rs.6,125 quarterly as recurring deposit in a bank or post office he would

have got Rs.3,85,000. Legally he doesn't have a claim, however in view of mis selling and on

humanitarian ground he has requested for refund of atleast the balance amount of

premium he has paid.

The Respondent lnsurer logged in, however due to connectivity issue at their end, could

not state anything.

Having heard both the sides and having perused all the documents submitted in detail, I

find as under:-

(1) The Complainant had purchased a Jeevan Saral policy with date of commencement of

24.OL.2O72 for a policy term of 10 years with quarterly premium of Rs.6,125.

Complainant has paid entire premium on his policy, amounting to Rs.2,45,000 .Upon

the said policy maturing on 24.0L.2O22, the Rl has settled the maturity amount of

Rs.L,13,77 4 on 24.07.2022 .

(2) The dispute in this matter is regarding the amount of maturity benefit which, the

Complainant submits, is lower compared to a bank recurring deposit maturity amount.

(3) I note that the policy in question is"Jeevan Saral" which has a Death Benefit component

and a Maturity Benefit component, the latter being dependent on the returns the

lnsurer can earn by investing that part of the premium that has been set aside for the

investment purpose. The Rl has taken pains in the SCN to explain how Jeevan Saral is

markedly different from conventional life products.
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(4) From what the Rl explains and from my own reading of the policy wordings, it is found

that (a) in a Jeevan Saral policy, the insurer is committed to pay a Death Benefit of 250

times the monthly premium amount; (b) the premium amount is then divided into two

parts: the first one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out presumably on the basis

of approved actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-assured; and the balance

premium is allocated to the Maturity Benefit which benefit the lnsurer has to generate

over the policy term by investing that portion of the premium. The premium is worked

out based on the age of the proposer and that it is allocated between Death Benefit

premium and Maturity Benefit premium. lt of course naturalthat this premium split will

incline more towards Death Benefit premium in case of older persons. ln respect of a

younger person, Death Benefit premium will be lower and more money will be available

towards premium for Maturity Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at

policy commencement (in this case, Rs.5,00,000 based on the proposer's request), the

Maturity Benefit will "suffe/' in case of an older person. The younger the policy buyer

is, the narrower the gap between the Death Benefit and Maturity Benefit. For a very

young man, the Maturity Benefit would be higher amount than the Death Benefit - for

the simple reason that very little portion of the premium amount is needed for paying

the Death Benefit and consequently, more premium is available for investment.

I find that the policy not only clearly mentions the terms and conditions of cover and the

benefits, it expressly shows the Maturity Benefit Amount and the Death Benefit Amount

separately. The former amount is shown as Rs. 79,420 and the latter as Rs. 5,00,000/-.

Also, there seems no doubt that the policy document was prepared and given to the

Complainant in a timely fashion per due procedure and the Complainant had not raised

any issue during the freelook cancellation period.

Jeevan Saral is certainly a complex and sophisticated product compared to a standard

endowment, money back or term policy and a reasonable, unprejudiced observer would

(s)

(6)
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definitely want to consider whether the nuances of product were explained adequately

enough to the proposer, in the proven absence of which a case of mis-selling could be

made out. I do not feel a case for mis-selling is indicated because the policy document

mentions the various benefit amounts very clearly and expressly and the Complainant

can hardly be considered uneducated or unaware person. He could be reasonably

expected to at least cursorily read through a document involving a significantamount of

money, even if it is only the Schedule of the policy where the specifics including the

amounts, dates etc are mentioned. lf the Complainant really did not read and

understand the policy terms, conditions and benefit limits, the blame for that can hardly

be laid at the Rl's door.

Upon maturity of the policy, the Complainant has felt that a Recurring bank deposit

would have fetched a better return. The Complainant is said to be a qualified person

and if he chooses to equate or compare a life insurance policy with a bank deposit, I do

not think this is the occasion to describe the difference between the two. Suffice it to

say that the primary objective of an lnsurance Policy is risk protection and not

investment return.

I do not find any defect on the part of the Rl and I do not think the decisions or actions

of the Rl warrant any interference with.

5. Award

ln the result, the complaint is dismissed and the action of the Respondent lnsurer is upheld.

Dated this the 30th day of Novemb er 2022

Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

(7)

(8)
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Copies to :

Very Rev. Dr. Jayan Thomas,,
Vicar General,
Puthukeril House,

AngadicalSouth P O,

Chengannur, 689122

The Sr. Divisional Manager,
L.l.C. of lndia,
Divisiona I Office,
'Jeevan Prakash',
Nagampadom,
Kottayam - 686 001.
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.L3 1(b) Read with Rule 17 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules,2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Com pla i nt No. KOC-L- O29 -2223-0029

Complainant : Shajahan E

Respondent Insurer: LIC of lndia, Trivandrum

AWARD

1. Address of the Complainant

2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy

5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing
8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

S J Manzil, Ackolilchery, Koottikada P O

691020
785663143
Mr. Shajahan E

LIFE (Jeevan Saral)

L3.04.2022
Short payment of Maturity Benefit.
L2.L0.2022
Mr. Shajahan E

Ms.Sona Menon

Awa rd No. lOlKOC I A/Lt/ 0L3U2022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules,2OL7. The complaint is regarding alleged short payment of Maturity Benefit in a Jeevan

Saral insurance policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Mr. Shajahan E is

the policyholder.
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1. Complainant's case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as follows:

(1) The complainant has availed a policy for RS.1 lakh on 23.O4.2O72 bearing number

785663143 for 1"0 years and paid premium of Rs.2,450 quarterly for 10 years amounting

to Rs,98,000.

(2) He has received intimation for maturity amount of Rs.75,932 due on23.04.2022.

(3) Requested for refund of at least the amount of premium paid.

2. Respondent lnsure/s contentions

The Respondent lnsurer (Rl) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN). The

averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

(1) Jeevan Saral is a unique plan having good features of the conventional plan and the

flexibility of Unit-linked plan. This plan contains higher death cover, a smooth return,

liquidity and lot of flexibility. ln conventional plans, premium rates are given per 1000

sum assured for different entry ages and terms. But in this plan the death benefit is

directly related to the premiums paid which policy holder can choose. The death sum

assured under this plan is 250 times the monthly premium selected by the customer

(2) The maturity sum assured, unlike in conventional plans, is calculated depending upon

the age of the life assured and the term of the policy.

ln short, death cover will be same irrespective of age at entry and term, but the sum

payable at maturity will be different for each age at entry and term of policy. Maturity

value is defined.

(3) In short, following are the salientfeatures of the plan:

o Golden peacock award winner for innovative insurance product.

o Combination of good features of conventional plan + flexibility of ULIP plan.
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. Death cover will be treated as sum assured under the plan and it will be 250

times of basic monthly premium. Hence not related with age at entry and term

of plan.

o Policyholders with age 50 yrs and above will get more death cover compared to

other conventional plans if comparison is made keeping premium fixed.

o Maturity sum assured is defined taking in to account age at entry and term of

policy.

o Auto cover of 1 year i.e. extended claim concession will be available after paying

only 3 years premium.( not required to pay 5 yrs premium as under

conventional plan).

o ln case of death claim under in force policy, along with death

sum assured + loyalty addition, amount of premiums paid will be refunded as

death claim.This feature is available only in this plan

(4) Details of Policy

Policy No. 785663L43
Plan 16s
Term 10

Age at entry as per Proposal Form 54
Date of Commencement 23/04120L2
Maturity Sum Assured ss832/-
Death Sum Assured 2OO0OO{-

Accident Sum Assured 20ooo0/-
Mode of payment qtlv

Quarterly Premium 24sO/-
Accident Premium s0/-
Date of Maturity 231412022
Loyalty Addition payable on maturity ZOLOO/-

Total Premium paid for L0 years 717600/-
Maturity Benefit paid 7s932/-

(5) The Maturity Sum Assured of Rs.55832- and the Death Sum Assured of Rs.200000/ are

mentioned in the policy bond.
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(6) The Maturity Sum Assured is calculated on the basis of Monthly Premium, Age at entry

and Term of the Policy.. Maturity Sum Assured for a Monthly Premium of Rs. 7OO/- ,

term 10 years and age 54 years is Rs.6979/-. For this policy the Monthly premium is

Rs800/- (Death Sum Assured 200000 / 250 = Rs.800/-). Maturity Sum Assured payable

for monthly premium Rs.600/- under the above mentioned policy isRs6979/- x 800/100

= Rs.55832/-.

Total Maturity Proceeds along with Loyalty addition ls Rs75932/-(55832+20tOO/-)

(7) The customer has taken the policy at the age of 54yrs ,and this plan assures Death Sum

Assured of 200000+48200000 for qly premium of Rs2450/- which is not available in

any of the conventional plans forthis premium.

(8) The policy holder was assured ,risk coverage of Rs.200000/- (Rs 2.00 lakhs Death Sum

Assured and Rs2.00 lakhs Accident Benefit) for term 10 yrs i.e till age of 70 for qtly

premium of Rs. L837/-.

(9) As the risk premium at older age is higher compared to lower age group and the

Maturity Sum Assured in this policy is related with age and term selected, the maturity

sum assured payable is less .

(L0) Based on the above facts, Rl has requested to kindly consider the materialfacts at the

time of Judgment.

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on 72.70.2022

The Complainant stated that the Rl's agent told him that this policy is for Rs.2 lakh and he

will receive Rs.2 lakh at the end. However he has received only Rs.76,000 approximately.

Sum assured of Rs.2 lakh is shown in all the receipts. .At least he should get the premium

he has paid.

The Respondent lnsurer stated that Rs.2 lakh is the Death Sum Assured and is 250 times of

monthly premium. Maturity sum assured of Rs.55,832 is clearly printed in the policy bond.

Maturity sum assured is related to age and the same will be less for older person. Risk

coverage is more important in insurance and he had risk coverage of Rs.2 lakh for 10 years.
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4. Having heard both the sides and having carefully perused all the documents submitted, I

find as under:-

(1) The policy in question is a Jeevan Saral policy, which has a Death Benefit component and

a Maturity Benefit component, the latter being dependent on the returns the insurer

can earn by investing that part of the premium that has been set aside for the

investment purpose.

(2) lt is clear from the policy and from the detailed explanations given by the Rt vide their

SCN, that Jeevan Saral is markedly different from conventional life products in some

respects.

(3) The Rl would have it that in Jeevan Saral, (a) the buyer decides the premium amount he

wants to pay; (b) the insurer then commits to pay a Death Benefit of 250 times the

monthly premium amount, (c) the premium amount is then divided into two parts; (d)

the first one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out on the basis of approved

actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-assured; and (e) the balance premium

is allocated to the Maturity Benefit which the insurer has to generate over the years by

investing that portion of the premium. I do concede the point that the premium is

worked out based on the age of the proposer and the premium is allocated between

Death Benefit premium and Maturity Benefit premium.

(a) lt of course natural that this premium splitting will incline more towards Death Benefit

premium in case of older persons. ln respect of a younger person, Death Benefit

premium will be lower and more money will be available towards premium for Maturity

Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefits pre-fixed at policy commencement (based on

the propose/s request), the Maturity Benefit will "suffer" in case of an older person.

The younger the policy buyer is, the narrower the gap between the Death Benefit and

Maturity Benefit. For a very young man, the Maturity Benefit would be higher amount

than the Death Benefit - for the simple reason that very little portion of the premium

amount is needed for paying the Death Benefit and consequently, more premium is

available for investment.
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(5) I find that the policy not only clearly mentions the terms and conditions of cover and the

Benefits, it also expressly shows the Maturity Benefit Amount and the Death Benefit

Amount separately. The former amount is shown as Rs. 55,832/- and the latter as Rs.

2,00,OOO/-. Also, admittedly, the policy document was prepared and given to the

Complainant in a timely fashion per due procedure and the Complainant had not raised

any issue with the policy terms and conditions throughout the term of the policy.

(6) The Complainant would have it that he was not given "a clear picture" of the policy and

came to know of the low Maturity Benefit amount only when the maturity benefit was

communicated by Rl. I do not feel a case for mis-selling is indicated because the

Complainant's above contention has to be assessed in the light of the fact that the

policy document mentions the various Benefit amounts very clearly and expressly and

the Complainant can hardly be considered uneducated or unaware person, being a

graduate and could reasonably be expected to at least cursorily read through a

document involving a significant amount of money, even if it is only the Schedule of the

policy where the specifics including the amounts, dates etc are mentioned. That he

does not seem to have done so erodes the very foundation of his case.

(7) ln view of the above, I cannot find any shortcoming in the decision/action taken by the

Rl who have evidently acted as per the policy terms and conditions and common

standards of reasonableness and fairness.

5. Award

ln the result, the action of the Respondent lnsurer is upheld and the complaint dismissed.

Dated this the 30th day of Novemb er 2022

Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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Copies to :

Mr. Shajahan E,

S J Manzil,
Ackolilchery, Koottikada P O

591020.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,
L.l.C. of lndia,
Divisional Office,
'Jeevan Prakash',
Pattom P.O.,

Thiruvananthapuram - 695 004.
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.13 1(b) Read with Rule 17 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules,2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Com pla i nt No. KOC-[- O29 -2223-OOL9

Complainant: Scaria N J

Respondent lnsurer : LIC of lndia, Kottayam

AWARD

L. Address of the Complainant

2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy

5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing
8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

Nannakuzhi Veedu, Vellasserry,
Kaduthuruthy P O,Kottayam- 686604
392094457
Mr. Scaria N J

LIFE (Jeevan Saral)

16.03.2022
Short payment of Maturity Benefit
L2.70.2022
Mr. Scaria N J

Mr.ShaniMathew

Awa rd No. lOlKOC / AlLt/ 0L3O/2O22-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with

Rules, 20L7. The complaint is regarding alleged short

Jeevan Saral policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer.

policyholder.
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payment of Maturity Benefit under a
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1. Complainant's case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as follows:

(l) The Complainant was working in Kaduthuruthi Rubber marketing society. He has

purchased the Policy in 2012 and monthly premium of Rs.400 was deducted from his

salary .ln 20L4 the above establishment was closed and arrears of premium

amounting to Rs.30,044 was paid in 2018.Subsequntly he has paid Rs.1225 quarterly till

March 2022 .Total premium paid is Approximately Rs.50,000.

(2) He has received only Rs.36,291on maturity of the Policy.

(3) Requested for refund of at least the premium paid.

2. Respondent lnsure/s contentions

The Respondent lnsurer (R!) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN). The

averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

(L) Rl has issued a policy bearing no.392094457 on the life of the Complainant, under

Jeevan Saral plan (plan 165)for a Death Benefit Sum Assured of Rs.1,00,O00/- with Date

of Commencement of risk 07.03.2072 and term 10 years & maturity date 07.03.22.The

LA had paid allthe premiums due under the policy without any default.

(2) The policy under question is a Jeevan Saral policy, for which Death Benefit Sum Assured

and Maturity Sum Assured are distinctly defined. Death Benefit Sum Assured is payable

only on death of the policy holder during the term of the policy, while Maturity Sum

Assured is payable on the date of maturity. Maturity sum assured & Death Benefit Sum

Assured are distinctively printed on the policy bond as Rs.27,9L6/- & Rs.1,00,000/-

respectively.
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(3) Jeevan Saral policy was introduced to cover high death benefit at low premium

irrespective of age at entry and term. But the Maturity Sum Assured will be different

and dependant on the entry ages and term of the policy. The Maturity Sum Assured has

been computed by our actuaries based on several factors like Mortality, expenses etc

and hence it decreases with increase in age at entry. The maturity value is less than the

premium paid in respect of Jeevan Saral Policy, in case the policy is taken at higher ages.

( ) As per Proposal records, the Complainant is a Matriculate, was working as a Peon with

the Kaduthuruthy Co-op Rubber Marketing & Processing Society Ltd for the last 33

years, had an annual income of Rs.1,55,000/- , and was 54 years old at the time of

procuring this policy. ln page No. 3 of the Proposal, as answer to Qn. No. 15: Whether

the Terms & Conditions of the Proposed Plan have been explained to you by the Agent

?, the Complainant, had furnished the reply "Yes". Further, as answer to Qn. No. 16:

Have you understood fully the Terms & Conditions of the Plan you propose to take ?, he

had mentioned the reply "Yes". Thus the proponent had clearly stated that the terms

and conditions of the policy he was about to take were explained to him by the agent

and that he had understood them fully.

(5) The policy holder is eligible for Maturity Sum Assured of Rs.27,9161- and Loyalty

Addition of Rs.8,375/- on the date of Maturity -07.O3.22. The total payout to the party

would be Rs.36,297/- (Rs.27,9!6/- + Rs.8,375/-). This amount of Rs.36,29U- was paid to

the Complainant on 70103/2022 by NEFT. The Complainant is not eligible for any of the

reliefs claimed.

(5) Rl is a public limited undertaking constituted as per statute to render policies for the

welfare of the citizens, and is only the custodian of public funds. Payment of amounts

higher than that envisaged by the policy conditions will be a drain on the public fund

and no one is authorized to make any payments which are not in conformity with the

rules and guidelines issued by the Corporation.
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(7) Benefits of Jeevan Saral Policy

Benefit on Death - Death Sum Assured + Refund of premium excluding extra premium

and first year premium + Loyalty Addition, if any. Death Benefit Sum Assured is 250

times monthlv basic premium.

Benefits on Maturity-Maturity SumAssured + Loyalty Addition, if any.

Auto cover- lf at least 3 full years' premiums have been paid under the policy ,

lnsurance Cover for the Death Sum Assured will continue for 12 months, even if

subsequent premiums are not paid

Partia! Surrender -The plan will allow partial surrender from the 4th year onwards

subject to certain conditions.

Loan - Loan is available under the policy after payment of premium for 3 years.

(8) Rl offers a wide range of products catering to different needs of all customer segments.

For Life lnsurance policies, Sum Assured will not be equal to total premiums paid. For

Term Assurance policies in which risk cover is more and savings element is negligible,

total premiums paid will be much lower than the Sum Assured. For Endowment type of

policies where savings element is also important total premiums can be more than the

Sum Assured depending on the age at entry of the Life Assured. For policies where

additional benefits/ features are included premiums will be much more than Sum

Assured.

(9) The cited policy was taken by the Complainant at age 54 and it offers Death Sum

Assured for Rs.1,00,000/- while the total premiums paid is only Rs.47,973/-(excluding

Accident Benefit Premium).

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on 12.LO.2022.
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The Complainant stated that he was not told of the issues which the Rl talks about today at

the time when the Agent sold him the policy. He wants at least to get back the amount he

paid as premium.

The Respondent lnsurer could not state anything due to net connection issue at their end.

4. Having heard both the sides and having perused all the documents submitted in detail, I

find as under:-

(1) The Complainant has availed a policy styled Jeevan Saral bearing Number 392094457 for
Rs. llakh with date of commencement of 07.03.2012 and paid Rs.48,973 as premium

over a period of 10 years. The said Policy was matured and the Complainant has

received maturity benefit of Rs.36,291 on 07.03.2022.

(2) The dispute has arisen when the Complainant has received the maturity benefit of

Rs.36,291 where as the total premium paid was RS.48,973. The Rl contends that the

policy having matured, they can only pay what the policy allows as the Maturity Benefit

which is Rs. 27,916 plus the Loyalty Addition of Rs.8,375 in alla total of Rs.36291.

(3) I note that the policy in question is"Jeevan Saral" which has a Death Benefit component

and a Maturity Benefit component, the latter being dependent on the returns the

lnsurer can earn by investing that part of the premium that has been set aside for the

investment purpose. The Rl has taken pains in the SCN to explain how Jeevan Saral is

markedly different from conventional life products.

(4) From what the Rl explains and from my own reading of the policy wordings, it is found

that (a) in a Jeevan Saral policy, the insurer is committed to pay a Death Benefit of 250

times the monthly premium amount; (b) the premium amount is then divided into two

parts: the first one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out presumably on the basis

of approved actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-assured; and the balance

premium is allocated to the Maturity Benefit which benefit the lnsurer has to generate

over the policy term by investing that portion of the premium. The premium is worked

out based on the age of the proposer and that it is allocated between Death Benefit
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premium and Maturity Benefit premium. lt of course naturalthat this premium split will

incline more towards Death Benefit premium in case of older persons. ln respect of a

younger person, Death Benefit premium will be lower and more money will be available

towards premium for Maturity Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at

policy commencement (in this case, Rs.1,00,000/- based on the proposer's request), the

Maturity Benefit will "suffer" in case of an older person. The younger the policy buyer

is, the narrower the gap between the Death Benefit and Maturity Benefit. For a very

young man, the Maturity Benefit would be higher amount than the Death Benefit - for

the simple reason that very little portion of the premium amount is needed for paying

the Death Benefit and consequently, more premium is available for investment.

(5) There can be no two views on the Jeevan Saral being a complex and sophisticated

product compared to a standard Endowment, Money Back or Term policy. A reasonable,

unprejudiced observer would hence definitely want to consider whether the policy

holder knew what he/she was buying. What is most striking when one considers this

aspect is the fact that the Complainant who has failed SSLC. ln case, the Rl would

think that having been in school upto 10th standard should be considered as being in

possession of a modicum of reading and writing skills, I would like to draw attention to

the State Government's long-standing policy and practice of promoting almost every

student in government school upto the 10th which is the first time they encounter non-

internal exams. lt is therefore difficult for any reasonable person to accept that this

Complainant purchased an insurance product of Jeevan Saral's level of complexity with

even the slightest awareness of what he was buying. The common perception among

even educated people of life insurance is that one pays a periodic premium and if the

buyer survives at the end of the policy period, he/she is paid an attractive lumpsum. I

cannot accept that someone barely literate and that too only in Malayalam would

knowingly and willingly buy an insurance product that is basically a term insurance with

a tiny investment-based padding. The inescapable conclusion that stares us in the face

is that he simply had no idea what he was buying.
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(6) lhold therefore that there is a clear case to be made out for gross mis-selling in this

matter.

(7) lt follows from the above that the Rl as a responsible entity must compensate the

Complainant who is the victim of a mis-selling. This compensation, at the very least,

must take the form of a full refund of the total premiums of Rs.48,973 paid by the

Complainant.

5. Award

ln the result, I hereby order as under:

The Respondent lnsurer is directed to refund to the Complainant in full, the total premium

amount of Rs. 48,973 remitted by him under policy no.392094457 and to this end, pay an

amount of Rs.12,682 being the difference between the premium amount of Rs.48,973 and

Rs.36,291 already paid to him.

As prescribed in Rule 17(6) of lnsurance Ombudsman Rules,2O!7, the lnsurer shall comply

with the award within 30 days of receipt of the award and intimate compliance of the same

to the Ombudsman.

Dated this the 30th day of November 2022

Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

Copies to :

Mr. Scaria N J,

Nannakuzhi Veedu,
Vellasserry,
Kaduthuruthy P O 686604.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,
L.l.C. of lndia,Divisional Office,
'Jeevan Prakash',

Nagampadom,
Kottayam - 686 001.
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.13 1(b)Read with Rule 17 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Com pla i nt No. KOC-L- O29 -2122-05L4

Complainant: Surendran P P

Respondent lnsurer : LIC of lndia

AWARD

L. Address of the Complainant
2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy
5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint

7. Date of Hearing
8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

"Saraswathi" Puthalam, Mahe-673310
79757360s
Mr. Surendran P P

LIFE (Jeevan Saral)

07.02.2022
Shortfall in Maturity Benefit

L3.O9.2022
Mr. Surendran P P

Ms.Sreedevi

Awa rd No. lolKoC I AlLt/ OLLGI 2022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules,2077. The complaint is regarding alleged shortfall in Maturity Benefit under a Jeevan

Saral insurance policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Mr. Surendran P P is

the policyholder.
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1. Complainant's case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as follows:

(1) The Complainant was not aware much about the Rl. He had a belief that if he pays

premium regularly he will get the amount with profit. Agent was a known person.

(2) lt was informed to the Complainant that the Policy is for Rs.1 lakh, period is 10 years,

premium is Rs.1,706 quarterly and on Maturity he will receive Rs.l lakh with bonus. He

was paying the premium by saving available amount in the savings box provided by

them where the key was with them and they will collect the amount every three

months. He has not read the Policy bond but kept the same safely.

(3) Premiums were paid without any default amounting to Rs.69,240.He would not have

taken the policy if it was known to him that the Maturity amount receivable is

Rs.15,884.

(4) Requested for refund of atleast the amount paid.

2. Respondent lnsure/s contentions

The Respondent lnsurer (Rl) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN). The

averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

(1) Policy no :797573605 PP Plan & Term - 165-10Date of Commencement - 20.L2.2OL1

Mode of Payment - Qly, Date of Maturity -20.72.2021, Maturity Sum Assured - 15884-

, Death Benefit Sum Assured - L00000/-,Basic Premium - L2OO /-, total premium with

extra(Accident Benefit+ Cl(lll) health extra )- Rs 1731.00,Tota| Premium paid - 773LX

10 X 4 = 69240.00, premium paid without extras = 1200*10* 4 = 48000.00, Maturity

Amount Payable = Maturity Sum Assured + Loyalty Addition = 15884+ 4765 = 20649.0O

(21 The above policy bearing No 797573605 taken by the Complainant is a Jeevan Saral

Policy Where the Maturity Sum Assured and Death Sum Assured are different and.
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Maturity sum assured will differ according to age and term. The basic monthly premium

in the policy is Rs 400.00. Maturity sum assured for Rs 100/- premium for age 59 and

term 10 years is Rs 3971.00. Hence the Maturity sum assured for Rs 400 per month is Rs

15884/-. As per policy terms and conditions the amount payable at Maturity is a sum

equal to the Maturity sum assured along with loyalty additions and the same is printed

in the policy document. Due date of Maturity of the above policy was 20.!2.2021 and

claim for Rs 20649.00 will be settled in favor of the policy holder on receipt of

req uirements.

(3) TheLAatthetimeoftakingthepolicywasadiabetic.Theproposal wasunderwrittenat

divisional office and on the basis of submitted health reports an extra premium of Rs

506/- was charged for every quarter in addition to the normal premium. Hence the total

quarterly premium comes to Rs 1706.00 (1200+506) excluding accident Benefit

premium. The policy was accepted after receiving his consent for charging extra

premium

(4'l Jeevan Saral belongs to the category of high risk plans, wherein the insurance coverage

offered is substantially higher, especially at higher ages. The unique feature of this plan

is that the installment premium to be paid is determined by the customer and the sum

assured payable in the unfortunate event of death, known as death sum assured is then

decided on the basis of the premium thus selected. The Maturity sum assured, unlike in

conventional plans, is calculated depending upon the age of the life assured and the

term of the policy. The death sum assured under this plan is 250 times the monthly

premium selected by the customer. ln all other conventional insurance plans, the

installment premium payable for the same sum assured varies according to the age of

the customer. However, in this particular plan, the premium payable and death sum

assured remains the same irrespective of age.

(5) ln any traditional life insurance product, the premium charged for covering the risk

increases as one's age increases. This means that for the same death sum assured the

premium payable varies for two customers having different ages. This is because the

cost of providing death cover increases with age. Whereas, in our Jeevan Saral plan, the
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premium and thus the death Benefit are selected by the customer and remains the

same irrespective of age. Hence, to factor in the risk premium, the Maturity value is

calculated based on age and duration of the policy. Thus when the age and when the

policy is purchased is on the higher side, the Maturity value is lower.

ln case of death the Benefits payable are death sum assured and return of premiums

excluding 1't year premiums and extra premiums if any. ln this policy for a low premium

of Rs 59240.00 for 10 years he was getting a coverage of Rs 100000/- and return of

premiums in case of his death during the premium paying term, . This policy offers a

very high risk cover for a low premium. The Maturity sum assured will vary according to

age and will be comparatively lower for advanced ages.

Whatever Benefits are actually eligible as per terms and conditions of the policy has

been informed to the life assured at the inception of the policy itself. Since the

Complainant has taken the policy at the advanced age of 59 the Maturity Benefit will be

less comparing to high death Benefit offered.

(8) As this is the fact we would pray before the honourable lnsurance Ombudsman to set

aside the complaint and uphold Rl's stand.

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on L3.09.2022

The Complainant stated that the Agent told him that the policy is for Rs.1 lakh, no other

details were provided aboutthe policy. He has studied only upto 10th standard (failed) and

he doesn't know English. He kept the policy document safely and on Maturity he

approached the branch office of Rl with the policy, and they informed him that he will not

get the full amount. He was waiting for the Maturity of the policy to receive the amount.

Now he is 70 years old and he doesn't have money even to buy medicines. He had lot of

faith in Rl.

The Respondent lnsurer stated that this policy is Jeevan Saral and it is a high risk policy. ln

this Policy same premium is being charged irrespective of the age. Policy holder has opted

for monthly premium of Rs.400, so the death Benefit will be 250 times of the monthly

(6)

(7)
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premium. Maturity sum assured is decided based on age and term. Death Benefit is Rs.1

lakh and he has opted for accident Benefit also . He was diabetic while taking the policy and

class 3 health extra of Rs.506 quarterly was also charged with his consent. Maturity value

for advanced age is less in this plan. All the three sum assured are clearly printed in the

policy document. Maturity Benefit is also clearly mentioned in the policy i.e Maturity sum

assured plus loyalty addition. Maximum portion of premium is going towards risk

component since risk is more and savings component is less in this policy.

4. Having heard both the sides and having carefully perused all the documents submitted, I

find as under:-

(1) The Complainant had purchased a Jeevan Saral Policy on 20.L2.2011. The premium

payable was Rs. L,731- quarterly and all premiums were paid without any default

amounting to a totalof Rs.69,240. The Policy matured on20.L2.2O21 and the amount of

Maturity Benefit intimated by Rlwas Rs.20,649.

(2) The dispute in the matter is regarding how much is the Benefit due to the

Complainant/Life Assured upon Maturity of the policy and the cause of dispute is the

Maturity amount intimated amounting to Rs.20,649 . The Complainant would have it

that the policy ought to pay the Sum Assured promised to him by the Agent ie, Rs.

1,00,000. The Rl contends that the policy having matured, they can only pay what the

policy allows as the Maturity Benefit which is Rs. 15,884 plus the Loyalty Addition of

Rs.4,765 , in all a total of Rs.20,649.

(3) The policy in question is a Jeevan Saral policy which has a Death Benefit component and

a Maturity Benefit component, the latter being dependent on the returns the lnsurer

can earn by investing that part of the premium set aside for the investment purpose.

The Rl has taken pains to explain how Jeevan Saral is markedly different from

conventiona I life prod ucts.
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(4) Based on the Rl's explanation and from my own reading of the policy, it is found that (a)

in a Jeevan Saral policy, the insurer is committed to pay a Death Benefit of 250 times the

monthly premium amount; (b) the premium amount is divided into two parts: the first

one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out presumably on the basis of approved

actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-assured; and the balance premium is

allocated to the Maturity Benefit, which Benefit the lnsurer has to generate over the

policy term period by investing that portion of the premium.

It is significant to note here that the premium is worked out based on the age of the

proposer and that it is allocated between Death Benefit premium and Maturity Benefit

premium. lt of course natural that this premium split will incline more towards Death

Benefit premium in case of older persons. ln respect of a younger person, Death Benefit

premium will be lower and more money will be available towards premium for Maturity

Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at policy commencement (in this

case, Rs.1,00,000 based on the proposer's request), the Maturity Benefit will "suffer" in

case of an older person. The younger the policy buyer is, the narrower the gap between

the Death Benefit and Maturity Benefit. For a very young man, the Maturity Benefit

would be higher amount than the Death Benefit - for the simple reason that very little

portion of the premium amount is needed for paying the Death Benefit and

consequently, more premium is available for investment.

While the Complainant submits that the details of the policy were not explained to him

and that he was only told that the Sum Assured is Rs. 1 Lakh and that at the end of the

policy period he would get that amount, the Rl would have it that the terms and

conditions of cover are all laid out in the policy document and the various Benefits and

amounts thereof are shown in the Schedule of the policy. ln other words, the Rl is

contending in all seriousness, without meaning to be ironical, that the Complainant, a

functional illiterate and working as a helper In a wine-shop, ought to have read and

understood the policy terms, conditions and Benefits.

(s)

(6)
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(7) There can be no two views on the Jeevan Saral being a complex and sophisticated

product compared to a standard Endowment, Money Back or Term policy. A reasonable,

unprejudiced observer would hence definitely want to consider whether the policy

holder knew what he/she was buying. What is most striking when one considers this

aspect is the fact that the Complainant is evidently a salesman in a wine-shop who has

failed SSLC. ln case, the Rl would thinkthat having been in school upto 10th standard

should be considered as being in possession of a modicum of reading and writing skills, I

would like to draw attention to the State Government's long-standing policy and

practice of promoting almost every student in government school upto the 10th which is

the first time they encounter non-internal exams. lt is therefore difficult for any

reasonable person to accept that this Complainant purchased an insurance product of

Jeevan Saral's level of complexity with even the slightest awareness of what he was

buying. The common perception among even educated people of life insurance is that

one pays a periodic premium and if he survives atthe end of the policy period, he/she is

paid an attractive lumpsum. I cannot accept that someone barely literate and that too

only in Malayalam and who earns his living by doing the job of a salesman in a wine

shop would knowingly and willingly buy an insurance product that is basically a term

insurance with a tiny investment-based padding added on.

(8) The inescapable conclusion that stares us in the face is that he simply had no idea what

he was buying. This is indubitably a case of mis-selling of a policy.

(9) lt follows from the above that the Rl as a responsible entity must compensate the

Complainant who is the victim of a mis-selling. This compensation, at the very least,

must take the form of a full refund of the total premiums of Rs.69,240 paid by the

Complainant. Found accordingly.

5. Award

ln the result, I hereby order as under:
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The Respondent lnsurer is directed to refund to the Complainant in full, the total premium

amount of Rs.69,240 remitted by him under policy no.797573605 less Maturity Benefit paid,

if any.

As prescribed in Rule 17(6) of lnsurance Ombudsman Rules,2077,the lnsurer shall comply

with the award within 30 days of receipt of the award and intimate compliance of the same

to the Ombudsman.

Dated this the 18th day of November 2022

Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

Copies to :

Mr. Surendran P P,

Saraswathi, Puthalam,

Mahe 6733L0.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,
L.l.C. of lndia,
Divisiona I Office,
'Jeevan Prakash',

Huzur Road,

Kozhikode 573 001.
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.13 1(b) Read with Rule 17of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Com pla int No. KOC-L- O29 -2122-0526

Complainant : C Sreenivasan Nair

Respondent lnsurer: LIC of lndia, Kozhikode

AWARD

L. Address of the Complainant

2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy

5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing
8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

Sreelayam,Eruvatty, Kottayampoil P O,

Thalassery, Ka nn u r-670691.
793436822
Mr. C Sreenivasan Nair
LIFE

28.01.2022
Shortfall in Maturity Benefit
L3.09.2022
Mr. C Sreenivasan Nair

Ms.Sreedevi

Awa rd No. lOlKOC I AlLtl 0777 12022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules,20t7. The complaint is regarding alleged shortfall in Maturity Benefit in an insurance

policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Mr. C Sreenivasan Nair is the

policyholder.
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1. Complainant's case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as follows:

(1) The Complainant took an insurance policy on 28-72-2001 and policy number is

793436822 which got matured on 28-L2-2021.As per the calculation of Rl, balance

amount payable on maturity is Rs.58243 which is totally wrong.

(2) lt is totally disappointment that a well reputed firm like Rl is doing and saying things in

such unprofessional way, that instead of getting Rs.99,923/- Rl had offered

Rs.58,243.He could not understand the calculation. At the time of Joining the policy,

both the Agent and Development officer offered and assured him that he will receive

the amount of Rs.3, 75,A0O/- at the time of maturity.

(3) Already given complaint to Branch Manager, Division Manager and Zonal Manager and

he didn't get any clarity on this. He has requested to solve the issue at the earliest. His

calculation is as given below:-

Premium Amount: L77L * 80 = 141,680/-

Totalamount received 2000*3 = 60000/-

Loan taken of Rs.45000/-

lnterest for loan taken is22657/-

Total amount received include loan and its interest is Rs.L, 27,657/-

So the balance will be 141680 - L27657 = 74,023/-

lnterm Bonus =3400/-
F.Add Bonus =3000/-
Vested Bonus =79500/-
Total Bonus to receive =85900/-
Total Amount to be received after maturity = 35990 + L4O23 = 99923
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2. Respondent lnsure/s contentions

The Respondent lnsurer (Rl) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN). The

averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

Policy no :793436822,Life Assured - C Sreenivasan Nair, Plan & Term - 75-ZO, Sum

Assured - 1,00,000.00 Date of Commencement - 28.L2.2OO1, Mode of Payment - ely,

Date of Maturity - 28.72.2021. Maturity Claim paid to the Life Assured on 28.12.2021. =

Rs 58,243.00

The policy taken by the Life assured is a 20 year Money back policy. The benefits

payable under the policy is clearly printed in the schedule of the policy itself. We are

giving below the claim amount payable at maturity.

Surviving 5 yrs from commencement

Surviving 10 yrs from commencement

Surviving 15 yrs from commencement

Surviving on date of maturity

Bonus

(3) Rl has paid Rs 20,000 each to the policy holder as survival benefit on 28.72.2006,

28.72.20LL and 28.L2.2016. The maturity claim became due under the policy on

28.L2.202L and an amount of Rs 58,243.00 was paid to the policy holder. The details of

(1)

(2)

maturity claim paid is as follows

Payments

Basic Amount : Rs 40,000.00

Vested Bonus: Rs 79,500.00(for 19 years)

lnterim Bonus : Rs 3,400.00(for l year)

FinalAdditional Bonus : Rs 3,000.00

Gross payable : Rs 1,25,900.00

20% of Sum Assured

20% ofSum Assured

20% ofSum Assured

40% of Sum Assured + Vested

Deductions

Loan amount : Rs 45,000.00

Loan lnterest: Rs 22,657.00

Total Deductions: Rs 67,657.00
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The total amount paid to the policy holder is Rs 1,85,900(1,25,900+60,000). The policy

holder has remitted a total premium of Rs L,4L,68O.OO including accident benefit

premium. The amount that has been settled to the policy holder is higher than the total

premium paid by the policy holder.

The policy taken by the policy holder is a money back policy wherein the life assured is

eligible for specified amounts at specified intervals as mentioned in the schedule of the

policy bond. The bonus under the policy is calculated for full sum assured even though

the Corporation is giving a percentage of Sum Assured to the policy holder at regular

intervals.

The death claim under the policy is full Sum Assured under the policy + Vested bonus

irrespective of the Survival benefits paid earlier to the policy holder. Hence the risk

element in the policy is higher than an endowment policy resulting in higher premium.

The maturity claim under the policy has been settled as per policy conditions mentioned

in the policy. Hence Rl has requested the Honorable Ombudsman to uphold their stand

and dismiss the complaint.

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on L3.O9.2022

The Complainant reiterated the points in his original complaint and further elaborated that

he has paid Rs.1,41,680 as premium for20 years. Rl has deducted Rs.41,680 while settling

maturity. He has received Rs.20,000 each three times. Total received including loan is

Rs.7,27,657.While availing the policy he was assured of receiving Rs.3,75,000 on maturity.

He should get the amount paid plus bonus .He had availed 5 to 6 policies subsequently but

he has no complaint in respect of those policies. He complained only about this policy,

wherein he was cheated by Rl.

The Respondent lnsurer stated that The policy availed by the complainant is a money back

policy ,Rl has paid Rs.20,000 three times at regular intervals .On maturity balance sum

assured payable is Rs.40,000 and bonus is Rs.85,900. He had availed loan of Rs.45,000 in

August 2017 ,has not paid any amounttowards interest or principal. lnterest rate of Loan

(4)

(s)

(6)

(7)
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was 9.50%. Loan and loan interest amounting to Rs.67,657 was deducted while settling

maturity,balance maturity amount paid is Rs.58,243.Premium paid by the policy holder is

Rs.1,41,680 and total amount paid by Rl is Rs.1,85,900 which is more than the premium

paid.

4. Having heard both the sides and having carefully perused all the documents submitted, I

find as under:-

(1) The Complainant had purchased a "money back" policy issued by the Rl with Sum

Assured of Rs.1,00,000 with 20 year term. The policy involves quarterly premium

payments of Rs.1,771 and the record shows the Complainant as having paid a total

premium of Rs 1,41,680 under the policy.

Further, as allowed by the policy, the Complainant was paid 3 periodic "survival

Benefits" of Rs.20,000 each in 2006, 2011 and 2016. The policy matured on 28.L2.2O2L

and the final Maturity Benefit amount paid was Rs.58,243.

The dispute here is about the amount received by the policy-holder on Maturity .The Rl

contends that the policy having matured, they can only pay what the policy allows as

the Maturity Benefit which is 40% of Sum Assured i.e Rs. 40,000 plus other added

benefits of Rs.85,900(vested bonus of Rs.79,500 plus interim bonus of Rs.3,400 plus

final additional bonus of Rs.3000) after deducting loan and loan interest of Rs.67,657

totalling to Rs. 58,243.

The benefits payable under the policy and the other terms and conditions are clearly

written in the policy bond .ln the Policy Schedule, payments to be made and events on

the happening of which they are to be made are given as below:-

Death before date of moturity -> sum ossured + vested bonus

Surviving 5 yrs from commencement -> 20% of Sum Assured

Surviving 10 yrs from commencement -> 20% of Sum Assured

Surviving 75 yrs from commencement -> 20% of Sum Assured

Surviving on dote of maturity

LtoL77122-23
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I do not think this leaves any room for ambiguity or misinterpretation. lnsurance is a

contract between the insurer and the insured and both parties have equal sacred

responsibility to adhere fully and completely to its terms and conditions as expressly

stated in the policy document. The policy cannot pay anything more than what it

promises and undertakes to pay.

What the policy offers is printed clearly, starkly and unambiguously in the policy

document, which a person would understand on perusal of the policy. lf the

Complainant had any issue regarding the terms and conditions of the policy, these could

have been raised during the "free look" period when he could have cancelled the policy

and got refund of premium.

I further note that on a premium cost of Rs. 1.,4t,680 incurred by the Complainant, he

has actually received returns totalling Rs. 1,85,900. He has also been the beneficiary of

periodic liquidity through receiving "survival Benefit" payments of Rs.20,000 each in

2006,2077 and 2016.Also very significantly, the Complainant was covered with a life

cover of Rs.1 lakh that remained operative throughout the term of 20 years.

I concur with the Rl's contention that the policy cannot pay a benefit other than what is

expressly allowed therein. The Rl has paid whatever is due to the Complainant abiding

by the terms and conditions of the policy. There is no ground to attribute either defect

or unreasonableness to the same and lfind no reason to interfere with the Respondent

lnsurer's decision and action. Found accordingly.

5. Award

ln the result, this Award is passed upholding the decision of the Respondent lnsurer and

dismissing the complaint.

Dated this the 18th day of November 2022

Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

(4)

(s)

(6)
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Copies to :

Mr. C Sreenivasan Nair,
Sreeleyam, Eruvatty,
Kottayampoil P O,

Thalassery 67069.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,
L.l.C. of lndia,
Divisional Office,
'Jeevan Prakash',

Huzur Road,

Kozhikode 673 001.
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.13 1(b) Read with Rule 17 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Co m p la i nt No. KOC-L- 029 -2L22-O5O7

Complainant: T U Punnoose

Respondent lnsurer : LIC of lndia

AWARD

L. Address of the Complainant

2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy

5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing
8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9, Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

Thenpara House,Kurichy PO

Kottayam- 686549
395531046
Mr. T U Punnoose
LIFE (Jeevan Saral)

74.O2.2022

Shortfall in Maturity Benefit
L3.09.2022
Mr. T U Punnoose
Mr.ShaniMathew

Awa rd No. lOlKoC/ A/Lt/ 0109 /2022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules, 2OL7. The complaint is regarding alleged Shortfall in Maturity claim (Jeevan Saral) of the

insurance policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Mr. T U Punnoose is the

policyholder.
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1. Complainant's Case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as follows:

(1) The Complainant had paid Rs. 49,000 over a period of 10 years in respect of Jeevan

Saral policy numbered 395531046 with date of commencement L2.0t.2072.However

maturity amount intimated was only Rs.15,500.

(2) Complaint was given to the Divisional office of Rl , but no reply has been received.

Requested for resolution of his complaint.

2. Respondent Insure/s contentions

The Respondent lnsurer (Rl) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN). The

averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

(1) Rl has issued a policy bearing no.395531046 on the life of Shri. T U Punnoose, under

Jeevan Saral plan (plan 165)for a Death Benefit Sum Assured of Rs.1,00,000/- with Date

of Commencement of risk 17.OL.2O72 and term 10 years & maturity date 12.01.22.Ihe

LA had paid allthe premiums due under the policy without any default.

(2) The policy under question is a Jeevan Saral policy, for which Death Benefit Sum Assured

and Maturity Sum Assured are distinctly defined. Death Benefit Sum Assured is payable

only on death of the policy holder during the term of the policy, while Maturity Sum

Assured is payable on the date of maturity. Maturity sum assured & Death Benefit Sum

Assured are distinctively printed on the policy bond as Rs.72,236/- & Rs.1,00,000/-

respectively.

(3) Jeevan Saral policy was introduced to cover high death benefit at low premium

irrespective of age at entry and term. But the Maturity Sum Assured will be different

and dependant on the entry ages and term of the policy. The Maturity Sum Assured has

been computed by our actuaries based on several factors like Mortality, expenses etc
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and hence it decreases with increase in age at entry. The maturity value is less than the

premium paid in respect of Jeevan Saral Policy, in case the policy is taken at higher ages.

(4) As per Proposal records, Shri. T U Punnoose is an SSLC hand, Merchant by occupation,

has an annual income of Rs.2,00,0OO/- , and was 60 years old at the time of procuring

this policy. ln page No.3 of the Proposal, as answerto Qn. No. 15: WhethertheTerms &

Conditions of the Proposed Plan have been explained to you by the Agent ?, Shri. T U

Punnoose, had furnished the reply "Yes". Further, as answer to Qn. No. 16: Have you

understood fully the Terms & Conditions of the Plan you propose to take ?, he had

mentioned the reply "Yes". Thus the proponent had clearly stated that the terms and

conditions of the policy he was about to take were explained to him by the agent and

that he had understood them fully.

(5) The policy holder is eligible for Maturity Sum Assured of Rs.12,236/- and Loyalty

Addition of Rs.3,57U- on the date of Maturity - L2.07.22. The total payout to the party

will be Rs.15,907/- (Rs.L2,236/- + Rs.3,671/-). The Complainant is not eligible for any of

the reliefs claimed.

(6) Rl is a public limited undertaking constituted as per statute to render policies for the

welfare of the citizens, and is only the custodian of public funds. Payment of amounts

higher than that envisaged by the policy conditions will be a drain on the public fund

and no one is authorized to make any payments which are not in conformity with the

rules and guidelines issued by Rl.

(7) Benefits of Jeevan Saral Policy
Benefit on Death - Death Sum Assured + Refund of premium excluding extra premium

and first year premium + Loyalty Addition, if any. Death Benefit Sum Assured is 250

times monthly basic premium.

Benefits on Maturity-Maturity Sum Assured + Loyalty Addition, if any.
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Auto cover- lf at least 3 fullyears'premiums have been paid underthe policy, lnsurance

Cover for the Death Sum Assured will continue for 12 months, even if subsequent

premiums are not paid

Partial Surrender -The plan will allow partial surrender from the 4th year onwards

subject to certain conditions.

Loan - Loan is available under the policy after payment of premium for 3 years.

(8) Rl offers a wide range of products catering to different needs of all customer segments.

For Life lnsurance policies, Sum Assured will not be equal to total premiums paid. For

Term Assurance policies in which risk cover is more and savings element is negligible,

total premiums paid will be much lower than the Sum Assured. For Endowment type of

policies where savings element is also important total premiums can be more than the

Sum Assured depending on the age at entry of the Life Assured. For policies where

additional benefits/ features are included premiums will be much more than Sum

Assured.

(9) The cited policy was taken by the Complainant at age 60 and it offers Death Sum

Assured for Rs.1,00,OOO/- while the total premiums paid is only Rs.48,000/-(excluding

Accident Benefit Premium).

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on L3.09.2022

The Complainant stated that ln 2OL2 an agent told him about a policy by paying premium

of Rs.1225 every three months for 10 years he will receive Rs.1,00,000. He has paid all the

premiums .After 10 years, claim intimated was less than Rs.L6,000. Being only 10th

standard pass, he could not read and understand the details in the Policy. He had to believe

whatever the agent told him. Sum assured of Rs.l lakh was shown in the Premium receipt.

He has requested for refund of at least the premiums paid.
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The Respondent lnsurer stated that this Policy has two sums assured, one payable on

death and another payable on maturity. Both the amounts are clearly printed in the Policy

bond. On maturity, the Life assured will receive Rs.12,236 with loyalty addition and on

death Rs.1 lakh. The Complainant was 60 years old while availing the policy and major

portion of the premium of Rs.1,225 was going for death coverage and balance towards

maturity benefit. Hence the maturity amount of Rs.L2,236 with Loyalty addition of Rs.3,671

totalling to Rs.15,907 was intimated as maturity claim.

4. Having heard both the sides and having carefully perused all the documents submitted, I

find as under:-

(1) The Complainant bought a Jeevan Saral policy on 72.0L.2OL2 for a policy term of 10

years with quarterly premium of Rs.1,225. Complainant has paid entire premium on his

policy, amounting to Rs.49,000 in timely fashion. Upon the said policy maturing on

L2.OL.2O22, the Rl has intimated to the Complainant that the Maturity amount payable

is Rs.15,907. The dispute in this matter is regarding the amount of Maturity Benefit

which is lower than the total premium amount he paid, ie, Rs.49,000.

(2) I note that Sum Proposed in the Proposal form which is the base for the lnsurance

Contract is Rs.1 lakh. No other Sum Proposed was mentioned in the proposalform.

(3) Further I note that the policy in question is"Jeevan Saral" which has a Death Benefit

component and a Maturity Benefit component, the latter being dependent on the

returns the lnsurer can earn by investing that part of the premium that has been set

aside for the investment purpose. The Rl has taken pains in the SCN to explain how

Jeevan Saral is markedly different from conventional life products.

(4) From what the Rl explains and from my own reading of the policy wordings, it is found

that (a) in a Jeevan Saral policy, the insurer is committed to pay a Death Benefit of 250

times the monthly premium amount; (b) the premium amount is then divided into two
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parts: the first one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out presumably on the basis

of approved actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-assured; and the balance

premium is allocated to the Maturity Benefit which benefit the lnsurer has to generate

over the policy term by investing that portion of the premium. The premium is worked

out based on the age of the proposer and that it is allocated between Death Benefit

premium and Maturity Benefit premium. lt of course naturalthat this premium split will

incline more towards Death Benefit premium in case of older persons. ln respect of a

younger person, Death Benefit premium will be lower and more money will be available

towards premium for Maturity Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at

policy commencement (in this case, Rs.1,00,000/- based on the proposer's request), the

Maturity Benefit will "suffe/' in case of an older person. The younger the policy buyer

is, the narrower the gap between the Death Benefit and Maturity Benefit. For a very

young man, the Maturity Benefit would be higher amount than the Death Benefit - for

the simple reason that very little portion of the premium amount is needed for paying

the Death Benefit and consequently, more premium is available for investment.

(5) The Complainant would have it that (a) he is not literate enough to read and understand

the Policy and (b) the details of the policy were not explained to him and that he was

only told that at the end of the policy period he would get Rs.1 Lakh. Jeevan Saral is

certainly a complex and sophisticated product compared to a standard endowment,

money back or term policy and a reasonable, unprejudiced observer would definitely

want to consider whether the policy holder knew what he/she was buying. What is most

striking when one considers this aspect is the fact that the Complainant is just about

barely literate having studied up to SSLC. Let alone read or write, he does not

understand English and only possesses colloquial Malayalam. lt is difficult for any

reasonable person to accept that he purchased an insurance product of this level of

complexity with even the slightest awareness of what he was buying. The common

perception among even educated people of life insurance is that one pays a periodic

premium and if the buyer survives at the end of the policy period, he/she is paid an
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attractive lumpsum. I cannot accept that a person who is barely literate, that too only in

Malayalam, would knowingly and willingly buy an insurance product that is basically a

term insurance with a tiny investment-based padding. He had no idea what he was

buying. He had no knowledge or even the required reading and comprehending skills to

study the Policy document and decipher it. lt emphatically indicates a clear case of mis-

selling.

(5) Even assuming that this was an aberration occurring at the level of an Agent and a junior

underwriter - which it may well have been - the fact remains that a gross mis-selling

has occurred and it is only fair and reasonable that the Rl as a responsible entity must

compensate the Complainant. The compensation, at the very least, must take the form

of a full refund of the total premium of Rs.49,000 paid by the Complainant.

5. Award

ln the result, I hereby order as under:

The Respondent lnsurer is directed to refund to the Complainant in full, the total premium

amount of Rs. 49,000 remitted by him under policy no. 395531046 less maturity benefit

amount paid if any.

As prescribed in Rule 17(6) of lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2077, the lnsurer shall comply

with the award within 30 days of receipt of the award and intimate compliance of the same

to the Ombudsman.

Dated this the 16th day of November 2022

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

Ww
irish Radhakrishnan
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Copies to :

Mr. T U Punnoose,
Thenpara House

Kurichy P O

Kottayam 686549.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,

L.l.C. of lndia,
Divisional Office,
'Jeevan Prakash',

Nagampadom,
Kottayam - 686 001.
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.13 1(b) Read with Rule 17 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Com pla i nt No. KOC-L- O29 -2L22-O5O2

Complainant : Darly Thomas as Darly Philip

Respondent Insurer : LIC of lndia

AWARD

7. Address of the Complainant

2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy

5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing

8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

Velelparambil,Keezhukara, Kozhenchery PO

Pathanamthitta Dist PIN -689641.

39r2L69L
Ms. Darly Thomas a/s Darly Philip
LIF E

04.o2.2022
Short payment of maturity benefit
13.O9.2022

Ms. Darly Thomas a/s Darly Philip
Mr.ShaniMathew

Awa rd No. lolKOC I Al Ltl 0770 I 2022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules,2Ot7. The complaint is regarding alleged short payment of maturity benefit under a Life

insurance policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Ms. Darly Thomas as

Darly Philip is the policyholder.
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1. Complainant's Case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as follows:

(1) The complainant and family have taken about 25 LIC policies out of which 10 are closed

and remaining 14 are running policies.

(2) After receiving all claim papers, new policy receipt , policy document and Rs.10,220 she

checked the calculation and found the difference of Rs.11,188 and the same was

communicated to Rl. She is not satisfied with the reply. lt was mentioned that an amount

of Rs.2,188 was wrongly deducted and the same is credited to her account on

31,.L2.2O2L However the said amount was credited to her account on 24.L2.2021.

(3) The Loyalty addition of Rs.9,000 was not paid by Rl quoting circulars of 2072 and 2013

which is not applicable to the policy issued in 2001.

(a) She has requested to check the maturity transaction where the amount is transferred to

new policy doubting loopholes in the system. Also she has requested to get the loyalty

addition of Rs.9,000 with interest and compensation.

2. Respondent lnsure/s contentions

The Respondent lnsurer (Rl) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN). The

averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

(1) Rl has issued a policy bearing no.391216917 on the life of the Complainant under Jeevan

Sneha Plan (Plan 7281 for a Sum Assured of Rs.1,00,000/- with Date of Commencement

of risk 28.LL.2OOL and term 20 years & maturity date 28.11.2027. The Life Assured had

paid all the premiums under the policy without any default.

(2) The policy under question is a Jeevan Sneha Policy, which is a Without Profit - the Policy

will not participate in the profits.

(3) The Plan has the following Features:
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a) Survival Benefits:

On Life Assured's Surviving

Sum Assured will be paid

On Life Assured's Surviving

Sum Assured will be paid

On Life Assured's Surviving

Sum Assured will be paid

5 years from the Date of Commencement - 20 % of

10 years from the Date of Commencement - 20 % of

15 years from the Date of Commencement - 20 % of

On Life Assured surviving the stipulated Date of Maturity - 40 % of the Sum

assured together with accrued Guaranteed Additions and Loyalty Additions, if

any.

b) Death Benefits:

On Death of the Life Assured during the Term of the Policy, the Basic Sum

Assured is payable irrespective of the survival benefit payments.

ln addition to the basic sum assured, Guaranteed and Loyalty Additions if any, in

Sl. No. 3 & 4 may also be paid.

Guaranteed Additions : Provided the Policy is in full force, a Guaranteed

Addition of Rs.70 per thousand Sum Assured will be made to the Sum Assured at

the end of policy anniversary for each years' premium actually paid and will be

payable either on the stipulated Date of Maturity or on earlier Death of the Life

Assured.

Lovalw Addition : lf after at least 5 full years premiums have been paid in

respect of this policy, on the Life Assured surviving the stipulated Date of

Maturity or on his earlier death and provided the policy is in full force on the

Date of Maturity or on the Date of Death, then depending upon the

Corporation's experience with regard to Mortality, lnterest Rate and Expenses in

respect of its Life lnsurance business and based on such factors as the Sum

c)

d)
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Assured, the number of premiums paid under the policy, the Age of the tife

Assured and such other considerations as may be relevant for the purpose, this

may be eligible for payment of a Loyalty Addition at such rate and on such terms

as may be declared by the Corporation. Provided that different rates of Loyalty

Addition may be declared varying with the number of years premiums paid, age

at entry and sum assured. Provided further that no Loyalty Addition will be

payable in the event of policy being Surrendered or Discontinued or being Paid

Up before the Date of Maturity or the Date of Death of the Life Assured.

e) Encashment of Survival Benefits as and when needed : The Person having the

title to the policy shall have an option to receive the survival benefit mentioned

in the Schedule any time after the date on which it falls due. ln such an event,

Survival Benefit incremented at the rate of LL% per annum compounded yearly

for completed months of deferment will be paid.

f) Non-Forfeiture Regulations: lf after at least 2 years premiums have been paid

and any / subsequent premiums be not duly paid, full Death Cover is continued

for a period of 3 years from the date of the first unpaid premium. After 2 years

premiums have been paid, at any time during the first 36 months from the due

date of the first unpaid premium, the Life Assured can pay, one or more

instalments of premiums with interest without submission of any evidence of

health and cover for further 3 years can be availed of at any future date during

the term of the policy.

g) Accident & Disabilitv Benefit: As per the terms and conditions stipulated in the

policy document, the following benefits will accrue underthis plan :

On Death due to accident during the term of the contract and provided the

policy is in full force on the date of death due to accident, an additional sum

equalto the basic sum assured will be payable.

On Disobility due to Accident:
(a) The Basic Sum Assured will be paid, in Monthly instalments spread over o

period of 70 years from 1't of the Month following disoblement.
(b) Waiver of the Premiums poyoble in future. Accident Benefit under the Plon is

in-built ond no odditional premium is chorged.
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Flexibilitv to Pav Premiums in Advance : The policyholder will have the flexibility

to pay the next yearly premium in advance in instalments (maximum 3) during

the year. He will be eligible for a Premium Rebate of 70 % per annum for the

complete number of months on the portion of premium paid.

Presnancv of Child Birth Risk covered:

lf the Policy is in full force, death benefit as enumerated above will be payable

even if death occurs during pregnancy or child birth.

SpecialConcession for Ladies who had undergone Caesarian Operation etc.,: ln

case of proponents who had undergone a caesarian section, miscarriage,

abortion etc., the General Pregnancy restrictive Clause will be removed on

payment of a concessional single extra premium.

j) Option to receive the Maturitv Benefit in the form of Annuiw : The policyholder

will have an option to receive the maturity benefits (including Guaranteed and

Loyalty Additions) in the form of an Annuity. The Annuity rates prevalent at the

time of maturity will be applicable.

(a) The core of the Complaint is whether the policyholder is eligible for Loyalty Addition or

not. The condition of loyalty addition is that the same may be declared depending upon

the experience of the Corporation regarding Mortality, lnterest Rates and Expenses in

respect of its life insurance business and based on such factors as the Sum Assured, the

No. of Premiums paid under the Policy, Age of the Life Assured and such other

considerations as may be relevant for the purpose. The eligibility is clearly stated in the

Bonus Charts with which we calculate the claim amounts. We are furnishing the Circular

reference for the various Bonus Charts and relevant Page no. here below:

l) Actuarial/ Valuation /2203 I 4 dt.OL|O912072, Page No. 11

2) Actuarial/ Valuation / 2209 I 4 dt.0610912OL3. Page No. 14

3) Actuarial / Valuation I 221,4 I 4 dt. OUO9/2O74, Page No. 15

4) Actuarial/ Valuation / 2279 I 4 dt. LU08/2OL5, Page No. 16

5) Actuarial / Valuation / 2225 I 4 dt.0L/09/2076. Page No. 19

6) Actuarial/ Valuation / 2230 / 4 dt.23l08l2OL7, Page No. 18

h)
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Actuarial / Valuation / 2235 / 4 dt.27 /08/20L8, Page No. L9

Actuarial/ Valuation I 2241, I 4 dt.3Ol08l2O79, Page No. 19

Actuarial / Valuation I 2249 I 4 dt. L7109/2O2O, Page No. 22

(5) The copies of the First Page of the Bonus Chart Circular and the page in which the

loyalty addition eligibility for Plan 128 is mentioned as above are attached herewith for

your perusal. ln all the above Circulars it is clearly stated: "No loyalty Addition is

pavable to such policvholders who have anv time during the currencv of the policy

,r.

(6) ln this case the Policyholder, Smt. Darly Thomas a/s Darly Philip had opted for

deferment of Survival benefits for the dues of 06/2006 & O6/2OLL and obtained LL %

interest thereon compounded annually. Hence the Complainant is not eligible for loyalty

addition as claimed.

(7) The Complainant's Policy: 39L2L6977 got matured on 28lLI/202t. The Valuation results

applicable for calculation of Maturity Benefits under the policy is the Valuation Results

for 31.03.2020 (Actuarial / Valuation / 2249 / 4 dt.77109/2020, Page No. 22 - scanned

copy attached). As per the criteria for Loyalty Addition mentioned in the valuation

results for 31.03.2020, Loyalty Addition is payable only to those policyholders who have

not anytime opted for deferment of survival benefit. Thus it is clearly evident that the

Complainant is not eligible for loyalty addition as claimed.

(8) What the Complainant had asked for is totally unjustifiable. She had already opted for

reinvestment of all the survival benefits and received interest thereon at 77 % per

annum compounded annually, 40 % of the sum assured as balance sum assured and

Guaranteed Addition at Rs.70/- per thousand sum assured for 20 years. The Guaranteed

Addition of Rs.70/- per thousand sum assured is among the highest guaranteed addition

granted by the Corporation. Loyalty Addition is payable on Maturity only if the

policyholder had not opted for the deferment of Survival Benefit any time during the

currency of the policy.

7)
8)

e)
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(9) The Bonus and Loyalty Addition rates are available in the public domain as follows:

ln www.licindia.in / RTI Center (bottom most area of the web page)/ RTI Page New

(Topmost area of the page) / Disclosures / XlV. Disclosures / 3. Valuation Report

The Valuation Reports for various Financial Years can be had from this page. The Loyalty

Addition criteria for Jeevan sneha Plan (Table 128) is available as below :

01. Valuation Report 2020 English Page No. 25 (Bottom 2 Lines)

02. Valuation Report 2019 English Page No. 25 (First 2 Lines)

03. Valuation Report2018 English Page No. 22 (First partofthe page)

04. Valuation Report 2017 English Page No. 20 (First part of the page)

05. Valuation Report 2016 English Page No. 19 (First part of the page)

06. Valuation Report2015 English Page No. 19 (Last partofthe page)

07. Valuation Report 2014 English Page No. 17 (First part of the page)

ln allthese it is clearly stated that ln respect of Jeevan Sneha (Plan 128) loyalty addition

is payable only to those policyholders who have not anytime opted for deferment of

survival benefit". Hence the complainant is not eligible for loyalty addition on maturity

of the policy as had claimed by her.

(10)The Complainant, who had submitted a well drafted complaint, could have verified the

data and find that she is not eligible for loyalty addition. Also Rl had written as reply to

her complaint on L4/0U2022 quoting Circulars: CO/CRM/876/23 dated O5/tI/ZoL2 and

CO/CRM/925/23 dated 70/72/20L3 that the policyholders who at any time during the

currency of the policy , had opted for the deferment of one of all of the survival

benefits, are not eligible for loyalty Addition (Copies of relevant circulars attached).
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(11) Rl is a public limited undertaking constituted as per statute to render policies for the

welfare of the citizens, and is only the custodian of public funds. Payment of amounts

higher than that envisaged by the policy conditions will be a drain on the public fund

and no one is authorized to make any payments which are not in conformity with the

rules and guidelines issued by the Corporation. As such we beg the Honourable

Ombudsman to consider all these facts and take necessary steps to dismiss the

complaint.

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on L3.O9.2022

The Complainant stated that as per policy first page under special provisions it was given

that this Policy may be eligible for payment of Loyalty addition at such rate and on such

terms as may be declared by the Corporation. For nonpayment of Loyalty addition either

the Policy should be surrendered or discontinued, otherwise it is payable. Letter received

from Rl has mentioned that Loyalty addition is not payable since the Survival Benefit is

reinvested. She has not reinvested the survival benefit, only exercised the option as per the

Policy clause. She has not received the circulars mentioned in Rl's letter, verified the

website also. lf Rl had implemented the circular the same would have been incorporated in

their system. ln the Discharge form received by her, Loyalty addition was included. She has

checked the calculation when the amount was received after adjusting for new policy and

found the difference which was intimated to Rl. Difference amount of Rs.2,L88 was

received subsequently in the account on24.\2.202L even though Rl has communicated the

payment date as 3O.L2.2O27.When the payments are checked thoroughly by officials of Rl

before releasing the amount, she can't believe how the mistake has happened.

The Respondent lnsurer stated that Policy holder is a valuable customer .Loyalty addition

may be payable based on mortality rate, claim experience etc. lt is given as 'may be' in the

policy for Loyalty addition. Policy was matured in 2021, hence valuation results of

3L.03.2020 is applicable. The condition for loyalty addition is available in the website in

public domain. As per the condition, any survival benefit is deferred or reinvested, they are

not eligible for Loyalty addition. Out of the three survival benefits she has reinvested two.
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Survival benefit due in 2006 of Rs.20,000 was reinvested and Rl has paid Rs.75,692 as

interest and Survival benefit due in 20L7 of Rs.20,000 was reinvested and Rl has paid

Rs.36,788 as interest. SB due in 2016 was not reinvested; the said amount was paid to her.

On maturity Rl has paid balance sum assured of Rs.40,000 and guaranteed addition of

Rs.1,40,000 totalling to Rs.1,80,000. Regarding date of credit of RS.2188 , Rl has prepared

the voucher and sent the details to bank for credit, letter was issued subsequent to this,

hence the difference in date . As the policy holder has reinvested the amount and received

11% interest ,as per valuation as at 31.03.2020,she is not eligible for Loyalty addition. Hence

loyalty addition of Rs.9,000 was not paid. Conditions regarding Loyalty addition is available

in Public domain in Page number 25 of valuation report of 3L.03.2020 in www.licindia.in

under disclosures. Rl has paid all eligible amounts to the Policy holder as per policy

conditions.

4. Having heard both the sides and having carefully perused all the documents submitted, I

find as under:-

(1) The Complainant had purchased a policy bearing no.391216917 styled "Jeevan Sneha

Plan (Without Profit)" for a Sum Assured of Rs.1,00,000 for a 2}-year term with the

maturity date of 28.L1.2027. Maturity claim amount of the Policy was utilized to buy a

new Policy and the balance amount was paid to the complainant by Rl.

(2) lt is seen that the policy allows for payment of pre-defined lumpsum amounts termed

"Survival Benefits" periodically during the policy term upon the policy-holder(the Life

Assured) being alive as on the specified dates and the balance of the Sum Assured (after

these Survival Benefits) is paid to the policy-holder along with certain Guaranteed

Additions as specified in the policy. The policy also states that the policy-holder may be

eligible for payment of a Loyalty Addition at such rate and on such terms as may be

declared by the Corporation (ie, the Rl).

(3) The essence of the complaint herein is non receipt of Loyalty addition (tA) upon

maturity of her policy. The point put forth by the Complainant is that the circulars

issued by Rl in 2072 and 2013 are not applicable to her policy issued in 2011. On taking
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up the issue with the Rl, she was told that a policy-holder who has reinvested the

Survival Benefit amounts is not eligible to any LA benefit. She contends that the policy

document does not expressly prohibit payment of LA in cases where Survival Benefits

have been reinvested; ergo she is eligible to receive LA.

(4) I note that the policy document prima facie is agnostic on the aspect of whether LA is

payable or not payable to the policy holders who have reinvested their Survival Benefit

amounts. lt only mentions, as I have noted in (2) above, that the policy holder moy be

eligibte for LA at such rate and on such terms as may be declared by the Rl. The policy

however specifically states that LA will not be paid in case of surrendered or

discontinued policies. For the sake of clarity, I reproduce the relevant clause of the

policy below:

"lf after at least 5 full years premiums hove been paid in respect of this policy,

on the Life Assured surviving the stipuloted Date of Maturity or on his eorlier

death and provided the poticy is in fullforce on the Dote of Moturity or on the

Date of Death, then depending upon the Corporation's experience with regard

to Mortolity, lnterest Rote and Expenses in respect of its Life lnsurance

business and bosed on such factors os the Sum Assured, the number of
premiums paid under the policy, the Age of the Life Assured and such other

considerations os may be relevont for the purpose, this moy be eligible for
poyment of o Loyolty Addition ot such rote ond on such terms os moy be

declared by the Corporotion. Provided that different rotes of Loyalty Addition

may be declared vorying with the number of yeors premiums poid, age ot

entry ond sum ossured. Provided further thot no Loyalty Addition will be

poyoble in the event of policy being Surrendered and Discontinued or being
paid up before the Dote of Moturity or the Date of Death of the Life Assured."

It can be seen from the wording of the clause that payment of LA is not guaranteed or

promised by the policy. What it clearly says is that, except in case of the contingencies

mentioned in the last sentence, a policy LA moy be paid as per rates and as per terms

that may be declared by the Rl at the appropriate time. The Rl has submitted that these

rates and terms are declared every year as per the Bonus Declaration made as a public

announcement by Rl.
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I note from the Rl's own website that the record which announces the eligibility criteria

for payment of LA, the rate of LA etc for each year is the "Bonus Chart" which is

published as part of the Valuation Report of the Corporation for that year. This

information is available to the public. The Bonus Chart particulars are available in the

public domain under Valuation Reports vide item XIV (Other Disclosures) in the RTI

Center section of the LIC website www.licindia.in.

I have perused the "Fiftieth Valuation Report As at 31st March 2020" published by the Rl

(which is the document relevant to the period of the policy under discussion in this

matter) wherein in page 25, it is specified, "ln respect of plan Jeevan Sneha (Plan128)

loyalty addition is payable only to those policyholders who have not any time opted for

deferment of survival benefit." To my mind, this document therefore makes it clear that

the Rl did not intend to pay LA to holders of Jeevan Sneha policy who had not collected

their Survival Benefits as and when due, but instead opted to plough them back into the

scheme for reinvestment.

ln summary, I am guided to the firm conclusion that the Complainant has no ground to

claim payment of Loyalty Addition benefit under the Jeevan Sneha policy no.39L21,69L7;

lfind the decision of the Rlto be unexceptionable, not warranting any interference with.

Found accordingly.

5. Award

ln the result, this Award is passed upholding the decision of the Respondent lnsurer and

dismissing the complaint.

Dated this the 16th day of November 2O22 i+fu

(s)

(6)

Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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Copies to :

Ms. Darly Thomas as Darly Philip,
Samudayathil Uthen purayil,

Vallel Parambil, Keezh uka ra,

Kozhencherrry P O 689647.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,
L.l.C. of lndia,
Divisiona I Office,
'Jeevan Prakash',
Nagampadom,

Kottayam - 686 001.
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.13 1(b) Read with Rule 17 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Com pla i nt No. KOC-L- 029 -2L22-0522

Complainant : Thresiamma Mathew

Respondent lnsurer: LIC of lndia

AWARD

1. Address of the Complainant

2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy

5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing
8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

Maliakkal house, Muthalakodam P O

Thodupuzha-685605
394512262
Ms. Thresiamma Mathew
LIFE (Jeevan Saral)

25.02.2022
Shortfall in Maturity Benefit
73.O9.2022
Ms. Thresiamma Mathew
Mr.Shani Mathew

Awa rd No. lOlKOC I A/Ltl 1LIU 2022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules,2077. The complaint is regarding alleged shortfall in Maturity Benefit under a Jeevan

Saral policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Ms. Thresiamma Mathew is

the policyholder.
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L. Complainant's case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as follows:

(1) The Complainant had availed Jeevan Saral Policy numbered 3945t2262 and paid

premium from 28.72.2009 to LO.O9.2O21, for L2 years in 48 installments amounting to

Rs.58,800.The said Policy was matured on !4.12.2027.

(2) lntimation for maturity Benefit was received and maturity amount shown was

Rs.25,774. Complaint was made on 11.10.202Lfor payment of the amount of Rs.58,800

plus Benefits which was replied by Rl on 21,.10.2O2L with intimation that the maturity

amount is only Rs.27,033.

(3) The Complainant had purchased the Policy believing that she will receive Rs.1,00,000

after 12 years and with the same assurance by the agent.

(4) Rl is liable to pay the eligible amount of Rs.1 lakh as per policy.

(5) Requested to help her for obtaining Rs.l lakh with interest and cost.

2. Respondent Insure/s contentions

The Respondent lnsurer (Rl) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN). The

averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

(1) Rl has issued a policy bearing no.3945L2262 on the life of the Complainant under

Jeevan Saral plan (plan 165)for a Death Benefit Sum Assured of Rs.1,00,0001- with Date

of Commencement of risk 74.L2.2O09 and term 12 years & maturity date 14.12.21-. The

LA had paid all the premiums due under the policy without any default.
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(2) The policy under question is a Jeevan Saral policy, for which Death Benefit Sum Assured

and Maturity Sum Assured are distinctly defined. Death Benefit Sum Assured is payable

only on death of the policy holder during the term of the policy, while Maturity Sum

Assured is payable on the date of maturity. Maturity sum assured & Death Benefit Sum

Assured are distinctively printed on the policy bond as Rs.19,660/- & Rs.1,00,000/-

respectively.

Jeevan Saral policy was introduced to cover high death Benefit at low premium

irrespective of age at entry and term. But the Maturity Sum Assured will be different

and dependant on the entry ages and term of the policy. The Maturity Sum Assured has

been computed by our actuaries based on several factors like Mortality, expenses etc

and hence it decreases with increase in age at entry. The maturity value is less than the

premium paid in respectof Jeevan Saral Policy, in casethe policy istaken at higherages.

As per Proposal records, the Complainant is an 8th Standard hand, Agriculturist by

occupation, has an annual income of Rs.40,000f-,and was 58 years old atthe time of

procuring this policy. ln page No. 3 of the Proposal, as answer to Qn. No. 15: Whether

the Terms & Conditions of the Proposed Plan have been explained to you by the Agent

?, the Complainant, had furnished the reply "Yes". Further, as answer to en. No. 16:

Have you understood fully the Terms & Conditions of the Plan you propose to take ?,

she had mentioned the reply "Yes". Thus the proponent had clearly stated that the

terms and conditions of the policy she was about to take were explained to her by the

agent and that she had understood them fully. Also she had written to the Rl dated nil

that she wanted to procure the "Jeevan Saral" Policy only at the time of submitting the

proposal (Copy attached). Moreover, had she had any doubts at any time, the same

would have easily been addressed by her husband who is a Retired Employee.

The policy holder is eligible for Maturity Sum Assured of Rs.19,660/- and Loyalty

Addition of Rs.7,373/- on the date of Maturity - 74.72.2L. The total payout to the party

(3)

(4)

(s)
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will be Rs.27,033/- (Rs.19,660/- + Rs.7,373/-). The Complainant is not eligible for any of

the reliefs claimed.

(5) Rl is a public limited undertaking constituted as per statute to render policies for the

welfare of the citizens, and is only the custodian of public funds. Payment of amounts

higher than that envisaged by the policy conditions will be a drain on the public fund

and no one is authorized to make any payments which are not in conformity with the

rules and guidelines issued by the Corporation.

(7) Benefits of Jeevan Saral Policy
Benefit on Death - Death Sum Assured + Refund of premium excluding extra premium

and first year premium + Loyalty Addition,if any. Death Benefit Sum Assured is 250

times monthlv basic premium.

Benefits on Maturity-Maturity SumAssured + Loyalty Addition, if any.

Auto cover- lf at least 3 fullyears'premiums have been paid underthe policy,lnsurance

Cover for the Death Sum Assured will continue for 12 months, even if subsequent

premiums are not paid

Partial Surrender -The plan will allow partial surrender from the 4th year onwards

subject to certain conditions.

Loan - Loan is available under the pollcy after payment of premium for 3 years.

(8) Rl offers a wide range of products catering to different needs of all customer segments.

For Life lnsurance policies, Sum Assured will not be equal to total premiums paid. For

Term Assurance policies in which risk cover is more and savings element is negligible,

total premiums paid will be much lower than the Sum Assured. For Endowment type of

policies where savings element is also important total premiums can be more than the

Sum Assured depending on the age at entry of the Life Assured. For policies where

additional Benefits/ features are included premiums will be much more than Sum

Assu red.
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(9) The cited policy was taken by the Complainant at age 58 and it offers Death Sum

Assured for Rs.1,00,000/- while the total premiums paid is only Rs.57,600/-

(exclud ing Accident Benefit Premiu m).

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on L3.O9.2022

The Complainant stated that agent has cheated her by saying that this is a good policy for

old people and she will receive substantial amount at the end. She studied only upto 9th

standard .She had availed the Policy to meet her medicine and other requirements at

advanced age. She has not availed the maturity Benefit.

The Respondent lnsurer reiterated the submissions given in SCN.

Having heard both the sides and having perused all the documents submitted in detail, I

find as under:-

(1) Complainant availed a Jeevan Saral policy with date of commencement 74.72.2009 f or

12 years. Premiums were paid in quarterly installments totaling to Rs.58,800. The said

policy was matured on 14.L2.2O2L and Rl has intimated the maturity Benefit of

Rs.27,033 payable on 74.72.2O2L.

(2)The above essential facts are uncontested. The dispute in this matter is regarding how

much is the Benefit due to the Complainant/Life Assured upon maturity of the policy

and the cause of the dispute is the intimation of maturity amount payable from the Rl

of Rs.27,033 towards the purported Maturity Benefit under the policy. The Rl

contends that they can pay only what the policy allows as the Maturity Benefit which

is Rs. 19660 plus the Loyalty addition of Rs.7,373, thus totaling to Rs. 27,O33.

(3) I note that the policy in question, styled "Jeevan Saral", has a Death Benefit component

and a Maturity Benefit component, the latter being dependent on the returns the

lnsurer can earn over the policy terms by investing that part of the premium that has
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been set aside forthe investment purpose. The Rl has taken pains in the SCN to explain

how Jeevan Saral is markedly different from conventional life products.

(4) I have supplemented the inputs from the Rl's SCN with my own reading of the policy

wording and find that (a) in a Jeevan Saral policy, the lnsurer is committed to pay a

Death Benefit of 250 times the monthly premium amount; (b) the premium amount is

divided into two parts: the first one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out

presumably on the basis of approved actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-

Assured; and the balance premium is allocated to the Maturity Benefit, which Benefit

the lnsurer has to generate over the policy term period by investing that portion of the

premium.

(5) What - to me - marks a striking departure from the typical premium calculation

technique in Jeevan Saral is that here, the premium for o pre-ogreed Death Benefit is

worked out by applying Rl's standord actuarial calculation on o pre-ogreed gross

premium amount. Then, what remains in the gross premium amount after allocating

such a Death Benefit premium is allocated towards Maturity Benefit premium. lt of

course natural that this premium allocation will incline more towards Death Benefit

premium in case of older persons. ln respect of a younger person, Death Benefit

premium will be lower and more money will be available towards premium for Maturity

Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at policy commencement (in this

case, Rs.1,00,000 based on the propose/s request), the Maturity Benefit will "suffer" in

case of an older person. The younger the policy buyer is, the narrower the gap between

the Death Benefit and Maturity Benefit. For a very young man, the Maturity Benefit

would be higher amount than the Death Benefit - for the simple reason that very little

portion of the premium amount is needed for paying the Death Benefit premium and

consequently, more premium is available for investment.

(6) The Complainant would have it that (a) She is not literate enough or aware enough to

read and understand the policy and (b) the details of the policy were not explained to
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her and that she was given to understand that at the end of the policy period she would

get Rs.1 Lakh. Jeevan Saral is certainly a complex and sophisticated product compared

to a standard endowment, money back or term policy and a reasonable, unprejudiced

observer would definitely want to consider whether the policy-holder knew what

he/she was buying. When considering this aspect, my attention is drawn to the fact that

the Complainant is just about barely literate, having studied only upto 8th standard and

is engaged in doing agriculture work. At the hearing, she came across as a person not

aware of even the very basics of insurance. lt is difficult for any reasonable person to

accept that a person of her education, awareness and profession purchased an

insurance product of this level of complexity with even the slightest awareness of what

she was buying. The common perception among even educated people of life insurance

is that one pays a periodic premium and if the buyer survives at the end of the policy

period, he/she is paid an attractive lumpsum. I cannot accept that someone barely

literate, and that too only in Malayalam would knowingly and willingly buy an

insurance product that is basically a term insurance with a tiny investment-based

padding. Clearly, not only did she have no idea what kind of policy she was buying, but

she also had no knowledge or even the required reading and comprehending skills to

study the policy document and decipher it. lt emphatically indicates a clear case of mis-

selling.

(7) lt follows from the above that the Rl as a responsible entity must compensate the

Complainant who is the victim of a mis-selling. This compensation, at the very least,

must take the form of a full refund of the total premiums of Rs. 58,800 paid by the

Complainant.

5. Award

ln the result, I hereby order as under:

The Respondent lnsurer is directed to refund the entire amount of Rs.58,800 paid as

premium by the Complainant under policy 394512262|ess maturity Benefit paid if any.
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As prescribed in Rule 17(61 ot

with the award within 30 days

to the Ombudsman.

lnsurance Ombudsman

of receipt of the award

Rules,2017, the lnsurer shall comply

and intimate compliance of the same

Dated this the L6th day of November 2022

-r1futn
Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

Copies to :

Ms. Thresiamma Mathew,
Maliakal House,

Muthalakodam P O,

Thodupuzha 685605.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,
L.l.C. of lndia,
DivisionalOffice,
'Jeevan Prakash',

Nagampadom,
Kottayam - 686 00L
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.13 1(b) Read with Rule 17 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Com pla i nt No. KOC-L- O29 -2L22-O5O3

Complainant: Damodaran V M

Respondent lnsurer: LIC of lndia, Kozhikode

AWARD

7. Address of the Complainant

2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy

5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing
8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

Sreechithira,Swamimukku PO Ettu kud ukka
Karivellur, Kannur-670521
796993605
Mr. Damodaran V M
LIFE (Jeevan Saral)

08.02.2022
Short payment of Maturity Benefit
73.09.2022
Mr. Damodaran
Ms.Shubha K

Awa rd No. lolKOC I Al Lt/ 0772/ 2022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules, 2017. The complaint is regarding alleged short payment of Maturity Benefit in respect of

a Jeevan Saral insurance policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Mr.

Damodaran V M is the policyholder.
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1. Complainant's case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as follows:

(1) Policy for Rs.5 lakh availed by the Complainant 11 years back was matured on

28.O2.2022.

(2) He was shocked when he received Maturity intimation showing Maturity claim amount

of Rs.1,16,496.

(3) As per Policy terms he has paid Rs.2,69,500. Requested for refund of policy amount of

Rs.5 lakh.

2. Respondent lnsure/s contentions

The Respondent lnsurer (Rt) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN). The

averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

(1) Policy details

DOc- 28/02/2071, P/T- 1,65lLI Sum assured- 500000/-

Accident Benefit Sum assured- 500000/-

FUP- 2810212022 Mode- Qly lnstallment premium Rs.6125/-

Age at entry-59 yrs. Status- Matured

Occupation- Product Manager

Accepted at- OR+AB+C156

(2) Jeevan Saral belongs to the category of high risk plans, wherein the insurance coverage

offered is substantially higher, especially at higher ages. The unique feature of this plan

is that the installment premium to be paid is determined by the customer and the sum

assured payable in the unfortunate event of death, known as death sum assured is then
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decided on the basis of the premium thus selected. The Maturity Sum Assured, unlike in

conventional plans, is calculated depending upon the age of the life assured and term of

the policy. The death sum assured under this plan is 250 times the monthly premium

selected by the customer. ln all other conventional insurance plans, the installment

premium payable for the same sum assured varies according to the age of the customer.

Here in this particular plan the premium and thus the death Benefit are selected by the

customer and remains the same irrespective of age. ln other traditional life insurance

policies premium increases as one's age increases whereas Benefit remain same. lt is

exactly opposite in Jeevan Saral plan . ie, the premium remains same for all ages but

Benefits varies. Maximum age at entry under the plan is 60 yrs. This is the only plan

accepting risk at the age of 60 years for 10 years term with less premium compared to

death Benefits.

(3) Another important factor to be noted is that in the event of the unfortunate death of the

policy holde6 in addition to the death sum assured as mentioned above, the total

premiums paid (excluding first year premiums and all extra premiums) are also payable

along with loyalty additions, as applicable thus substantially increasing the claim amount

for the nominee. ie, the major portion of the premium paid by the customer is also

refunded along with the death sum assured in case of unfortunate demise of the

customer. Hence, the death Benefit offered under the plan is much higher than the

other comparable conventional plans. lf the policy holder opts for accidental death

cover, an additional sum assured is also is payable along with the above mentioned

death Benefits.

(4) The Maturity value is calculated based on age and duration of the policy. Thus if the age

when the policy is purchased is on the higher side, the Maturity value is lower. ln case of

Maturity, the amount payable is the Maturity sum assured (based on age and term)

along with loyalty addition, if declared. The death sum assured and opted accident

death sum assured are Rs. 5,00,000/- each and Maturity sum assured according to age

at entry 59 years and term 11 years is Rs.78,980/-, which are correctly printed in the
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policy bond, issued by Rl.

(5) The Maturity Benefit printed on the first page of policy bond is as follows.

"ln the event of life assured surviving the date of Maturity a sum equal to Maturity sum

assured in force after partial surrenders , if any, along with the corresponding loyalty

addition, if any, shall be payable."

(6) Here, this policy provides a total death coverage including accident Benefit for

Rs10,00,000/- upto the advanced age of life assured 70 years, only by remitting a total

premium of Rs. 2,69,500/- including Accident Benefit extra premium (ie, premium @

Rs.612V- for L1 years under quarterly mode. 6125*77*4=2,69,500/-). Death Benefit is

very high compared to the total premium received. ln case of unfortunate demise of the

policy holder due to accidenf LIC has to pay Rs. 10,00,000/-+ return of premium

excluding first year and all extra premiums+ loyalty additions, if any.

(7) Jeevan Saral plan has other unique features, which are not there in the conventional

plans. Auto cover of one year is available if 3 years premium are paid. Eg:- risk cover

under a policy continues for LZ months from the date of first unpaid premium even if

subsequent premiums are not paid. Full death Benefit will be payable if death occurs

during this period. lf 5 or more years premium are paid under a policy , the special

surrender value payable under such policy shall be the Maturity Benefit corresponding

to the term for which the premiums have been paid. These means that even if a policy

holder had originally planned for a longer policy term but is not able to continue

payment of premiums, he can get the Maturity Benefit assuming that he had originally

chosen for the lower term. Jeevan Saral is a special plan where the policy holders get

the surrender Benefit as if he had purchased the policy that lower duration only. lf a

policy is in reduced paid up condition and if the policy holder is not interested to

Surrender the policy immediately, an accumulated value of the paid up amount @750%

will be payable on Maturity or at any time he /she withdraws the amount.

Partial surrender facility is also available under this policy to retain the policy with a
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(8)

portion of sum assured by surrendering the other portion, if he/she faces any urgent

financial need.

It is pertinent to point out that the lnsurance Products are subject to the approval of

lnsurance Regulatory and Development Authority of lndia (lRDAl), the autonomous

statutory body for regulating and promoting the insurance industry in lndia. Entire

product details, including Benefits under the new proposed product, pricing, and other

terms and conditions of the plan were required to be submitted to IRDAI and to be

approved prior to introduction of the new product in the market. Premium charged and

other terms and conditions are not against the settled principles of insurance or the

public welfare.

Maturity sum assured calculation is as given below.

Policy has taken at the age of 59 for term 11 yrs. As per chart -3949

3949* mly premium2000 /fOO (monthly premium = death sum assuredfz5}, ie,

s00000/2s0=2000/-)

3949*2000 h00=78,9801-,is correctly printed on the policy bond'

Calculation of amount payable on Maturity

(e)

Maturity sum assured -

Loyalty addition for 10 years

@3wozLl

Total

less -o/s loan

loan interest

Net payable

Rl will settle the
payments.

Rs.78,980 (as printed on the bond)

Rs. 37,515 (as per bonus chart, valuation as

Rs.475 l- per thousand Maturity sum assured

Rs.1,16,495

Rs. !2,686
Rs. 634

Rs. 1,03,17Q-

amount immediately after getting all requirements for Maturity

(1O)The Benefits, both Maturity and death are clearly printed on the policy bond. ln the last

page of policy bond, it is clearly mentioned that if the policy holder has any complaints
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/ grievance, he can approach the grievance redressal officer and the address of

Manager CRM is readily available on it. But no complaint has been received from his

side before Maturity. Moreover on the receipt of policy bond, the Complainant has

approached branch office for spelling correction of his name . His letter dt L6/O3/2O77

is enclosed. So it is evidentthat the policy holder has verified the policy bond thoroughly

in which the Maturity sum assured and death sum assured are correctly printed.

(1-1)The Maturity payment made under this policy is purely as per policy condition.

Whatever Benefits are actually eligible as per terms and conditions of the policy, has

been informed to the life assured at the inception of the policy itself. Since the

Complainant has taken the policy at the advanced age of 59 the Maturity Benefit will be

less comparing to high death Benefit offered.

(12)Rl has requested to uphold their decision and to set aside the complaint filed because

the Maturity amount payable is purely based on policy condition.

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on L2.09.2022

The Complainant stated that has not read the policy since the letters printed are very small.

Policy is with Rl since he has availed loan. Normally people won't read the policy, will rely

on the agent. Agent never told him that he will get only 1 lakh. He would not have availed

the Policy if he was aware of the amount receivable on Maturity. He and his family had

other policies with Rl, received the amount and had no complaint. Normally people will get

at least double the amount paid. He doesn't have pension since he was working in private

company. He was shocked when the Maturity amount of Rs.1,16,000 was intimated while

his expectation was Rs. 5-6 lakh. He has no other income or any deposit or any property.

The Respondent lnsurer stated that this policy was started in February 2017for 11 years.

Complainant's age was 59 years. He has selected monthly premium of Rs.2,000, hence sum

assured comes to R.5 lakh. Premium has two parts -risk and savings. Since the policy was

availed at advanced age, major portion of the premium was towards risk coverage i.e death

coverage. All the three sum assured are clearly printed in the policy document -Maturity,
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death and accident sum assured. Name correction was indicated by the policy holder. He

had approached Rl for loan and revival also. He is a qualified person and a product

manager. Maturity Benefit was clearly given in Policy schedule. Rl would have cleared if he

had any doubt.

4. Having heard both the sides and having carefully perused all the documents submitted, I

find as under:-

(1) The Complainant had purchased a policy styled 'Jeevan Saral' with date of

commencement 28.02.2OL1for 11 years by paying quarterly premium of Rs.6125. The

said policy was matured on 28.02.2022 and the amount payable on Maturity intimated

to him by Rl was Rs.1,03,1-76 (net of loan and loan interest of Rs.13,320).

(2) The dispute in this matter is regarding the amount of Maturity Benefit of Rs.1,16,496

(gross) which the Rl has intimated is lower than the total premium amount paid, ie,

Rs.2,69,500.

(3) lnote that the policy in question is "Jeevan Saral" which has a Death Benefit

component and a Maturity Benefit component, the latter being dependent on the

returns the lnsurer can earn by investing that part of the premium that has been set

aside for the investment purpose. The Rl has taken pains in the SCN to explain how

Jeevan Saral is markedly differentfrom conventional life products.

(4) From what the Rl explains and from my own reading of the policy wordings, it is found

that (a) in a Jeevan Saral policy, the insurer is committed to pay a Death Benefit of 250

times the monthly premium amoun! (b) the premium amount is then divided into two

parts: the first one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out presumably on the basis

of approved actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-assured; and the balance

premium is allocated to the Maturity Benefit which Benefit the lnsurer has to generate

over the policy term by investing that portion of the premium. The premium is worked

out based on the age of the proposer and that it is allocated between Death Benefit
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(s)

premium and Maturity Benefit premium. lt of course naturalthat this premium split will

incline more towards Death Benefit premium in case of older persons. ln respect of a

younger person, Death Benefit premium will be lower and more money will be available

towards premium for Maturity Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at

policy commencement (in this case, Rs.5,00,000/- based on the proposer's request), the

Maturity Benefit will "suffer" in case of an older person. The younger the policy buyer

is, the narrower the gap between the Death Benefit and Maturity Benefit. For a very

young man, the Maturity Benefit would be higher amount than the Death Benefit - for

the simple reason that very little portion of the premium amount is needed for paying

the Death Benefit and consequently, more premium is available for investment.

lfind that the policy not only clearly mentions the terms and conditions of cover and the

Benefits, it expressly shows the Maturity Benefit Amount and the Death Benefit Amount

separately. The former amount is shown as Rs. 78,980/- and the latter as Rs. 5,00,000/-.

Also, there seems no doubt that the policy document was prepared and given to the

Complainant in a timely fashion per due procedure and the Complainant had not raised

any issue during the freelook cancellation period.

Jeevan Saral is certainly a complex and sophisticated product compared to a standard

endowment, money back or term policy and a reasonable, unprejudiced observer would

definitely want to consider whether the nuances of product were explained adequately

enough to the proposer, in the proven absence of which a case of mis-selling could be

made out. I do not feel a case for mis-selling is indicated because the policy document

mentions the various Benefit amounts very clearly and expressly and the Complainant

can hardly be considered uneducated or unaware person. He could be reasonably

expected to at least cursorily read through a document involving a significantamount of

money, even if it is only the Schedule of the policy where the specifics including the

amounts, dates etc are mentioned. lf the Complainant really did not read and

(6)
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understand the policy terms, conditions and Benefit limits, the blame for that can hardly

be laid at the Rl's door.

(7) ln view of the above, lcannotfind any deficiency in the decision/action taken by the Rl

who has evidently acted as per the policy terms and conditions and common standards

of reasonableness and fairness. Found accordingly.

5. Award

ln the result, the decision of the Respondent lnsurer is upheld and the complaint is

dismissed.

Dated this the 16th day of November 2022

Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

Copies to :

Mr. Damodaran V M,
Sreech ithira- Swam im ukku
Ettukudukka
Karivellur 670527.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,
L.l.C. of lndia,
DivisionalOffice,
'Jeevan Prakash',

Huzur Road,

Kozhikode 673 001.
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.13 1(b) Read with Rule 17 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Com plaint No. KOC-[- 029 -2122-0508

Complainant: ShineKA

Respondent lnsurer : LIC of lndia

AWARD

L. Address of the Complainant
2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy

5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing
8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

Kakkariyil,Arthumkal PO Alappuzha-688530
393031114
Ms. Shine K A

LIFE

L7.02.2022
Shortfall in surrender value
13.O9.2022
Ms. Shine K A

Mr.U A Jayachandran

Awa rd No. lOlKoC I AlLtl 0LO7 I 2022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules,2Ot7. The complaint is regarding alleged shortfall in surrendervalue in a Life insurance

policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Ms. Shine K A is the policyholder.
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1. Complainant's Case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as follows:

(1) Maturity of Jeevan Nidhi Policy on 04.03.2021 was intimated by Rl. The Complainant

could not approach the Branch since the whole family was affected by Covid. When she

contacted the branch after recovery, it was informed that the amount will be converted

as pension.

(2) When she convinced them about the reason for not contacting the branch, they

informed that she can avail the amount after 3 months and now she can take U3'd,

accordingly she has agreed .

(3) After 3 months when she contacted the Branch, Surrender value was communicated

was Rs.38000 where as the amount due to her was Rs.63,000.

(4) Premium was paid without any default. She could not approach the branch due to covid.

Now she is financially struggling for husband's surgery and requested for refund of the

entire amount.

2. Respondent lnsure/s contentions

The Respondent lnsurer (Rt) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN). The

averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

(1) Details of the Jeevan Nidhi policy are as follows:

Policy Number

Name of the policy holder

Date of commencement

Sum Assured

Plan-Deferment period

Prem & Mode

Lt 0107122-23

393031114

Smt. Shine K A

4.3.2005

Rs 50,000/-

169-16

Rs.1709/- & HLY
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FUP

Date of vesting

- 312021.

4.3_202t

(2) The above policy is new deferred annuity policy with Guaranteed Addition and Bonus. lt

provides death cover during the deferment period. This policy has a guaranteed

addition of Rs.50/- per thousand cash option. (Cash option is equalto sum assured)for

first 5 years and then it will participate in reversionary bonus. On survivalto the date of

vesting the Corpus is compulsorily converted to purchase annuity at rates of then

immediate annuity plan.

(3) The policy vested on 4.3.202I and the Corpus value of the policy is Rs.92450/-. This

amount is the Sum Assured Rs.50000/- + Guaranteed Addition Rs. 12,500/- (50x50x5) +

Vested Bonus for ll years Rs.23700/-.

(4) There is a provision to obtain a maximum of L/3 of the foresaid amount as commuted

lump sum by the Life Assured. As per the policy condition the balance amount shall

necessary be utilized by the Life Assured to purchase an annuity. The commuted value

of Rs.30814/- was paid to her on 30.6.2027. The remaining Corpus is Rs.61636/- (Rs

92450/- - Rs.30814/-). The annuitant had exercised for Annuity option "F" (annuity for

life with return of purchase price on death of the annuitant) and Mode of payment as

"Yeatly". The Yearly annuity amount of Rs.2946/- due on 4.3.2027 was paid on 4.3.2022

itself. The policy holder thereafter approached the branch for enquiring about

surrender of the policy. The branch office informed that the surrender value payable

under the policy is Rs.38520/- as on 2!.3.2022.

(5) Surrender of a policy after vesting though not allowed under the contract, liberal

consideration was allowed and it was decided to allow surrender of policies under all

immediate annuities.

The calculation of surrender after vesting is

F1 x Annuity per annum + F2 x amount payable on death x F3

OR

95% of the amount payable on death, whichever is lower where
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F1 = annuity factor for age last birthday at surrender for the mode of annuity payment,

F2 = risk factor for age last birthday at surrender,

pl = period in months from last policy anniversarytill date of surrender.

i.e. 10.86061,x2946 + 0.1053 x 63483 = 385201- (Factors enclosed)

OR 95% x 63483 = 60308/-.

Hence only Rs.38520- is payable.

(6) Till date she has notsubmitted the required formsforthe process of the surrender. The

annuity purchased by this Corpus is Jeevan Akshay Vll. lt is an lmmediate Annuity Plan,

whereby the annuitant (Person who is the purchaser of certain units of the plan for a

certain sum, called purchase price) would be paid a fixed amount called Annuity, either

yearly, half yearly, quarterly or monthly as opted by the annuitant, subject to the terms,

conditions and covenants of the plan. Jeevan Akshay Vll can be purchased on single life

or joint life. Suitable option can be exercised by the annuitant depending upon his

needs and choice. The annuity is fixed, assured and guaranteed by the Government of

lndia and not subject to interest fluctuations as is the usual norm with Fixed Deposits.

The said purchase price forms an integral part and parcel of the Corpus of pension fund

of the insurer. Surrender of policy was not allowed because by paying the full Corpus

return of Purchase Price will lead to erosion of pension fund ,which would topple the

entire valuation of the insurer in providing guaranteed pension (Annuity) throughout

the life of numerous Annuitants.

(7) The entire scheme is intricately planned as an efficient and reliable Finance vehicle for

providing consistent and regular payment assured amount out of the corpus formed by

collection of the purchase price and managed by Rl, and is in stark contrast to Fixed

Deposits, wherein the rate of interest is subject to fluctuations. Taxation laws and RBI

policies have also covered the same. The concept of Jeevan Akshay Vll is thoroughly

scrutinised and approved by the lnsurance Regulatory and Development Authority of

lndia (lRDAl), the statutory regulator for lnsurance companies. There is no illegality,

irregularity or impropriety in the Plan as alleged by the Petitioner.
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(8) Considering all the above facts, we request your good selves to dismiss the complaint.

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on 73.O9.2022

The Complainant stated that lntimation regarding maturity of the policy was received

during peak covid time; hence she could not contact the branch before the maturity date.

When she approached Rl, she was not allowed to withdraw the whole amount since the

vesting date was over. She informed Rl to give back the full amount in view of financial

difficulties due to the surgery of her husband. She was convinced to opt for pension and she

has signed all the papers with an assurance to withdraw the full amount after 3 months.

When she contacted after 3 months she was allowed to surrender but not the full amount.

She has not received any pension and she is not interested in receiving pension since she

needs the lump sum amount in view of her financial problems. Yearly pension is only

Rs.2,946 .

The Respondent lnsurer stated that as per Policy conditions the Complainant had an option

to surrenderthe Policy and receive the full amount before the date of vesting. Rl had sent

the communication to the Complainant well in advance on 20.10.2020 intimating about the

vesting of the policy which was 04.03.2027. Surrender was not allowed after the date of

vesting as per the conditions of Jeevan Nidhi Policy which was commenced in 2005,

however Rl has relaxed the norms and allowing surrender now after the date of vesting.

Yearly pension comes to Rs.2,946. As per Policy conditions annuity will be as per the rate of

existing immediate annuity plan available at the time of vesting. At the time of vesting in

2021 ,existing Annuity policy available was Jeevan Akshay Vll with a minimum purchase

price was Rs.1 lakh and minimum annuity of Rs.1000 monthly. However for existing

Pension plans the minimum annuity is not applicable. Commuted value of Rs.30,814 was

released on 30.06.2021 to the Complainant and the balance amount was used for annuity.

4. Having heard both the sides and having carefully perused all the documents submitted, I

find as under:-
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(1) The Complainant had purchased a Pension Policy styled Jeevan Nidhi

with Sum assured of Rs.50,000 for 16 years. The said Policy was vested

and the total corpus available at the time of vesting was Rs.92,450.

04.03.2005

o4.o3.2027

The Complainant had approached Rl to withdraw the full amount after the date of

vesting which was not allowed. Commutation amount of Rs.30,814 was released on

30.06.2027 and the balance amount of Rs.61,636 was used to avail Annuity pas per the

rate of immediate annuity Policy (Jeevan Akshay Vll ) with yearly annuity of Rs.2,946.

Dispute has arisen when the Complainant was intimated about the surrender value

when she has requested for surrender of the Policy after the date of vesting and after

receiving commuted value. Complainant stated that she wants the full amount i.e

Rs.61,636 and she is not interested in pension. Rl contends that they can pay only

surrender value of Rs.38,520 after the date of vesting as per the terms and conditions

.cif ihe Policy.

I note that as per clause 3.a. of IRDAI(Minimum Limits for Annuities and Other Benefits)

Regulations,2O1s it is ordered that "no Life lnsurer sholl poy or undertoke to poy on

omount of benefit excluding ony profit or bonus on ony policy of insurance issued ,less

than i. Annuity of Rupees 7,000 per month" .

ln this case, the total maturity value was only Rs.92,450 which was not sufficient to

provide annuity of Rs.1,000 per month. Yearly annuity communicated was only Rs.2,946.

Providing annuity of less than Rs.1,000 per month will be in violation of the above said

Regulation of lRDAl.

ln view of the above, balance amount has to be refunded to the Complainant after

deducting annuity payments made, if any.

on

on

(2)

(3)

l-

(4)

(s)
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5. Award

ln the result, I hereby order as under

The Respondent lnsurer is directed to refund to the Complainant in full, the total maturity

value of Rs.92,450 under policy no. 393031114 and to this end, pay an amount of Rs.61,636

being the difference between the maturity amount of Rs.92,450 and Rs.30,814 already paid

to her as commuted value ,after deducting annuity payments made, if any.

As prescribed in Rule 1-7(61 of lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017, the lnsurer shall comply

with the award within 30 days of receipt of the award and intimate compliance of the same

to the Ombudsman.

Dated this the L6th day of November 2022

Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

Copies to :

Ms. Shine K A,

Kakkariyil,

Arthungal P O,

Alappuzha 688530.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,

L.l.C. of lndia,
Divisiona I Office,
'Jeevan Prakash',

M.G. Road

Ernakulam - 682OlL.
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.131(b) Read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules,2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Com pla int N o. KOC-L- O29 -2223-OOOB

Complainant: Abdul Rehman C A

Respondent lnsurer : LIC of lndia, Ernakulam

AWARD

1.. Address of the Complainant

2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy

5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing
8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

Chadaparambu House,

Ch uttupaduka ra, Edap p ally 682024
772200539
Shi. Abdul Rehman C A
LIFE (Jeevan Saral)

02.03.2022
Short payment of Maturity Benefit
27.09.2022
SriAbdul Rehman C A

Smt K S Padma

Award No. I O/KOC / Al Lt I 0099 /2022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules, 20L7. The complaint is regarding alleged short payment of Maturity Benefit in a

Jeevan Saral policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Mr. Abdul Rehman

CA is the policyholder.
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1. Complainant's Case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as

follows:

(1) Premium of Rs.40O/- per month was being remitted without fail for 10 years from

28.2.20L2 under Jeevan Saral Policy 772200539. Rs. 48000 has been the total

remittance. (However)the Maturity amount is only Rs. 43898.

(2) Approaching this Honourable Forum to direct the lnsurer to pay the amount

remitted.

2. Respondent lnsure/s Case

The Respondent lnsurer (Rl) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN).

The averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

L. The Policy Details of the Complainant are as below:

Policy No. 772200539

Date of Commencement 28.02.20t2
Plan & Term 165-10(Jeevan Saral)

Maturity Sum Assured (MSA) Rs.33768/-

lnstalment Premium &Mode Rs a08l- (mly)

Age at entry & Date of Birth 50 years . 01.06.1962
Date of Maturity 28.02.2022

Under normal plans of the Corporation, premium is usually fixed on the basis of age

of the proposer, term and the chosen sum assured. For the same sum assured and

term, maturity benefit will usually be same irrespective of premia paid. However, in

the case of Jeevan Saral Policy, the proposer can decide the amount of premium and

the sum assured payable on death is determined on the basis of premium so chosen,

irrespective of the age and term. This will be the Death Benefit Sum Assured under

the policy. Death Benefit Sum Assured will be 250 times of basic monthly premium

and will be the same for all ages for a chosen premium.

Under Jeevan Saral plan , policy holders with higher ages will enjoy more death cover

for a given premium compared to other conventional plans with reduced Maturity

Benefit due to high risk involved at higher age.

2.

3.
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However, if two persons aged 20 and 50 are purchasingJeevan Saral policy by paying

the same premium , they enjoy the same death benefit sum assured, the maturity

amount will be much lesser for the person aged 60 since risk element is substantially

high on account ofadvanced age.

We furnish below detailed calculation of Death Benefit Sum assured and Maturity

Sum Assured under the policy .

o The Monthly premium under the policy is Rs 408.00/-, which includes

death Accident benefit premium. ln the instant case, the policy holder had

opted to pay basic monthly premium of Rs 400/- and hence Death Benefit

Sum Assured is Rs 400x250 = Rs.1,00,000/-.

o Total premium received from the policyholder for the policy is Rs48000./-

excluding DAB premium and total premium received including DAB

premium is Rs48960 /-

o The Maturity Benefit is calculated as follows.

Maturity SA per Rs 100/- basic monthly premium for age 50 and term 10

years is Rs. 8442 /-. ln the instant case, for basic monthly premium is 400/-

, the Maturity Sum Assured is Rs 33768/-- (Rs 8442 x 4), which is clearly

printed on the policy bond. The policy is also eligible for loyalty addition @

Rs 300/- for every Rs 1000 maturity sum assured, which works out to

Rs.10130 /- (ie Rs 300 x 33.768).

o Thus the total gross maturity benefit under the policy is Rs 43898/- ( Rs

33768/- + Rs 10130/-), and this gross amount has been paid. The amount

paid is in full conformity with the terms and conditions of the contract of

assurance and also the applicable rate of Loyalty addition. The Maturity

Sum Assured, Death Benefit Sum Assured, and Accident benefit Sum

Assured are clearly and specifically printed on the policy bond as Rs

33,768f -,Rs.L,00,OOO/- &; Rs.1,00,000/-respectively. There is no ambiguity

in this regard.

6. For monthly premium of Rs 400/-, we have offered the following benefits to the

complainant, for a period of 10 years for a person aged 5Oyears

4.

5.
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i. Life Cover of Rs 100,000/- + Loyalty Addition ( if any) + Return of premium

as death benefit.

ii. Accident Benefit Coverage of Rs 100,000/-

iii. Disability Benefit coverage of Rs 1.00,000/-, by which the amount would be

paid in monthly instalments spread over 10 years in case of claim. Further,

in case of death claim before the expiry of the said period of 10 years, the

disability instalments which have not fallen due will be paid along with the

claim.

iv. A provision for partial surrender of policy and continuance with reduced

coverage.

v. Provision for Special surrender value

vi. Maturity Sum Assured of Rs33768/- + Loyalty Addition of Rs.10130/-

totalling Rs43898/- for the policy.

7. After enjoying coverage for a term of 10 years, the complainant has approached the

Learned Ombudsman with a dispute on the quantum of the 6th benefit stated

above.

8. The terms and conditions of the contract are crystal clear. The complainant has

chosen to absolutely accept the same without any protest, and his claim for return of

premium with loyalty addition is not sustained by any policy condition or otherwise,

and the same has apparently been made on experimental basis.

9. The life assured has answered in the affirmative for the questions in the proposal

form "Whether the terms & conditions of the proposed plan have been explained to

you by the Agent" and "Have you understood the terms &; Conditions of the plan

you have proposed".

10. The subject policy cannot be compared with other investments which do not offer

any insurance coverage. lt is not imperative that the amount paid as premium should

be returned on Maturity, as the insurer has to essentially provide for expenses, claim

etc, Term lnsurance plans allowed by lnsurer are examples. The terms and

conditions of the contract cannot be sought to be rewritten at the sweet will of the

complainant.
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11. The Jeevan Saral policy is taken by persons who want high risk cover at advanced age

by paying small premium. For endowment policy, the premium increases with age

and is high at advanced ages.

L2.Primary purpose of taking out an insurance policy is life insurance coverage. ln case

savings is the sole purpose of investment , multitude of options are available

elsewhere to avail products exclusively for such purpose, and returns from life

insurance policies cannot be compared with such schemes or products ,after availing

substantial insurance coverage at higher ages and allied benefits as coverage does

not come free of cost . The complainant cannot conveniently chose to ignore the

benefits she enjoyed under the policy.

13. lt is most respectfully submitted that premia and plan benefits were determined by

the Corporation on the basis of sound actuarial principles, which were filed, and

approved bythe lRDA|.

14. We confirm that we have settled the Full Maturity Benefit in full conformity with the

terms and conditions of the plan, and hence it is prayed that the complaint may be

dismissed.

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on 27.09.2022

The Complainant stated that the maturity claim received by him under the Jeevan Saral

policy was less than the premium paid by him. He had paid Rs. 48,960 towards premium

over the ten year term of the policy and on maturity he received Rs. 43,898 only. The

reasons cited by the Company were not acceptable. lt was informed that Jeevan Saral

policy is a specialtype of policy. lt had no meaning. Even for a newspaper subscription

you are getting insurance cover of Rs. 5 Lakh. The Complainant informed that he is a

pensioner who retired from the District Court as a lower grade employee.

The Respondent lnsurer stated that the policy schedule of the policy had printed all the

benefits correctly. The benefits payable on maturity of the policy and death benefit

were specifically given. Since the policy was a high risk policy, for the defined premium,

when the age is higher, allocation towards death cover is more. Only the balance

amount allocated to investment will fetch the returns for the policy. Since the policy

was availed in the age 49 and the term was only 10 years, the maturity returns were less
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than the premium paid. lf the term was longer, the amount payable on maturity would

have been higher. The death benefit payable under the policy was death sum assured (

1,00,000 ) and loyalty addition and return of premiums; whereas the maturity benefit is

maturity sum assured (33,768/-)+loyalty additions only. For the premium of Rs. 48,950

he was insured for a death sum assured of Rs. 1,00,000 for a term of 10 years. The

premium would have been much higher in pure term assurance plans and the maturity

benefit would be nil. This plan provided high death cover with lesser premiums and a

portion of the premium was invested and returned to the customer. ln that way, the

plan is unique.

4. Having heard both the sides and having carefully perused allthe documents submitted, I

find as under:-

(1) The policy in question is a Jeevan Saral policy which has a Death Benefit component

and a Maturity Benefit component, the latter being dependent on the returns the

insurer can earn by investing that part of the premium that has been set aside for

the investment purpose.

(2) lt is clear from the policy and from the detailed explanations given by the Rl vide

their SCN, that Jeevan Saral is markedly different from conventional life products in

some respects.

(3) The Rl would have it that in Jeevan Saral, (a) the buyer choses the premium amount

he is ready to pay; (b) the insurer then commits to pay a Death Benefit of 250

times the monthly premium amount, (c) the premium amount is then divided into

two parts; (d) the first one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out on the basis

of approved actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-assured; and (e) the

balance premium is allocated to the Maturity Benefit which the insurer has to

generate over the years by investing that portion of the premium. However, I do

not see contentions (a) and (b) borne out in the documents available on file. The

Proposal Form only asks the proposer (inter alia) as to what Sum Assured he wants.

It does not ask him what premium amount he is ready to pay. Therefore in this

aspect of the policy underwriting, I hold that the Rl's averments are without basis.

ln actuality, the Proposal Form reveals that the insurer takes a similar path as in
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conventional life policies. He asks the Proposer as to what Sum Assured he wants

(Q.g otthe Proposal Form), and then proceeds to calculate the premium applicable.

I however do concede the point that the premium is worked out based on the age

of the proposer and the allocated between Death Benefit premium and Maturity

Benefit premium.

(a) lt of course natural that this premium split will incline more towards Death Benefit

premium in case of older persons. ln respect of a younger person, Death Benefit

premium will be lower and more money will be available towards premium for

Maturity Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at policy

commencement (based on the proposer's request), the Maturity Benefit will

"suffer" in case of an older person. The younger the policy buyer is, the narrower

the gap between the Death Benefit and Maturity Benefit. For a very young man,

the Maturity Benefit would be higher amount than the Death Benefit - for the

simple reason that very little portion of the premium amount is needed for paying

the Death Benefit and consequently, more premium is available for investment.

(5) I find that the policy not only clearly mentions the terms and conditions of cover and

the benefits, it expressly shows the Maturity Benefit Amount and the Death Benefit

Amount separately. The former amount is shown as Rs. 33,768 and the latter as Rs.

1,00,000. Also, admittedly, the policy document was prepared and given to the

Complainant in a timely fashion per due procedure and the Complainant had not

raised any issue with the policy terms and conditions throughout the term of the

policy.

(6) The Complainant would have it that he came to know of the low Maturity Benefit

amount only when the policy matured. Jeevan Saral is certainly a complex and

sophisticated product compared to a standard endowment, moneyback or term

policy and a reasonable, unprejudiced observer would definitely want to consider

whether the nuances of product were explained adequately enough to the

proposer,intheprovenabsenceofwhichacaseofmis-sellingcouldbemadeout. I

do not feel a case for mis-selling is indicated because the Complainant's above

contention has to be assessed in the light of the fact that the policy document

mentions the various benefit amounts very clearly and expressly and the
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Complainant can hardly be considered uneducated or unaware person, being a

retired last grade employee of District Court and a pensioner, and could be

reasonably expected to at least cursorily read through a document involving a

significant amount of money, even if it is only the Schedule of the policy where the

specifics including the amounts, dates etc are mentioned. That he does not seem

to have done so, erodes the very foundation of his case.

(7) ln view of the above, I cannot find any shortcoming in the decision/action taken by

the Rl who have evidently acted as per the policy terms and conditions and

common standards of reasonableness and fairness.

5. Award

ln the result, this Award is passed upholding the decision of the Respondent lnsurer and

dismissing the complaint.

Dated this the 15th day of November, 2022

Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

Copies to :

Mr. Abdul Rehman C A,

Chadaparambu House,

Chuttupadukara,
Edappally 682024.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,
L.l.C. of lndia,
Divisional Office,
'Jeevan Prakash',

M.G. Road, Ernakulam - 682011
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.131(b) Read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules,2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Com pla int No. KOC-L- O29 -2223-OOt3

Complainant : Mr. AS Mohammed

Respondent lnsurer : LIC of lndia, Ernakulam

AWARD

1,. Address of the Complainant

2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy

5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing

8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

S/o Syed Mohammed, Pulari,
Arookkutti P O, Cherthala 688535
394676365
Mr. A S Mohammed
LIFE (Jeevan Sara!)

L0.03.2022
Short payment of Maturity Benefit
27.09.2022
Mr. A.S. Mohammed
Mrs. K S Padma

Award No. lolKoC / A/Ltl 0100/2022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules, 2077- The complaint is regarding alleged Short payment of Maturity Benefit in a

Jeevan Saral policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Mr. AS Mohammed

is the policyholder.
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1. Complainant's Case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as

follows:

(1) Policy No. 394676365 was availed on 10.3.2010 with yearly premium of Rs. 60050/-

and term of L2 years. lt was told that death benefit will be Rs. 12,50,000/- and

maturity benefit will be Rs. 12,50,000/- including bonus.

Total premium remitted is Rs. 720600/-.

Maturity benefit now offered is Rs. 5,88,845/-.

Even if the investment was made in financial instruments, the return woutd have

been double.

(5) He is having only basic education. Has not means to read and understand policy

conditions. lnvestment was made in the hope of high returns in the old age.

(6) Reply to the representation made to the lnsurer is vague and not clear.

(7) Approaching this Hon'ble Forum to direct lnsurer to pay Rs. 12,50,000/-.

2. Respondent lnsure/s Case

The Respondent lnsurer (Rl) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN).

The averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

1. The Policy Details of the Complainant are as below:

Policy No. 39467636s
Date of Commencement 10.03.2010
Plan & Term 165-L2(Jeevan Saral)

Maturity Sum Assured (MSA) Rs.379900/-

lnstalment Premium &Mode Rs 600s0/- (yly)

Age at entry & Date of Birth 55 years . 28.05.1955

Date of Maturity L0.03.2022

(2)

(3)

(4)

Under normal plans of the

of the proposer, term and

term , maturity benefit will

Corporation, premium is usually fixed on the

the chosen sum assured. For the same sum

usually be same irrespective of premia paid.

basis of age

assured and

However, in
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4.

5.

the case of Jeevan Saral Policy, the proposer can decide the amount of premium and

the sum assured payable on death is determined on the basis of premium so chosen,

irrespective of the age and term. This will be the Death Benefit Sum Assured under

the policy. Death Benefit Sum Assured will be 250 times of basic monthly premium

and will be the same for all ages for a chosen premium.

UnderJeevan Saral plan, policy holderswith higherageswill enjoy more death cover

for a given premium compared to other conventional plans with reduced Maturity

Benefit due to high risk involved at higher age.

However, if two persons aged 20 and 50 are purchasingJeevan Saral policy by paying

the same premium , they enjoy the same death benefit sum assured, the maturity

amount will be much lesser for the person aged 60 since risk element is substantially

high on account ofadvanced age.

We furnish below detailed calculation of Death Benefit Sum assured and Maturity

Sum Assured under the policy .

The yearly premium under the policy is Rs 60050/-, which includes death

Accident benefit premium. ln the instant case, the policy holder had opted to

pay basic monthly premium of Rs 5000/- and hence Death Benefit Sum

Assured is Rs 5000x250= Rs.12,50,000/-.

Total premium received from the policyholder for the policy is Rs.7,05,600./-

excluding DAB premium and total premium received including DAB premium

is Rs.7,20,600 /-

The Maturity Benefit is calculated as follows.

Maturity SA per Rs 100/- basic monthly premium for age 55 and term 12

years is Rs. 7598 /-. ln the instant case, for basic monthly premium is 5000/-,

the Maturity Sum Assured is Rs 379900/-- (Rs 7598 x 50), which is clearly

printed on the policy bond. The policy is also eligible for loyalty addition @ Rs

550/- for every Rs 1000 maturity sum assured, which works out to

Rs.208945/- (ie Rs 550 x 379.90).

Thus the total gross maturity benefit under the policy is Rs 5,88,8a5/- ( Rs

3,79,900/- + Rs 2,08,945/-1, and this gross amount has been paid. The amount

paid is in full conformity with the terms and conditions of the contract of
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assurance and also the applicable rate of Loyalty addition. The Maturity Sum

Assured, Death Benefit Sum Assured, and Accident benefit Sum Assured are

clearly and specifically printed on the policy bond as Rs 3,79,900/-

Rs.12,50,000/- &; Rs.12,50,000/-respectively. There is no ambiguity in this

regard.

6. For monthly premium of Rs 5000/-, we have offered the following benefits to the

complainant, for a period of 12 years for a person aged 55 years

i. Life Cover of Rs i.2,50,OOOl- + Loyalty Addition ( if any)+ Return of premium

as death benefit.

ii. Accident Benefit Coverage of Rs 12,50,0001-

iii. Disability Benefit coverage of Rs 12,50,000f-, by which the amount would be

paid in monthly instalments spread over 10 years in case of claim. Further, in

case of death claim before the expiry of the said period of 10 years, the

disability instalments which have not fallen due will be paid along with the

claim.

iv. A provision for partial surrender of policy and continuance with reduced

coverage.

v. Provision for Special surrender value

vi. Maturity Sum Assured of Rs3,79,9001- + Loyalty Addition of Rs.2,08,945/-

totalling Rs. 5,88,8451-for the policy.

7. After enjoying coverage for a term of 12 years, the complainant has approached the

Learned Ombudsman with a dispute on the quantum of the 6th benefit stated

above.

8. The terms and conditions of the contract are crystal clear. The complainant has

chosen to absolutely accept the same without any protest, and his claim for return of

premium with loyalty addition is not sustained by any policy condition or otherwise,

and the same has apparently been made on experimental basis.

9. The life assured has answered in the affirmative for the questions in the proposal

form "Whether the terms & conditions of the proposed plan have been explained to

you by the Agent" and "Have you understood the terms &; Conditions of the plan

you have proposed".

10. The subject policy cannot be compared with other investments which do not offer

any insurance coverage. lt is not imperative that the amount paid as premium should

be returned on Maturity, as the insurer has to essentially provide for expenses, claim

etc, Term lnsurance plans allowed by lnsurer are examples. The terms and conditions
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of the contract cannot be sought to be rewritten at the sweet will of the

complainant.

11. The Jeevan Saral policy is taken by persons who want high risk cover at advanced age

by paying small premium. For endowment policy, the premium increases with age

and is high at advanced ages.

12. Primary purpose of taking out an insurance policy is life insurance coverage. ln case

savings is the sole purpose of investment , multitude of options are available

elsewhere to avail products exclusively for such purpose, and returns from life

insurance policies cannot be compared with such schemes or products,after availing

substantial insurance coverage at higher ages and allied benefits as coverage does

not come free of cost . The complainant cannot conveniently chose to ignore the

benefits she enjoyed under the policy.

13. lt is most respectfully submitted that premia and plan benefits were determined by

the Corporation on the basis of sound actuarial principles, which were filed, and

approved bythe lRDA|.

14. We confirm that we have settled the Full Maturity Benefit in full conformity with the

terms and conditions of the plan, and hence it is prayed that the complaint may be

dismissed.

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on 27.09.2022

The Complainant stated that the policy in consideration was availed when he was 54-55

years old. He was not aware about the details of the policy. He was told that he would

be getting Rs. 12,50,000 on maturity. He had not gone through the policy document.

He did not have that much education to understand the policy conditions. Agent had

filled in the proposal form. On maturity he was given only Rs. 5,88,845 as against a total

premium remittance of Rs, 7,20,600 over the 12 year term. He had waited for Rs.

12,50,000forthe entire L2year period. On enquiry, LIC had replied that Rs. 12,50,000 is

the death benefit. He wanted to receive the benefits of the policy before his death, not

after. He prayed for return of invested amount.

The Respondent lnsurer stated that under Jeevan Saral Plan, the apportionment of

premium is more towards death benefit when the policy is availed by an aged person.

As age increases, mortality increases and the risk premium allocation also increases.
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Hence the part towards investment from the balance, will be considerably less when

compared with that of a young investor. ln Endowment type of policies if the maturity

benefit is Rs.l-2,50,000 the total premium paid under the policy would also be almost

equal to this amount. On maturity, this amount and bonus is paid. However, in Jeevan

Saral policy, the premium is divided into two portions - one towards risk and the other

towards investment. As age increases, risk increases and more part of the premium will

be paid for risk cover. Hence, maturity amount will be less, with less amount allocated

to investment. The policy document is very clear about the benefits under the policy.

Maturity sum assured and Death sum assured are clearly printed in the policy document,

proposal form declaration is signed by the customer. The customer has not availed the

cooling off provision provided under the policy. No complaint was raised during the

policy term. The customer is running a sea food business. lt is difficult to believe that he

was not aware of the benefits of the policy or had not read the policy details. For the

premium of Rs. 7,20,600 he was insured for a death sum assured of Rs. 12,50,000 for a

term of L2 years. The premium would have been much higher in pure term assurance

plans and the maturity benefit would be nil. This plan provided high death cover with

lessor premiums and a portion of the premium was invested and returned to the

customer. ln that way, the plan is unique.

4. Having heard both the sides and having carefully perused all the documents submitted

in detail, I find as under:-

(1) The policy in question is a Jeevan Saral policy which has a Death Benefit component

and a Maturity Benefit component, the latter being dependent on the returns the

insurer can earn by investing that part of the premium that has been set aside for

the investment purpose.

(2) lt is clear from the policy and from the detailed explanations given by the Rl vide

their SCN, that Jeevan Saral is markedly different from conventional life products in

some respects.

(3) The Rl would have it that in Jeevan Saral, (a) the buyer choses the premium amount

he is ready to pay; (b) the insurer then commits to pay a Death Benefit of 250

times the monthly premium amount, (c) the premium amount is then divided into

two parts; (d) the first one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out on the basis
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of approved actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-assured; and (e) the

balance premium is allocated to the Maturity Benefit which the insurer has to

generate over the years by investing that portion of the premium. However, I do

not see contentions (a) and (b) borne out in the documents available on file. The

Proposal Form only asks the proposer (inter alia) as to what Sum Assured he wants.

It does not ask him what premium amount he is ready to pay. Therefore in this

aspect of the policy underwriting, I hold that the Rl's averments are without basis.

ln actuality, the Proposal Form reveals that the insurer takes a similar path as in

conventional life policies. He asks the Proposer as to what Sum Assured he wants

(Q.: otthe Proposal Form), and then proceeds to calculate the premium applicable.

I however do concede the point that the premium is worked out based on the age

of the proposer and the allocated between Death Benefit premium and Maturity

Benefit premium.

(4) lt of course natural that this premium split will incline more towards Death Benefit

premium in case of older persons. ln respect of a younger person, Death Benefit

premium will be lower and more money will be available towards premium for

Maturity Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at policy

commencement (based on the proposer's request), the Maturity Benefit will

"suffer" in case of an older person. The younger the policy buyer is, the narrower

the gap between the Death Benefit and Maturity Benefit. For a very young man,

the Maturity Benefit would be higher amount than the Death Benefit - for the

simple reason that very little portion of the premium amount is needed for paying

the Death Benefit and consequently, more premium is available for investment.

(5) I find that the policy not only clearly mentions the terms and conditions of cover and

the benefits, it expressly shows the Maturity Benefit Amount and the Death Benefit

Amount separately. The former amount is shown as Rs. 3,79,900 and the latter as

Rs. 12,50,000. Also, admittedly, the policy document was prepared and given to the

Complainant in a timely fashion per due procedure and the Complainant had not

raised any issue with the policy terms and conditions throughout the term of the

policy.

(6) The Complainant would have it that he came to know of the low Maturity Benefit

amount only when it was offered by LIC upon maturity. Jeevan Saral is certainly a
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complex and sophisticated product compared to a standard endowment,

moneyback or term policy and a reasonable, unprejudiced observer would

definitely want to consider whether the nuances of product were explained

adequately enough to the proposer, in the proven absence of which a case of mis-

selling could be made out. I do not feel a case for mis-selling is indicated because

the Complainant's above contention has to be assessed in the light of the fact that

the policy document mentions the various benefit amounts very clearly and

expressly and the Complainant can hardly be considered uneducated or unaware

person, being a businessman involved in Sea Food export who can reasonably be

expected to be careful about all financial transactions. He can similarly reasonably,

be expected to at least cursorily read through a document involving a significant

amount of money, even if it is only the Schedule of the policy where the specifics

including the amounts, dates etc are mentioned. That he claims not to have done

so, strains credulity and certainly erodes the very foundation of his case.

(7) ln view of the above, I cannot find any shortcoming in the decision/action taken by

the Rl who have evidently acted as per the policy terms and conditions and

common standards of reasonableness and fairness.

5. Award

ln the result, this Award is passed upholding the decision of the Respondent lnsurer and

dismissing the complaint.

Dated this the 15th day of November, 2022

Copies to :

Mr. A S Mohammed,
S/o Syed Mohammed,
Pulari, Arookkutti P O,

Cherthala 688535.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,
L.l.C. of lndia,
Divisional Office,'Jeevan Prakash',

M.G. Road,Ernakulam - 682011,.

Lt oloo/22-23

)qae
Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy

5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing

8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

S/o Syed Mohammed, Pulari,
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Award No. lolKoC / A/Ltl 0100/2022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules, 2077- The complaint is regarding alleged Short payment of Maturity Benefit in a

Jeevan Saral policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Mr. AS Mohammed

is the policyholder.
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1. Complainant's Case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as

follows:

(1) Policy No. 394676365 was availed on 10.3.2010 with yearly premium of Rs. 60050/-

and term of L2 years. lt was told that death benefit will be Rs. 12,50,000/- and

maturity benefit will be Rs. 12,50,000/- including bonus.

Total premium remitted is Rs. 720600/-.

Maturity benefit now offered is Rs. 5,88,845/-.

Even if the investment was made in financial instruments, the return woutd have

been double.

(5) He is having only basic education. Has not means to read and understand policy

conditions. lnvestment was made in the hope of high returns in the old age.

(6) Reply to the representation made to the lnsurer is vague and not clear.

(7) Approaching this Hon'ble Forum to direct lnsurer to pay Rs. 12,50,000/-.

2. Respondent lnsure/s Case

The Respondent lnsurer (Rl) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN).

The averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

1. The Policy Details of the Complainant are as below:

Policy No. 39467636s
Date of Commencement 10.03.2010
Plan & Term 165-L2(Jeevan Saral)

Maturity Sum Assured (MSA) Rs.379900/-

lnstalment Premium &Mode Rs 600s0/- (yly)

Age at entry & Date of Birth 55 years . 28.05.1955

Date of Maturity L0.03.2022

(2)

(3)

(4)

Under normal plans of the

of the proposer, term and

term , maturity benefit will

Corporation, premium is usually fixed on the

the chosen sum assured. For the same sum

usually be same irrespective of premia paid.

basis of age

assured and

However, in
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4.

5.

the case of Jeevan Saral Policy, the proposer can decide the amount of premium and

the sum assured payable on death is determined on the basis of premium so chosen,

irrespective of the age and term. This will be the Death Benefit Sum Assured under

the policy. Death Benefit Sum Assured will be 250 times of basic monthly premium

and will be the same for all ages for a chosen premium.

UnderJeevan Saral plan, policy holderswith higherageswill enjoy more death cover

for a given premium compared to other conventional plans with reduced Maturity

Benefit due to high risk involved at higher age.

However, if two persons aged 20 and 50 are purchasingJeevan Saral policy by paying

the same premium , they enjoy the same death benefit sum assured, the maturity

amount will be much lesser for the person aged 60 since risk element is substantially

high on account ofadvanced age.

We furnish below detailed calculation of Death Benefit Sum assured and Maturity

Sum Assured under the policy .

The yearly premium under the policy is Rs 60050/-, which includes death

Accident benefit premium. ln the instant case, the policy holder had opted to

pay basic monthly premium of Rs 5000/- and hence Death Benefit Sum

Assured is Rs 5000x250= Rs.12,50,000/-.

Total premium received from the policyholder for the policy is Rs.7,05,600./-

excluding DAB premium and total premium received including DAB premium

is Rs.7,20,600 /-

The Maturity Benefit is calculated as follows.

Maturity SA per Rs 100/- basic monthly premium for age 55 and term 12

years is Rs. 7598 /-. ln the instant case, for basic monthly premium is 5000/-,

the Maturity Sum Assured is Rs 379900/-- (Rs 7598 x 50), which is clearly

printed on the policy bond. The policy is also eligible for loyalty addition @ Rs

550/- for every Rs 1000 maturity sum assured, which works out to

Rs.208945/- (ie Rs 550 x 379.90).

Thus the total gross maturity benefit under the policy is Rs 5,88,8a5/- ( Rs

3,79,900/- + Rs 2,08,945/-1, and this gross amount has been paid. The amount

paid is in full conformity with the terms and conditions of the contract of
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assurance and also the applicable rate of Loyalty addition. The Maturity Sum

Assured, Death Benefit Sum Assured, and Accident benefit Sum Assured are

clearly and specifically printed on the policy bond as Rs 3,79,900/-

Rs.12,50,000/- &; Rs.12,50,000/-respectively. There is no ambiguity in this

regard.

6. For monthly premium of Rs 5000/-, we have offered the following benefits to the

complainant, for a period of 12 years for a person aged 55 years

i. Life Cover of Rs i.2,50,OOOl- + Loyalty Addition ( if any)+ Return of premium

as death benefit.

ii. Accident Benefit Coverage of Rs 12,50,0001-

iii. Disability Benefit coverage of Rs 12,50,000f-, by which the amount would be

paid in monthly instalments spread over 10 years in case of claim. Further, in

case of death claim before the expiry of the said period of 10 years, the

disability instalments which have not fallen due will be paid along with the

claim.

iv. A provision for partial surrender of policy and continuance with reduced

coverage.

v. Provision for Special surrender value

vi. Maturity Sum Assured of Rs3,79,9001- + Loyalty Addition of Rs.2,08,945/-

totalling Rs. 5,88,8451-for the policy.

7. After enjoying coverage for a term of 12 years, the complainant has approached the

Learned Ombudsman with a dispute on the quantum of the 6th benefit stated

above.

8. The terms and conditions of the contract are crystal clear. The complainant has

chosen to absolutely accept the same without any protest, and his claim for return of

premium with loyalty addition is not sustained by any policy condition or otherwise,

and the same has apparently been made on experimental basis.

9. The life assured has answered in the affirmative for the questions in the proposal

form "Whether the terms & conditions of the proposed plan have been explained to

you by the Agent" and "Have you understood the terms &; Conditions of the plan

you have proposed".

10. The subject policy cannot be compared with other investments which do not offer

any insurance coverage. lt is not imperative that the amount paid as premium should

be returned on Maturity, as the insurer has to essentially provide for expenses, claim

etc, Term lnsurance plans allowed by lnsurer are examples. The terms and conditions
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of the contract cannot be sought to be rewritten at the sweet will of the

complainant.

11. The Jeevan Saral policy is taken by persons who want high risk cover at advanced age

by paying small premium. For endowment policy, the premium increases with age

and is high at advanced ages.

12. Primary purpose of taking out an insurance policy is life insurance coverage. ln case

savings is the sole purpose of investment , multitude of options are available

elsewhere to avail products exclusively for such purpose, and returns from life

insurance policies cannot be compared with such schemes or products,after availing

substantial insurance coverage at higher ages and allied benefits as coverage does

not come free of cost . The complainant cannot conveniently chose to ignore the

benefits she enjoyed under the policy.

13. lt is most respectfully submitted that premia and plan benefits were determined by

the Corporation on the basis of sound actuarial principles, which were filed, and

approved bythe lRDA|.

14. We confirm that we have settled the Full Maturity Benefit in full conformity with the

terms and conditions of the plan, and hence it is prayed that the complaint may be

dismissed.

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on 27.09.2022

The Complainant stated that the policy in consideration was availed when he was 54-55

years old. He was not aware about the details of the policy. He was told that he would

be getting Rs. 12,50,000 on maturity. He had not gone through the policy document.

He did not have that much education to understand the policy conditions. Agent had

filled in the proposal form. On maturity he was given only Rs. 5,88,845 as against a total

premium remittance of Rs, 7,20,600 over the 12 year term. He had waited for Rs.

12,50,000forthe entire L2year period. On enquiry, LIC had replied that Rs. 12,50,000 is

the death benefit. He wanted to receive the benefits of the policy before his death, not

after. He prayed for return of invested amount.

The Respondent lnsurer stated that under Jeevan Saral Plan, the apportionment of

premium is more towards death benefit when the policy is availed by an aged person.

As age increases, mortality increases and the risk premium allocation also increases.
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Hence the part towards investment from the balance, will be considerably less when

compared with that of a young investor. ln Endowment type of policies if the maturity

benefit is Rs.l-2,50,000 the total premium paid under the policy would also be almost

equal to this amount. On maturity, this amount and bonus is paid. However, in Jeevan

Saral policy, the premium is divided into two portions - one towards risk and the other

towards investment. As age increases, risk increases and more part of the premium will

be paid for risk cover. Hence, maturity amount will be less, with less amount allocated

to investment. The policy document is very clear about the benefits under the policy.

Maturity sum assured and Death sum assured are clearly printed in the policy document,

proposal form declaration is signed by the customer. The customer has not availed the

cooling off provision provided under the policy. No complaint was raised during the

policy term. The customer is running a sea food business. lt is difficult to believe that he

was not aware of the benefits of the policy or had not read the policy details. For the

premium of Rs. 7,20,600 he was insured for a death sum assured of Rs. 12,50,000 for a

term of L2 years. The premium would have been much higher in pure term assurance

plans and the maturity benefit would be nil. This plan provided high death cover with

lessor premiums and a portion of the premium was invested and returned to the

customer. ln that way, the plan is unique.

4. Having heard both the sides and having carefully perused all the documents submitted

in detail, I find as under:-

(1) The policy in question is a Jeevan Saral policy which has a Death Benefit component

and a Maturity Benefit component, the latter being dependent on the returns the

insurer can earn by investing that part of the premium that has been set aside for

the investment purpose.

(2) lt is clear from the policy and from the detailed explanations given by the Rl vide

their SCN, that Jeevan Saral is markedly different from conventional life products in

some respects.

(3) The Rl would have it that in Jeevan Saral, (a) the buyer choses the premium amount

he is ready to pay; (b) the insurer then commits to pay a Death Benefit of 250

times the monthly premium amount, (c) the premium amount is then divided into

two parts; (d) the first one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out on the basis
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of approved actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-assured; and (e) the

balance premium is allocated to the Maturity Benefit which the insurer has to

generate over the years by investing that portion of the premium. However, I do

not see contentions (a) and (b) borne out in the documents available on file. The

Proposal Form only asks the proposer (inter alia) as to what Sum Assured he wants.

It does not ask him what premium amount he is ready to pay. Therefore in this

aspect of the policy underwriting, I hold that the Rl's averments are without basis.

ln actuality, the Proposal Form reveals that the insurer takes a similar path as in

conventional life policies. He asks the Proposer as to what Sum Assured he wants

(Q.: otthe Proposal Form), and then proceeds to calculate the premium applicable.

I however do concede the point that the premium is worked out based on the age

of the proposer and the allocated between Death Benefit premium and Maturity

Benefit premium.

(4) lt of course natural that this premium split will incline more towards Death Benefit

premium in case of older persons. ln respect of a younger person, Death Benefit

premium will be lower and more money will be available towards premium for

Maturity Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at policy

commencement (based on the proposer's request), the Maturity Benefit will

"suffer" in case of an older person. The younger the policy buyer is, the narrower

the gap between the Death Benefit and Maturity Benefit. For a very young man,

the Maturity Benefit would be higher amount than the Death Benefit - for the

simple reason that very little portion of the premium amount is needed for paying

the Death Benefit and consequently, more premium is available for investment.

(5) I find that the policy not only clearly mentions the terms and conditions of cover and

the benefits, it expressly shows the Maturity Benefit Amount and the Death Benefit

Amount separately. The former amount is shown as Rs. 3,79,900 and the latter as

Rs. 12,50,000. Also, admittedly, the policy document was prepared and given to the

Complainant in a timely fashion per due procedure and the Complainant had not

raised any issue with the policy terms and conditions throughout the term of the

policy.

(6) The Complainant would have it that he came to know of the low Maturity Benefit

amount only when it was offered by LIC upon maturity. Jeevan Saral is certainly a
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complex and sophisticated product compared to a standard endowment,

moneyback or term policy and a reasonable, unprejudiced observer would

definitely want to consider whether the nuances of product were explained

adequately enough to the proposer, in the proven absence of which a case of mis-

selling could be made out. I do not feel a case for mis-selling is indicated because

the Complainant's above contention has to be assessed in the light of the fact that

the policy document mentions the various benefit amounts very clearly and

expressly and the Complainant can hardly be considered uneducated or unaware

person, being a businessman involved in Sea Food export who can reasonably be

expected to be careful about all financial transactions. He can similarly reasonably,

be expected to at least cursorily read through a document involving a significant

amount of money, even if it is only the Schedule of the policy where the specifics

including the amounts, dates etc are mentioned. That he claims not to have done

so, strains credulity and certainly erodes the very foundation of his case.

(7) ln view of the above, I cannot find any shortcoming in the decision/action taken by

the Rl who have evidently acted as per the policy terms and conditions and

common standards of reasonableness and fairness.

5. Award

ln the result, this Award is passed upholding the decision of the Respondent lnsurer and

dismissing the complaint.

Dated this the 15th day of November, 2022

Copies to :

Mr. A S Mohammed,
S/o Syed Mohammed,
Pulari, Arookkutti P O,

Cherthala 688535.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,
L.l.C. of lndia,
Divisional Office,'Jeevan Prakash',

M.G. Road,Ernakulam - 682011,.

Lt oloo/22-23

)qae
Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

IUnder Rule No.131(b)Read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules,2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Com pla i nt N o. KOC-L- 029-2223-0004

Complainant : Micheal Sebastian

Respondent lnsurer : LIC of lndia, Kottayam

AWARD

1. Address of the Complainant
2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy
5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing
8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

Theckeplathottathil, P O Mevada 686573
379600392
Mr. MichealSebastian
LIFE (Jeevan Saral)

07.02.2022
Short payment of Maturity Benefit
27.09.2022
Mr. MichealSebastian
Mr. Shani Mathew

Award No. tolKOC / AlLt I otoL/2022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman

Rules,2077. The complaint is regarding alleged short payment of Maturity Benefit in a

Jeevan Saral policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Mr. Micheal

Sebastian is the policyholder.
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1. Complainant's case.

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as

follows:

(1) Jeevan Saral policy was availed in20!2 and has maturity in February,2022. Maturity

amount mentioned by the servicing office is Rs. !,7O,LL7 /-.

(2) Monthly premium remitted for the above policy for L0 years is Rs.24021-. Thus total

amount deposited is Rs. 2,43,000/-. There is a loss of Rs. 7OOO0/- .

(3) Such discrepancy in payment of maturity benefits has not been there before. These

points were not briefed by the agent too. lf it was pointed out, he would not have

availed it.

(4) Approaching this Honourable Forum to direct the lnsurer to pay the deposited

money with admissible interest.

Respondent lnsurer's Contentions

The Respondent lnsurer (Rl) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN).

The averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

(1) Sri Michael Sebastian is a policy holder of LIC of lndia Pala Branch Office, under

Divisional Office, Kottayam. LIC of lndia has issued a policy bearing no.379600392 on

the life of that Sri Michael Sebastian, under Jeevan Saral plan (plan 165) for a Death

Benefit Sum Assured of Rs.5,00,000/- with Date of Commencement of risk

13.02.2OL2 and term L0 years and maturity date 04.02.2022. The LA had paid all the

premiums due under the policy without any default.

(21 For Jeevan Saral policy Death Benefit Sum Assured and Maturity Sum Assured are

distinctly defined. Death Benefit Sum Assured is payable only on death of the policy

holder during the term of the policy, while Maturity Sum Assured is payable on the

date of maturity. The Maturity Benefit Sum Assured and Death Benefit Sum Assured

are distinctively printed on the policy bond as Rs. 1,19,380/- and Rs. 5,00,555/-

respectively.

(3) Jeevan Saral policy was introduced to cover high death benefit at low premium

irrespective of age at entry and term .But the Maturity Sum Assured will be different

and dependant on the entry ages and term of the policy. The Maturity Sum Assured
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(4)

has been computed by our actuaries based on several factors like Mortality,

expenses etc and hence it decreases with increase in age at entry. The maturity

value is less than the premium paid in respect of Jeevan Saral Policy, in case the

policy is taken at higher ages.

As per Proposal records, Sri Michael Sebastian is a B.A. Graduate, was Service

Manager with Coal lndia Limited at Singrauli, Madhya Pradesh, had an annual

income of Rs. 10,00,000/- and was 56 years old at the time of procuring this policy.

ln page no. 5 of the Proposal, as answer to Qn. No. L4A: Whether the Terms and

Conditions of the proposed plan have been explained to you by the agent? he had

furnished the reply 'yes'. Also, to An. No. 14B: Have you understood fully the Terms

and Conditions of the Plan you propose to take? He had mentioned the reply "Yes".

Moreover, in Page No. 1of the proposal, answertothe question, Object of lnsurance

furnished was "Life Coverage" and not savings. Thus the proponent had clearly

stated that the terms and conditions of the policy he was about to take were

explained to her by the agent and that he had understood them fully.

The policy holder is eligible for Maturity Sum Assured of Rs.1,19,380/- and Loyalty

Addition of Rs.50,737/- on the date of Maturity- 4.2.2022 (total Rs. 7,70,L17/-).fhe

total amount to the party will be Rs. I,70,Lt7 has been paid to the party on

21.3.2022 by NEFT. Thus the Complainant is not eligible for any of the reliefs

claimed.

Life lnsurance Corporation is a public limited undertaking constituted as per statute

to render policies for the welfare of the citizens, and is only the custodian of public

funds. Payment of amounts higher than that envisaged by the policy conditions will

be a drain on the public fund and no one is authorized to make any payment which is

not in conformity with the rules and guidelines issued by the corporation.

ADDITIONAL POINTS.

Benefits of Jeevan Saral Policy

Benefit on Death - Death Sum Assured + Refund of premiums excluding extra

premium and first year premium + Loyalty Addition, if any. Death Benefit Sum

Assured is 250 times monthly basic premium.
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ii. Benefits on Maturity-Maturity Sum Assured + Loyalty Addition, if any

iii. Auto cover- lf at least 3 full years' premiums have been paid under the policy,

lnsurance Cover for the Death Sum Assured will continue for 12 months, even

if subsequent premiums are not paid.

iv. Partial Surrender -The plan will allow partial surrender from the 4th year

onwards, subject to certain conditions.

v. Loan - Loan is available under the policy after payment of premium for 3

years.

(7) The cited policy was taken by the complainant at age 56 and it offers Death Sum

Assured for Rs.5,00,000/- while the total premiums paid is only Rs. 2,37,600/-

(excluding Accident Benefit Premium).

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on 27.09.2022

The Complainant stated that he had availed other policies of LIC and had a good

experience with the returns. However, Jeevan Saral Policy was not like that. He was a

Central government PSU employee and retired in 2015. Premiums towards this policy

were paid from pension without any lapse. The details of the policy were not told, nor

were asked. The policy document was received after 5-6 months of paying premium.

Then also, he did not take cognizance of amount in the policy. lf the details of the policy

were pointed out, he would not have availed this policy. He prayed for remitted amount

with interest to be awarded. For LlC, this amount is a small amount. This might not

even required a Board Meeting to write off this amount. The Chairman himself can do

it.

The Respondent lnsurer stated that Jeevan Saral Policy is a special high risk policy with

high Death Benefit. For a given premium, death cover is more and savings element is

less. The allocation of premium towards death cover increases as age increases due to

high mortality rates and hence investment part is less. ln this policy for a low premium

of Rs 242600 for L0 years he was getting a coverage of Rs 5,00,0001- and return of

premiums in case of death during the premium paying term. This policy offers a very

high risk cover for a low premium. The maturity sum assured will vary according to age

and will be comparatively lower for advanced ages. The policy was availed by the
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customer at an advanced age of 56 years. Maturity amount is less as the policy holder

was in the higher age bracket and term was less. All benefits under the policy are clea rly

printed in the policy schedule. The Complainant is well educated and aware enough to

have understood the policy terms and conditions.

4. Having heard both the sides and having carefully perused all the documents submitted, I

find as under:-

(1) The policy in question is a Jeevan Saral policy which has a Death Benefit component

and a Maturity Benefit component, the latter being dependent on the returns the

insurer can earn by investing that part of the premium that has been set aside for

the investment purpose.

(2) lt is clear from the policy and from the detailed explanations given by the Rl vide

their SCN, that Jeevan Saral is markedly different from conventional life products in

some respects.

(3) The Rl would have it that in Jeevan Saral, (a) the buyer choses the premium amount

he is ready to pay; (b) the insurer then commits to pay a Death Benefit of 250

times the monthly premium amount, (c) the premium amount is then divided into

two parts; (d) the first one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out on the basis

of approved actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-assured; and (e) the

balance premium is allocated to the Maturity Benefit which the insurer has to

generate over the years by investing that portion of the premium. However, I do

not see contentions (a) and (b) borne out in the documents available on file. The

Proposal Form only asks the proposer (inter alia) as to what Sum Assured he wants.

It does not ask him what premium amount he is ready to pay. Therefore in this

aspect of the policy underwriting, I hold that the Rl's averments are without basis.

ln actuality, the Proposal Form reveals that the insurer takes a similar path as in

conventional life policies. He asks the Proposer as to what Sum Assured he wants

(Q.g of the Proposal Form), and then proceeds to calculate the premium applicable.

I however do concede the point that the premium is worked out based on the age

of the proposer and the allocated between Death Benefit premium and Maturity

Benefit premium.
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(a) lt of course natural that this premium split will incline more towards Death Benefit

premium in case of older persons. ln respect of a younger person, Death Benefit

premium will be lower and more money will be available towards premium for

Maturity Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at policy

commencement (based on the proposer's request), the Maturity Benefit will

"suffer" in case of an older person. The younger the policy buyer is, the narrower

the gap between the Death Benefit and Maturity Benefit. For a very young man,

the Maturity Benefit would be higher amount than the Death Benefit - for the

simple reason that very little portion of the premium amount is needed for paying

the Death Benefit and consequently, more premium is available for investment.

(5) I find that the policy not only clearly mentions the terms and conditions of cover and

the benefits, it expressly shows the Maturity Benefit Amount and the Death Benefit

Amount separately. The former amount is shown as Rs. 1.,19,380/- and the latter as

Rs. 5,00,000/-. Also, the policy document was prepared and given to the

Complainant in a timely fashion per due procedure and the Complainant had not

raised any issue with the policy terms and conditions throughout the term of the

policy.

(6) The Complainant would have it that he was not given "a clear picture" of the policy

and came to know of the low Maturity Benefit amount only when it was offered by

LIC in Februarry, 2022. Jeevan Saral is certainly a complex and sophisticated

product compared to a standard endowment, moneyback or term policy and a

reasonable, unprejudiced observer would definitely want to consider whether the

nuances of product were explained adequately enough to the proposer, in the

proven absence of which a case of mis-selling could be made out. I do not feel a

case for mis-selling is indicated because the Complainant's above contention has to

be assessed in the light of the fact that the policy document mentions the various

benefit amounts very clearly and expressly and the Complainant came across as

educated and articulate duringthe process of online hearing and being retired from

a PSU Company, could be reasonably expected to at least cursorily read through a

document involving a significant amount of money, even if it is only the Schedule of
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the policy where the specifics including the amounts, dates etc are mentioned.

That he does not seem to have done so, erodes the very foundation of his case.

(7) ln view of the above, I cannot find any shortcoming in the decision/action taken by

the Rl who have evidently acted as per the policy terms and conditions and

common standards of reasonableness and fairness.

5. Award

ln the result, this Award is passed upholding the decision of the Respondent lnsurer and

dismissing the complaint.

Dated this the 15th day of November, 2022

Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

Copies to :

Mr. MichealSebastian,
Theckeplathottathil,
P O Mevada 586573.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,
L.l.C. of lndia,
Divisional Office,
'Jeevan Prakash',

Nagampadom,
Kottayam - 686 001.
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

IUnder Rule No.13 1(b) Read with Rule 14 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017]

Present: Mr Girish Radhakrishnan
lnsurance Ombudsman

Com pla i nt N o. KOC-L- 029 -2223-OOIO

Complainant : Joseph Sebastian

Respondent lnsurer : LIC of lndia, Kozhikode

AWARD

1. Address of the Complainant

2. Policy Number
3. Name of the lnsured
4. Type of Policy

5. Date of receipt of complaint
6. Nature of complaint
7. Date of Hearing

8. Present at the Hearing for Complainant
9. Present at the Hearing for the lnsurer

Athiyalil House, Azhiyur Chungam,
AzhiyurPO PlN673309
797357297,797357298
Mr. Joseph Sebastian
LIFE (Jeevan Saral)

07.03.2022
Short payment of Maturity Benefit
27.09.2022
Mr. Joseph Sebastian
Ms. Sreedevi M R.

Award No. lOlKOC / A/Lt / 070212022-23

This is a complaint filed under Rule 13(1)b read with Rule 14 of the Insurance Ombudsman

Rules, 2017. The complaint is regarding alleged short payment of Maturity Benefit in a

Jeevan Saral policy issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Mr. Joseph

Sebastian is the policyholder.
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1. Complainant's Case

The averments, contentions and submissions in the complaint are summarized as

follows:

(1) The Complainant and his wife had availed 2 Jeevan Saral Policies each based on a

leaflet which offered a yield of Rs. 4,25,808/- +5 Lakh free insurance on payment of

Rs. 2000/- p.m. for 10 years.

(2) The policy numbers were 797357297 and 797357298 in his name with Rs. 60651-

half yearly premium and 11 years term; Policy No. 795357786 and 795358787 in the

name of his wife, with Rs. 4593/- quarterly premium for 16 years-where 7 years

premium has been paid till date.

(3) ln January, 2022 the discharge vouchers offered only Rs. 55,878/- only as the final

payment. Total remittance was Rs. 6065*2*11=Rs. 1,33,4301- as premium. Thus

there is a loss of Rs. 77,5521- on each policy.

(4) lt is misrepresentation and against legal provisions.

(5) Reply to Grievance Officer is silent about the leaflet describing the benefits under

the policy.

(6) Policy was availed as a future benefit and savings vehicle. lt is the hard earned

money which is lost.

(7) Approaching this Honourable Forum to direct the lnsurer to make good the loss.

2. Respondent lnsurer's Case

The Respondent lnsurer (Rt) entered appearance and filed a Self Contained Note (SCN).

The averments, contentions and submissions in the SCN are summarized as follows:

(1) Details of the two policies in the name of the Complainant are as below:
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Policy no 797357297 797357298
Life Assured and Complainant SriJoseph Sebastian SriJospeh Sebastian
Plan & Term 165-11 165-11
Date of Commencement 26.03.20LL 15.03.2011
Mode of Payment Mlv Hlv Hlv
Date of Maturity 26.03.2022 76.03.2022
Maturity Sum Assured 39490.00 39490.00
Death Benefit Sum Assured 2s00oo/- zsoooo/-
Basic Premium 5940/-(actual 5000 for

half yearly mode there
is a rebate of L% ,

hence there is a

reduction in premium)

5940/-(actual 6000 for
half yearly mode there is

a rebate of L% , hence

there is a reduction in
premium),

total premium with
extra(Accident benefit )

Rs 6065.00 Rs 6065.00

TotalPremium paid 6065XLLX2
=133430.00

6065X11X2
=133430.00

premium paid without extras 5940*LL*2= 130680.00 5940*11* 2 = 130680.00
Maturity Amount Payable =
Maturity Sum Assured +

Loyalty Addition

39490+16388=55878.00 39490+16388 = 55878.00

(2) The above policies bearing No's 797357297,797357298 taken by the complainant

are Jeevan Saral Policis Where the Maturity Sum Assured and Death Sum Assured

are different and. Maturity sum assured will differ according to age and term. The

basic monthly premium in the policy is Rs 1000.00. Maturity sum assured for Rs

100/- premium for age 59 and term 1L years is Rs 3949.00. Hence the maturity sum

assuredforRs1000permonthisRs 39490/-.Asperpolicytermsandconditionsthe

amount payable at maturity is a sum equal to the maturity sum assured along with

loyalty additions and the same is printed in the policy document. Due date of

maturity of the above policy was 28.03.2022 and claim for Rs 55878.00 has been

settled in favor of the policy holder on 28.03.2022

(3) The Corporation does not print any such leaflets to be distributed to agents or policy

holders (as alleged by the Complainant). We are unable to clarify at this point of time

who has printed the leaflet which has been attached to the complaint. We are giving

below the features of Jeevan Saral Policy.
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(4) LIC's Jeevan Saral belongs to the category of high risk plans, wherein the insurance

coverage offered is substantially higher, especially at higher ages. The unique feature

of this plan is that the installment premium to be paid is determined by the

customer and the sum assured payable in the unfortunate event of death, known as

death sum assured is then decided on the basis of the premium thus selected. The

maturity sum assured, unlike in conventional plans, is calculated depending upon the

age of the life assured and the term of the policy. The death sum assured underthis

plan is 250 times the monthly premium selected by the customer. ln all other

conventional insurance plans, the installment premium payable for the same sum

assured varies according to the age of the customer. However, in this particular plan,

the premium payable and death sum assured remains the same irrespective of age.

(5) ln any traditional life insurance product, the premium charged for covering the risk

increases as one's age increases. This means that for the same death sum assured

the premium payable varies for two customers having different ages. This is because

the cost of providing death cover increases with age. Whereas, in our Jeevan Saral

plan, the premium and thus the death benefit are selected by the customer and

remains the same irrespective of age. Hence, to factor in the risk premium, the

maturity value is calculated based on age and duration of the policy. Thus when the

age and when the policy is purchased is on the higher side, the maturity value is

lower.

(6) ln case of death the benefits payable are death sum assured and return of

premiums excluding 1't year premiums and extra premiums if any. ln this policy for a

low premium of Rs 133430.00 for 10 years he was getting a coverage of Rs 250000/-

and return of premiums in case of her death during the premium paying term, . This

policy offers a very high risk cover for a low premium. The maturity sum assured will

vary according to age and will be comparatively lower for advanced ages.

(7) Whatever benefits are actually eligible as per terms and conditions of the policy has

been informed to the life assured at the inception of the policy itself. Since the
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complainant has taken the policy at the advanced age of 59 the maturity benefit will

be less comparing to high death benefit offered.

(8) As this is the fact we would pray before the Honourable lnsurance Ombudsman to

set aside the complaint and uphold our stand.

3. I heard the Complainant and the Respondent lnsurer at an online Hearing on

27.09.2022.

The Complainant stated that he had agreed to avail the policy based on the leaflet

provided by the agent which promised Rs. 4,25,808/- maturity benefit along with Rs.

5,00,000/- free lnsurance for a 10 year deposit of Rs. 2000/- premium p.m. He had two

policies in his name and two in the name of his wife. Both his policies have matured in

March, 2022. Wife's policies are yet to mature for payment. He had other policies also

with LlC. Not in any of them the maturity proceeds were less than the premium

remitted. He had made enquiries after reading the policy document regarding the two

different type of sum assured provided in the policy schedule. However, he was misled.

The policies were availed when he was 59 years old and for a term of 11 years. He

retired as the Head Master of Azhiyoor Government School as Headmaster.

The Respondent lnsurer stated that the customer had 2 policies with half yearly

premium of Rs. 6,065/- each. Death Benefit is Rs. 2,50,000/- each and Maturity Benefit

Rs. 39490/- each. All details are correctly printed in the policy schedule. Jeevan Saral

Policy is a special high risk policy with high Death Benefit. For a given premium, death

cover is more and savings element is less. The allocation of premium towards death

cover increases as age increases due to high mortality rates and hence investment part

is less. ln this policy for a low premium of Rs 1,33,430 for 10 years he was getting a

coverage of Rs 2,50,000 and return of premiums in case of death during the premium

paying term, . This policy offers a very high risk cover for a low premium. The maturity

sum assured will vary according to age and will be comparatively lower for advanced

ages. The policy was availed by the customer at an advanced age of 59 years. Maturity

amount is less as the policy holder was in the higher age bracket and term was less.
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Having heard both the sides and having carefully perused all the documents submitted, I

find as under:-

(1) The policy in question is a Jeevan Saral policy which has a Death Benefit component

and a Maturity Benefit component, the latter being dependent on the returns the

insurer can earn by investing that part of the premium that has been set aside for

the investment purpose.

(2) lt is clear from the policy and from the detailed explanations given by the Rl vide

their SCN, that Jeevan Saral is markedly different from conventional life products in

some respects.

(3) The Rl would have it that in Jeevan Saral, (a) the buyer choses the premium amount

he is ready to pay; (b) the insurer then commits to pay a Death Benefit of 250

times the monthly premium amount, (c) the premium amount is then divided into

two parts; (d) the first one, the Death Benefit premium is worked out on the basis

of approved actuarial tables depending on the age of the life-assured; and (e) the

balance premium is allocated to the Maturity Benefit which the insurer has to

generate over the years by investing that portion of the premium. However, I do

not see contentions (a) and (b) borne out in the documents available on file. The

Proposal Form only asks the proposer (inter alia) as to what Sum Assured he wants.

It does not ask him what premium amount he is ready to pay. Therefore in this

aspect of the policy underwriting, I hold that the Rl's averments are without basis.

ln actuality, the Proposal Form reveals that the insurer takes a similar path as in

conventional life policies. He asks the Proposer as to what Sum Assured he wants

(Q.g otthe Proposal Form), and then proceeds to calculate the premium applicable.

I however do concede the point that the premium is worked out based on the age

of the proposer and the allocated between Death Benefit premium and Maturity

Benefit premium.

(a) lt of course natural that this premium split will incline more towards Death Benefit

premium in case of older persons. ln respect of a younger person, Death Benefit

premium will be lower and more money will be available towards premium for
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Maturity Benefit. Ergo, because the Death Benefit is pre-fixed at policy

commencement (based on the proposer's request), the Maturity Benefit will

"suffer" in case of an older person. The younger the policy buyer is, the narrower

the gap between the Death Benefit and Maturity Benefit. For a very young man,

the Maturity Benefit would be higher amount than the Death Benefit - for the

simple reason that very little portion of the premium amount is needed for paying

the Death Benefit and consequently, more premium is available for investment.

(5) I find that both the policies not only clearly mention the terms and conditions of

cover and the benefits, they expressly shows the Maturity Benefit Amount and the

Death Benefit Amount separately. The former amount is shown as Rs. 39,490 and

the latter as Rs. 2,50,000. Also, admittedly, the policy documents were prepared

and given to the Complainant in a timely fashion per due procedure and the

Complainant had not raised any issue with the policy terms and conditions

throughout the term of the policy.

(6) The Complainant said during the Hearing that while he did read the policy terms and

conditions and the various benefit amounts, he was misled when he made inquiries

about the same. He does not elaborate however, as to who misled him and in what

manner when the particulars are so clearly and simply written in the Schedule of

the policy. Jeevan Saral is certainly a complex and sophisticated product compared

to a standard endowment, moneyback or term policy and a reasonable,

unprejudiced observer would definitely want to consider whether the nuances of

product were explained adequately enough to the proposer, in the proven absence

of which a case of mis-selling could be made out. I do not feel a case for mis-selling

is indicated because the Complainant's above contention has to be assessed in the

light of the fact that the policy document mentions the various benefit amounts

very clearly and expressly and the Complainant can hardly be considered

uneducated or unaware person, being a Retired Headmaster, and could be

reasonably expected to at least cursorily read through a document involving a

significant amount of money, even if it is only the Schedule of the policy where the
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specifics including the amounts, dates etc are mentioned. That he does not seem

to have done so, erodes the very foundation of his case.

(7) ln view of the above, I cannot find any shortcoming in the decision/action taken by

the Rl who have evidently acted as per the policy terms and conditions and

common standards of reasonableness and fairness.

5. Award

ln the result, this Award is passed upholding the decision of the Respondent lnsurer and

dismissing the complaint.

Dated this the 15th day of November, 2022

Copies to :

Mr. Joseph Sebastian,

Athiyalil House,

Azhiyur Chungam, Azhiyur
P O 673309.

The Sr. Divisional Manager,
L.l.C. of lndia,
Divisional Office,
'Jeevan Prakash',

Huzur Road,

Kozhikode 673 001.

4€w
Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
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Proceedings of

THE INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN
KERALA, LAKSHADWEEP & MAHE

[Under Rule No.13 (2) Read with Rule 16 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2017]

lnsurance Ombudsman: Mr. Girish Radhakrishnan

Com p !a in t No. : KOC-[ -032-2223-027 2

Complainant: Ms. Sindhu T V

Respondent lnsurer: Max New York Life lnsurance Company limited

t. Policy Number
2. Name of the lnsured/Policy Holder
3. Type of Policy

4. Date of receipt of complaint
5. Nature of complaint

802949032
Ms. Sindhu T V

Max Life Max Mangal Endowment Plan

L.7.2022
Dispute regarding maturiy value

O RD E R No. I O/KOC/ R I Lt I oL23 I 2022-23

This is a complaintfiled under Rule 13(2) read with Rule 16 of the lnsurance Ombudsman Rules,

2077. The complaint is regarding alleged dispute regarding maturity value under policy No.

802949032 issued by the Respondent lnsurer. The Complainant, Ms. Sindhu T V is the

policyholder.

Mediation

This office pursued the matter with the Respondent lnsurer (Rl) to review and re-examine the

complaint and to resolve it amicably by way of a conciliation settlement with the Complainant.

Accordingly the Rl has agreed and offered cancellation of Policy No. 802949032 and refund Rs.

74,577/-without prejudice to their rights to contest the matter on merits. The Complainant,

has accepted the settlement offer made by the Rlvide her mail dated 23.11,.2022.
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Order

Taking into account the records made available to us and considering the offer of the

Respondent lnsurer and the Complainant's acceptance of the said offer, this Forum records that

the matter is settled fully and finally, by the Respondent lnsurer's refund of Rs. L4,577/- to the

Complainant.

As prescribed in Rule 1.6 of lnsurance Ombudsman Rules, 2077,the lnsurer shall comply with

this recommendation immediately but not later than 15 (fifteen) days of their receipt of this

recommendation, and shall inform the Ombudsman of its compliance.

Dated this the 25th day of Novemb er, 2022.
4/11

t-.,4 tll;,,t/,r

Girish Radhakrishnan

INSURANCE OMBUDSMAN

Copies to :

Mrs. Sindhu TV,
Kattayil House, KMD

Nambiar Road,

Ganapathy Temple,
Panangad, Kumbalam
682s06.

The Manager,
MAX Life lnsurance Co.Ltd.,

DLF Square, 1lth Floor,

Jacaranda Marg,
DLF City, Phase ll,

Gurgaon 722002.
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PROCEEDINGS-B-EFORE TIIE INSLIRANCE OMBtrDSMAN,Kolkata(states of west Benga!,Sikkim and urion r-"*iio.ii-ot Andaman & Nicobar Istands)(IINDER RULE NO.r6l,, OF TIM NVSUTNi', OMLTDSMAN RTILES.2Ol7I

"*r o"?to#$ffiIiff ,#'"j,f [H".'gil n,"n o^* 
- " "' "

RESPONDENT: ll,ru-r,Ii* *u rnsurance company
COMPLAINT REAF: NO: KOLI.,() 26_222347 6l

r' Name & Address orrhe comprainant 
iElB,tHfl,,:,H'F$Hi**, u.,",", Korkata.700
092.

Tlpe Of poticy: Life

,, policy Details:
policy Nunter S*tr-l:red FrcmDate To Date D(rc prcdum poli(y Term payirg .ferm20592074 12383 07 _ArE_20t2 15801 t0 yearyyearly l0 ycars3. Name of insur.ed Ranjib Kumar Bhatracharya

4. Name of the insurer/hroker Kotak Vahindra Lite Insurance Company5, Date ofreceipt ofthe Complaint 28_Sep_2022
6. Nature of Complaint Less payment ol.Maturiry Value7, Amount ofclaim o oo
7, Amount of Claim 0.00
8, Date ofpartial Setflement

9. Amount ofreliefsought 0

l0- Complaint reghtered under lnsurance Rulc lJ(1,(b)_ anypanml orrolal rcpudBriorr ol.ulairnsOmbudsman R,les 20t7 ;;r;;:;;:,
ll. Date ol hearing 23_Nov-2022

Place ofhearing Kolkata
12. Representation at the hearing

a)For the Complainant piyali Bhanacharlya
b)For the lnsurer Nivedita Bhattacharyya

13. Complaint how disposed By conduojng online hearing14, Date of Awarrt 24_Nov_2022



Brief Facts of the Case: 
COMPLAINT REF: No: KoL-L-026-2223-o'761

The Mah,ity amount paid by the company is ress trran the totar amounr paid as premium,nder the poricy.

Conlention of the complainant:
a) The policy was of l0 years premiurn paying tem. But due his bad hnancial condition he was not abte to paupremium for the last 2 years. Total amount of Premum paid by him Rs. 1284401. b) He was informed fiom thenearest Branch office of the company that he would gei good amount of maturity with bonus if he would wait t ldate of matuity. c) He has received at the rime of ma=nril, Rs. 99g33/- only. They Oia not fay uny bon* .utt 

".they have deducted money from his invested amount. d) He tras request€d to review the matter.

Contention of the Respondent:
a) we would like to mention here that that as a prool of his understanding that it was a life insurance plan, t5e clientsigned. and executed the Proposal Form and Benefit illustration which is attached herewith as Annexure 4collectively. The Proposal Form c learly mentiorN the plan opted for and the nu,ber of premiums that the customerwould have to pay Basis these Proposal Forms thc Policy was underwritten and issued 

"rd,h. illd Document.The Po)rcy Document was dispatched.to the c lient. prom;tly. It is pertinent to note that the fact of dilivery of thepolicy contract has not been disputed by the complainant and this can be considered as adrnission oi pun or,l"complainant b) That as per then clause 4.1 and 6.2 of the Insurance Regulatory una oerelopm"rrt Authority(Protection of Policyholder's Interests) Regulations, 2002, [superseded uy neguLtion s.l ano'i0. r ofIRDAI(Protection of Policyholder's Interest) Regulaiions, z01zl, the wjcome Lettei was-duly sent to trre ctieniatong wimthe policy documents. The welcome Letter in the Policy Document clearly mentioned tt o it.,"." -*I^f".ioo or rsdays for the customer to retum the poticy under Free Look period and get her policy 
"-""["J,', "r.. th"customer was nol agreeablc to any ol'thc Tenns and conditions of the policy. However, no complaint wasreceived 

.from 
the- customer during the said period which s indicative that the client was in ug.."11"rt *itl, th" t.r*.and conditions ofthe policy Further flom mere reading of the complaint it is evident that tlJctient-is-noitraving anydisputes with respect to the terms and conditions ofihe policy clntruct but was wanting to sunender the policyowing to fmancial issues. c) That the client had submitted u.oa" 

"t -g"."quest on l5-Jul-2014 wherein he had notinformed of any concems with the polcy 
lelms and conditions. aj i'rrat it is important to note that the client hadpaid premiums for 7 years incruding the subscription premium. The last unpaid premium1rus ar,e o, i-s"p-zors.Further post expiry grace period the.policy .ov"d ,io reduced paid etfective 7-Sep-2019. However, no attemptswerc madc by thc crient to rclive thc poric): c) That on r7-oct-20r9, the compLinant had submittea an ECsdeactivation request wherein he had. u:rbrmed that he was ready to continue the poricy , ."ou."J pu,a-rp .o0". r1That a manrity payout was released to the complainant arnoun,in! to nr. 99g33.95. A break up ofthe amount paid

;"r# ;1"" 
is - Reduced Basic Sun Assured 7960s1-, Reu".Iionury bonus paid 20228.9;. Torai amount paia

Observation and conclusions:
on going through the policy condition 6, Reduced Paid up option, it is observed that the Manrity value of thestaled policy has been correctiy calculated by the Insurance iompany..

AWARD
COIIP[_AINT REF: NO: KOLLOZ 6_2221476t

Taking into account the facts and circunstances of the case and after going through the documents onrecord and-submission made by both.the parties present during the couie o"r nea.iig it is;b,s;rved thatthe respondent Insurance company has correctry settled the'"rr*r, value of the stated poricy as pert:-: 'id conditions incorporated in the poricy document. Hence, the compraint is to be treated asdismissed without providing any relief in favour oi the complainant. If the decision is not acceptable to ttrecomplainant he is at liberty to approach any other foru'nr/court as per Law of the Lani alainst therespondent Insur.ance Company.

b^+€D ri Wtw^la, 2h++>^1 tl Nov,.y2ra-
14;/,u-

(Ms. Kiran Sahdev)
INSURANCE OMBI,]DSMANCi11 l^ -r)Ra!-"f L(^ua'. QAo{x1*vya

?) kr+/J^- !,.;.L-Q)D- L-t 4-'ilJ'










































































